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1 To define evaluation and to descnbe each of the four stages in
the evaluation process

2 To select appropriate information-gathenng instruments when
seeking to make classroom evaluations

3 To wnte good test items for evaluating achievement

4 To develop checklists and rating scales for evaluating student
products and performances

5 To describe how to use information to evaluatethat is, to grade,
to judge student progress, to judge changes in student attitudes, and to judge
the effectiveness of your own instruction

Educational useful.only to_the_extent,that,it-LVi-eig
eaia tranistratorrtelEher, studentl-make-sound-eduntiorcal

iiii'eiits---and-decisioirtriliTra'apter you will learn about some of
thi asic princip evaluation as applied to classroom prob!ems.
This chapter can be very helpful when you are faced with the task of
evaluating your students. However, I would encourage you to go 6e-
yond this introductory level of understanding. Purchase a good bas:c
text on classroom evaluation techniques. Practice your test-writing
skills whenever possible. Learn fujrusmr_mjaalies as.x.ou he.dgia4p
evaluate your own students Tglkarn to use-evaluation as_-a.necessar?:

in-waFrant iemer too . UseCyaluation -to-help ):oli -trach _better
d to help yourstudents learn bettexi.

Objective 1
To define evaluation and to describe each of the four stages in the
evaluatbn process.

LEARNING ACTIVITY 1.1

gicirt-717r-ncrt-.71.-7i :4-107:737"mp M"7"ts...to..4-3M7riraru"e7=TOTt7d7e7pon
litiW.evTormingajiThiriient:i4J3Qtarlindejaendentactioh. In order to

dge, one musih.ve infoanation. The act of judging depends upon
this-pfeeeritvit'elia7 obtaining information. Furthermore, the act of
forming a judgment is itself prereciti/2.1.94,xxiiigtioatlkwieletepitgt.hat
deci,ion making. So, evaluation, Se Tr-oceis Of_forming_judgmerits,
dypeicds-tTlibirinToTiriaron gaiheirrig Ina *leads to decision making:
Piettife irthis way7
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anaktng 'clet IsOns
. -

.mnrrnation f orrn7q "tudTrrents
t t

Or, this way:

EvaWatorrrs-rtre-process -of -obtairnntrtniormatior; ancl.449.4L'a,lotzLitocicrrnorts
i]ied in

The above definition clearly specifies the interrelatedness amon

the various stages in the evaluation process; and yet, it also clearl
indicates the centrality of forming judgments. If you have not formed

judgment, you have not evaluated. This chapter, therefore, will deo

primarily with the procedures for forming judgments.
Howe% er, it is important for you to understand the total evaluatio

process. So, let's expand this definition some. So far it is obvious tin
evaluation involves at least three stages: obtaining information, forii

ing judgments, and using those judgments in decision making. B

adding a preparation stage and enlarging a bit on the last stage, w

come up with the following four stages:

The evaluation process
PPI: Preparing for evaluation.

Obtaining needed information.
aget': Forming judgments.

Sip,* Using judgments in making decisions and preparing
evaluation reports.

Let's look at a rather tpical teachinglearning situation. Noti

how this teacher goes through these four stages as she attempts

make her instruction more effective.

age I. Preparing for evaluation.

Bonnie, a third grade teacher, has become concerned about Billy. I

seems to be having trouble keeping up in reading. Bonnie wonders In

long he will be able to function within the reading group he is in. S

wonders whether or not she should move him to a slower group. Perha

there is something she can do to help some extra work, for example,

some extra attention. She decides she needs more information before s

can accurately judge Billy's level of achievement in reading. After deb

mining the kind of information she needs (e.g., information about the ki

of errors made when reading orally, information concerning Billy's use

various word attack skills, information about Billy's interests), Bora

determines when and how to obtain that information.

tage 2. Obtaining needed information.

Over a period of several days Bonnie obtains a great deal of inforr

b on about Billy. She gives him a standardized reading test, listens to }-

read orally, carefully records the kind of errors he makes, and obser

hrrn throughout the day watching for patterns of behavior that mi

indicate particular attitudes toward various subject matters.
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StairForming judgments.

After analzing all the information she has obtained, Bonnie comes to
the following conclusions:

1. Billy is not capable of reading material written at a third grade
level.

2. Billy reads comfortably onl that material written on a second
grade level or lcwer.

3. Billy's primary wea mess lies in the area of word attack skills.
4. Billy does not Inve a comprehension problem. He understands

w hat is read to him.
5 Billy likes eie children in his reading group.
6. Billy enjoys the stories in the third grade reader

Stc/gclising judgments to make decisions and evaluation reports.

On the basis of the above judgments Bonnie decides that she should
keep Billy in his present reading group. She further decides to take the
following action:

1. Prepare a check list of word attack skills.
2. Systematically teach Billy those skills on a one-to-one basis.
3. Continue to have the stories read to Billy so that he will not f.dl

behind on his comprehension skills.
4 Hae Billy check off each word attack skill as he demonstrates

competence in using it.

Ha% ing made these decisiom. Bonnie writes a brief summary of her
judgments, noting the actions she anticipates making. She files this in her
own files for future reference. She also calls in Billy's parents and shares
her findings with them, asking them to cooperate and to give Billy lots of
encouralzement and praise, supporting him as he struggles to make up the
deficiencies she has disco% ered.

Nate 'he key features of each of the stages illustrated above:

I. -112:P232111:rtairrrr=hcr Find of information needed
and decide how and when to obtain it.
_age2.ptjortnattOri7arbtain a variety of information

as a6cd-rdtely -as possible
3. Ju dgments are made by comparingIfiCTZo 77."--""7.-ornung.u gments:

the information to selected criteria.
El75:TrigeirTrei CraT7),f7in-d Reporting Record significant find-

ings and determine appropriate courses of action
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A. KEY

Mastery Test, Objective 1

1. Evaluation is the process of obtaining informa-
tion and forming judgments to be used in deci-

sion making.
2. (a) Preparing for evaluation. In this stage you

need to determine the judgments and deci-
sions you anticipate making (e g , when to
begin Unit 2, what assignments to give,
where to place Johnny) Next you must de-
cide what information you will need in order
to make those judgments and decisions
(e g., how quickly the students are moving
through Unit 1, what the students' interests
are, how well Johnny reads). Finally, you will
decide when and how to obtain the informa-
tion needed (e g., weekly, through quizzes,
first week of class, using an interest inven-
tory; second week of class, using a

standardized test of reading and observing
students during oral reading)

EP 1

Objective 2

(b)

(c)

(d)

Obtaining needed information Involves
asking students (inquiry), observing stu-
dents (watching students setting up an ex-
periment), or testing Students (giving a
multiple-choice test of history factsj.
Forming judgments. In this stags yoi.

compare the information with some referent
and make a value judgment. Grades reflect-
ing achievement and predictions about how
well a student might be expected to do are
both common examples of classroom judg-
ments.
Using judgments in decisions and preparing
evaluation reports. Deciding what action
to take 4.g., move Johnny to a slower read-
ing groop) snd reporting the evaluation re-
sults that led to that decision comprise the
major tasks of the final stage of evaluation.
Note that the emphasis is on the use of
judgments.

To select appropriate information-gathenng instruments when seeking

to make classroom evaluations.

LEARNING ACTIVITY 2.1

rprep vithr
e ex al u atm g anZ

ITtraW-that-e+aluttloir;i:Thi-e- deterrnined,-you'une7r
Artritratefor.otTirriiiirfl. a I iifor,ma t ion ...There,am basical-l-Hwof
step111771rramerfif-Plintrtlitr1777117777PE-e74TalgirgreTair
Alint=t4;41-7,e14,111.4214aleataieistpoinent-thiit-4rot-rtd-Emi:-esed.

thobie an Arp-proprialere_

There are basically four different techniques classroom teachers use
to obtain information about themselves and their students. airenir

illinTrIreallUtt in e.'71'
qiilfe.irttrits.k. Whenever you wish to know someone's opin-

ions, ee,inr,s, interests, likes and dislikes, etc., ask that person. Good
teAchers are alwax s asking their students how they feel about what is
gcing on. They know the value of information gained through inquiry.

Observatiotiire made by teachers whenever they look, listen, feel,
or Ore-sfitther- senses to find out what is going on in the classroom.
Observations of student performances, habit patterns, and interper-
sonal inter4:tions all provide thr teacher with helpful information.

na vsis. it the process of breaking something down into its com-
parts For example, a teacher might analyze a math assignment

to disco%er the kinds of errors students are making Or, a vocational

c11)
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education teacher might analyze a coffee table made b a woodworknig
student, evaluating the project accordmg to the design, overall con-
str nd finish of the table.

estin is being used whenever there Is a common situation to
ihich all students respond (e.g., a test question), a common set of
structions goNerning the students' responses, a set of rules for scoring
e responses, and a description (usually numerical) of each student's
rformancea score.
The chart below compares these four techniques Study the chart

and then try to do the exercise that follows.

A SUMMARY OF THE MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FOUR INFORMATION-GATHERING TECHNIQUES'

Inquiry Observation Analysis Testing

Kind of information Opinions

Self-perceptions

Subjective
judgments

Affective (especially
attitudes)

Social
perceptions

obtainable

Performance or the
End products of
some performance

Affective (especially
emotional reacnons)

Social interaction
psychomotor skills

Typical behavior

Learning outcomes
during the learning
process (intermed,-
ate goals)

Cognitive and psy-
chomotor skills

Some affective
outcomes

Attitude and
achievement

Terminal goa:S

Cognitive outcomes

Maximum performance

Objectivity Least objective

Highly subject to
bias and error

Subjective but can
be objective if care
is taken in the con-
struction and use of
the instruments

Objective but not
stable over time

Most objective and
reliable

Cost Inexpensive but can
be time-consuming

Inexpensive but
very time-
consuming

Fairly inexpensive

Preparation time is
somewhat lengthy
but crucial

Most expensive t ut
most information
gained per unit of time

Terry 0 TenBrink Evaluation A Practical Guide for Teacne,s (New `rork McGraw-Hill 1974) p 140 C 1974 by McGraw NW Book Co Usecl with me

permission of me ilcGraw-Hill Book Company

Your TUril

CHOOSING AN EVALUATION TECHNIQUE

For each of the following questions, decide on the evaluation technique that would probably be
most helpful Use the following key. A, inquiry, B, observation, C, analysis, D, testing.

1 What kind of errors does Sally make when reading aloud?
2 How well can , lmmy read?
3 What is George's attitude toward math?
4 Why isn't Ernest completing his workbook during spelling?
5 What is the average reading level of this class?
6 Who does Johnny have as friends?
7 What mistakes are most common in long division problems?
8. How well did the students learn the concepts in Chapter 7';
9. How well does Mary interact with her classmates during recess?

10 What are Kevin's primary handwnting errors?

IC 0



366 Classroom Teaching Skills

ANSINIII KEY

You( Turn: Choosing an Evaluation Technique

1. 8 2. D or El 3. A 4 El or A 5 D 6 A or B 7. C 8. D 9 B 10. C oi A

STEP 2 edrect the Best Instrument to Obtain the Kind of Information
au Need

Once you have selected an appropriate information-gathering tech-
nique, you should choose the type of information-gathering instrument
to be used. An informationzsatheau technique is a procedure for
obtainnformation. trinformaban-gaIrEfre.rnirtrumtrrirrVgt
ater7-. 2.-td-heirinather: infOrTatiOrin We will briefly examilour
basic types of instruments: tests', checklists, rating scales, and
questionnaires.

ets-tetlis ln instrument that presents a common situation to which
all students iespond, a common set of instructions, and a common set
of rules for scanning the students responses. Zes.t.se-"ised'fiiiiially
ifergeTetizirrulvaptiTarirrd- ;CI ieetLIh weCin-17 to -know
luau udenvicnowt-61 he or she can perform Certain
sklfrrtest-is--an -appropr i4tejnstrument to-use.

"zire constr aare.re-
'erred to as

e instructions on standardized tests
hat e been carefully standar ize so that everyone taking the test does
so under similar conditions. Nlost standardized tests are developed
anti sold by test publishers and have been carefully developed, tried
out, revised. standardized, and evaluated for reliai)ility and validity.

11167qhet-Idistirrs-basicattr4-11stzfxritrrislur -things to look for-) for
drAiffing 30m ê fdrm.i ne.truesKiimitivrt . fint,_-estkinciittidist *IT
s I innysfirrktlilMittiffrOWfrelfia'th at-smarter riarztei_um le -Itter.43.44d
ovidifezicitsuoliFeartairrthatzmudenuoAs-throu -all
ipaiirmaricise=pyogfam70r, a list of criteria for a good speech could
Tech:.-cked as an indication of what a speech student did correctly
when making a speech to inform. Whenever it is helpful to know

hether an important characteristic is present in a performance (or is
found in some end product), a checklist would be an appropriate in-
strument to use.

goiL.levev_t_. Imtristir4he tr.""Ti-Ft -a -.'T*-1)er ciiiffixtronfgrObductes
sasiatirigAetkpastui4eithetortiiihi"iiino-iike We

for example, by whether or not gestures were used. Butir we want
to determine the quality of those gestures (whether they were good,
fair, poor, etc.), a rating scale should be used. A rating scale provides
,A scale of vulues that describe someone or something being evaluated.

The advantages and disadvantages of each type of instrument are
highlighted for you in the follott mg table. Again, studs the table care-
full and then take -eur turn- at tr,ing to select an appropriate
instrument
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF EACH
TYPE OF INFORMATION-GATHERING INSTRUMENT

Type of Instrument Advantage Disadvantage

Standardized tests used w!len
very accurate information is
needed

Teacher-made tests used rou-
tinely as a way to obtain
achievement information

Checklists used to focus
observations

Rating scales used to judge
quality of performance

Questionnatres used to inquire
acout feelings opinions, and
interests

Usually well developed and relia-
ble Include rorms for comparing
the performance of a class or an
individual

UsuaHy measure exactly what has
been taught Inexpensive Can be
constructed as need arises

Helpful in keeping observations
focused on key points or cntical
benaviors

Allow observational data to be
used in making quahty judgments
as well as quantitative judgments

Keep inquiry focused and helps
teacher to obtain the same infor-
mation from each student

Often not measuring exactly what
had been taught Expensive Lim-
ited m what is measured

No norms beyond the class are
available Often unreliable Re-
quire quite a bit of time to
construct

Measure only presence Or ab-
sence of a trait or behavior

Take time and effort to construct
Can be clumsy to use if too
complex

Take time and effort to construct
Difficult to score no right an-
swers and therefore haci to sum-
marize the data

Your Turn

SELECTING AN INFORMATION-GATHERING INSTRUMENT

110112174111=Z:1111111121;111:1LAISIEZIKI

Read each of the following classroom situations First decide what technique is being used (inqu;ry,
observation, analysis, testing), and then write down which instrument you would use and why
Compare your answers with those of your peers and those found in the answer key

1 A second grade teacher wants to find out if her pupils now understand how to form the vowels
in cursive writing.

2 A high school social studies teacher wants to know how his students feel about the outcome
of the latest elecnons.

3 A fourth grade teacher wants to know how well his class compares to other fourth grade classes
in their achievement of the basics reading, writing, arithmetic.

4 An eighth grade teacher just finished teaching her students to compute the volume of a cube
and wants to know how well her students learned this skill

5 A music teacher wants to rank-order her clarinet players so that she can assign them chairs in
the band.

6 A shop teacher wants to make sure that his students all follow the safety precautions when
operating a radial arm saw

1Q2

IIIMIIIIIMMIIMMIN=INIMMENISIMMIII
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c inquirychecklist
d inquirytest

6 To determine academic aptitude for placement in special programs. one should use a
a rating scale
b checklist
c: classroom test
o. standardized test

IMISINIIIIIIP

ANSWER KEY

Mastery Test, Objective 2

1. d 2. a 3. c 4. b 5. a 6. d

Objective 3
To write good test items for evaluating Echievement.

LEARNING ACTIVITY 3.1

The first step in test construction is to determine what it is you are
trying to test and what kind of item would be best suited to test;ng
that type of information. ost iwurteatfooseesevedn'elltaaawre

ilioxi11111PRitorrtia. lianVest-s ateirian'tif--reittangy
atztteUIM-11-Waissi As you may me: 11 from the discussion in Chapter
3, instructional objectives define clearly, in observable terms, the
achievement we expect of our students. In that chapter the importance
of well-chosen verbs in writing instructional .bjectives was empha-
sized. The verb should describe precisely the kind of response you
expect the student to make to a particular subject matter content. If
the verb used in an instructional objective does do that, it is a relatively
simple matter to determine the type of test item you should use. For
example, suppose that you are trying to find out if your students hay3
mastered the following objectives:

1. To list the names of the first ten presidents of the United States.
2. To describe the major contributions of Washington and Lincoln.
3. To explain the changes that occur when a different political party

takes control of Congress.

The first objective obviously calls for a short-answer-type question
in which the student is asked to list names. The other two objectives
would best be tested with an essay question because the student would
have to describe or explainnot the kind of thing they could do on
an objective test such as true/false or multiple choice. What kinds of
learning outcomes are best measured with objective-test items (true/
false, matching, multiple choice)? These types of items are best suitea
for measuring learning outcomes for which the student must be able
to choose among alternatives. For example:

103
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1 To choose the word that best describes the author's feelings.
2. To select the sentence that best represents the den- ocratie

position.
3. To identify the emotive language in a paragraph.
4 To determine which of several experiments would most likely

provide the information needed by a particular researcher.

Note that each of these objectives could readily be measured with
an objective test. However, it is possible to measure some of them
with some other type of item. For example, the third objective in the
list above (to identify emotive language) could be measured with a
variety of test items:

1. Truelfalse. The statement underlined in the paragraph abo%e is
emotive language.

2. Multiple choice: Which of the following sentences (as numbered
in the paragraph above) represencs emotive language?
(a) Sentence 2 (c) Sentence 6
(b) Sentence 3 (d) Sentence 9

3 Short answer: Pick out three emotive statements from the Nra-
graph above and write them on your paper.

You can readily see that the first step in selecting the type of 4tem
to use is to examine the instructional objectives. However, there is
often still room for choice, some objectives can be measured by more
than one item type. Consequently, other things must be taken into
account. The following table highhghts the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the major types of test items. Study this table carefully and
then try the exercise -Your Turn.-

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF TEST ITEMS

Type Advantages Disadvantages

Short Answvi

Essayj

True/Fats)

Matchinj

Multiple Choi

Can test many facts in short time Fairly
easy to score Excellent format for math
Tests recall

Can test complex learning Can evaluate
thinking process and creativity

Test the most facts in shortest time Easy
to score Tests recognition Objective

Excellent for testing associations and rec-
ognition of facts Although terse, can test
complex learning (especially concepts)
Objective

Can evaluate learning a! all levels of com-
plexity Can be highly reliable. objective
Tests fairly large knowledge base in short
time Easy to score

Difficult to measure complex learning
Often ambiguous

Difficult to scOre objectively Uses a great
deal of testing time Subjective

Difficult to measure complex learning
Difficult to write reliable items Subject to
guessing

Difficult to write good items Subject to
process of ehmination

DACult to write Somewhat subject to
guessing

IC4
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Lesson Plan XII
r1,11V,La n4=1,-.C;r1nC

Objectives:

The participants will be able to describe techniques for
evaluation through the process of observation.

The participants will be able to write (acceptable) test items.

The participants will be able to write objective test items at
the various class levels of the cognitive domain of the Taxonomy
of Educational Objectives.

Content

Observation
Material from classroom teaching skills

Ways to evaluate performance
Types of instruments

check list
constructing to meet needs

Establishing criteria and converting to a score

Writing test items
Bloom's taxonomy - Handout used

Activities:

Lecture (interactive process) for observation

Writing test items:

put students in groups
Give handout to students and have them construct questions
at the various levels ... The hand contains a paragraph on
whicn the students are to base their questions.

Whole group
Have students volunteer to give questions tney have
constructed. Then construct in various forms of items such
as fill in the blank, true and false and multiple choice.

Evaluation:

Construction of questions on the various levels of Bloom's
taxonomy.

Assignment:

Complete construction of test items on the various levels of
Blooms Taxonomy.



cr,pctrtict one question relevant to the following paragraph at each level of the
cognitive domain,

In Des Moines, Iowa, two high school students and a junior high student, in defiance of
a ban by school authorities, wore black arrnbands to class as a protest against the
Vietnam War. As a result, they were suspended from school. But the U.S. Supreme
Court later ruled the suspensions were illegal, holding that the first amendment to the
Co^stitution protects the rights of public school children to express their political and
social views during school hours.

* * *

This case illustrates a significant new trend in American life. Young people,
particularly those under 21, are demanding that they be granted rights long denied
them as a matter of course. And, with increasing frequency, they are winning those
rights.

1. Knowledge

2. Comprehension

3. Application

4. Analysis

5. Synthesis

6. Evaluation

Jr6
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3 Application level questions

4 Analysis level questions

5 Synthesis level questions

6 Ew J a bon level questions

ANSWER KEY

Your Turn: Constructing Questions on the Six Levels of Bloom s Taxonomy

Here are some questions on the six levels of tne
Taxonomy that you might have asked about the
paragraphs. They are not the only questions that
could have been asked but are simply meant to
provide examples.

1. Knowledge level questions
1. What action dio the three students in Des

Moines, Iowa, take that caused their suspen-
sion?

1c7

2. What was the ruling of the Supreme Court on
their case?

3. What part of the Constitution did the Sup-
reme Court refer to as a basis tor its deci-

sion?

2. Comprehension level questions
1. What is the main Welt in this paragraph?
2. In your own words, explain why the Supreme

Court declared the suspensions illegal.



3. Application level questions
1. Considering the ruling in the Des Moines

cAse, what would the legal ruling be on a
student who, desp.t3 a ban by school au-
thorities, wore a yellow cloth star sewn on her

jacket as a protest agairr,t the United Nations

policy toward Israel?
2 ("onsidering the Supreme Court ruling in the

Oes Moines case, what do you think the legal
ruling would be on a group of students who
blockaded the entrance to a classroom as a

protest against race discrimination/

4. Analysis level questions
1. Why did the Supreme Court support the

rights of students to express their political
and social beliefs daring school hours/

2. What evidence, other than the specific case
described in this paragraph, can you cite to

Chapter 5 Questioning Skills 165

support the conclusion that young people are

now gaining long denied rights?

5. Synthesis level questions
1. Develop a short story that portrays a young

person seeking to attain a legal right denied

to those under 21,
2. If children gained the full legal rights enjoyed

by adults in America, what implications
would it have for family life?

6. Evaluation level questions
1. What is your opinion on the issue of minors

enjoying the full legal rights of adults?

2. If you had been a judge on the Court in the

case of the Des Moines students who pro-
tested the Vietnam War with black armbands

despite a school ban, how would you have

ruled?

-

LEARNING ACTIVITY 2.2

If you feel that you need further practice in constructing questions or if

you would like to improve your question construction skills, Learning

Activity " 2 2 provides that opportunity. This learning activity involves

another way of playing the Question Master Game. All you need do is

make one rule change. Instead of using the "Classification Cards" that

have already been developed, you must construct a question of your

own whenever you land on a square marked with a "C." The question

must be at the same level of the Taxonomy as the number of spaces you

move. Avoid using the same question more than once, and try to vary

your question stems.

Example
The die (or carus or spinner) indicates "6," and you move your

piece six spaces. If you land on a "C" space, you must construct a

question at level six of the Taxonomy (Evaluation). If you fail to do

this, you must go back three spaces from your original space. If you

are successful, you can remain on that space until your next turn.

The "C" spaces now represent Construct a question rather than

Classify a question. All other rules remain the same. Any missed

questions result in going backward three spaces.

If the die shotvs: Question must be at:

1
Knowledge

:7 Comprehension

3 Arrnlication

1 C E

:



Lesson Plan XIII
Cuurse Design Decisions

Objectives:

The participants should be able to construct questions using the
various classification levels in the Cognitive Domain ot Bloom's
Taxonomy. (for evaluating achievement)

The participants should be able to describe how to use
information to evaluate students.

The participants should be able to state opinions on articles
from the "The National College Newspaper" dealing with grading.

Content:

Writing questions on Bloom's Taxonomic Levels
Covering Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis
and Evaluation

Grading

Grading as a type of judgement
Classroom teaching skills Cooper 392-394

Jt...1ging student progress
Classroom Teaching Skills Cooper 394-395

Assigning Test Grades
Benefit of test and score to student
Benefit of test and score to instructor

McKeachie 104-105

Assigning Course Grades
Curving
Scaling
University Grading Scales

McKe,. hie 115-117

Evaluating Changes in Attitude
Classroom Teach4ng 5.kills Cooper 395-396

News paper articles

From the National College Newspaper April 1988

"A F" Grading System Flunk Student's Evaluation

Biology Prof Guarantees "C" or BeLter

IQ9
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Activities:

Participants wIll write questions on chalk board (in objective
form) using the various levels of Bloom's Taxonomy.
Defend --

Interactive Discussion on Grading

Evaluation:

Construction of question using various levels of Bloom's Taxonomy
(for evaluating achievement)

Participation in discussion of Newspaper articles.

Assignment:

Part V in McKeachie -- Teaching Tips
Includes Chapters 19, 20, and 22.
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3-6 For each of the following situations, determine the kind or judgment being made Use the

following key A, norm-referenced, B, criterion-referenced, C, self-referenced

3 A third grade teacher discovers that her class scored above the national average on

a math achievement test

4 A high school biology teacher selected his best students to help him set up the ex-

periments for the next day

5 Mitsy's teacher was really pleased bec( J se of her progress in reading Her gains since

last year are obvious

6 Four of the students who took the algebra aptitude test failed to get a high enough

score, and they were not allowed to take beginning algebra.

ANSWER KEY

Your Turn: Types of Judgments

1. B 2. C 3. A 4. 1 5 C 6 B

TYPES OF
JUDGMENTS

Grading

signing gra r_tearZTairM=Yelereis-,-..

i'iii).-"-.'"*" 'aTi:itiqt*-ninird' -Terrirr to
.. The next few para-

graphs will not resolve the problems of grading, but they should help

you to better understand the alternatives available to you.
One of the most common questions teachers get from students

concerning grading policy--is:--LAre-you-goiag-to -adevn-the-curvet.'

414.1.er-glasde;...arg..filzec- ljayncizmalzurxe.A.E.just:ourued-a-to --mik e

a reasonable distribution, the basic idea behind grading "on a curve"

is the same: making norm-referenced judgments, a very common form

of assigning grades. The class as a whole is used as a norm group, and

the class a. erage usually serves as the refeeent against which all other

grades are judged. Usually the average score is assigned a grade of

"C," and some proportion of scores on either side of that average are
also assigned grades of "C" (the "C" range usually includes 30 percent

to 50 percent of the class). After that, grades are assigned by selecting

some cut-off points so that a certain (usually smaller) percentage of
students fall into the "B" and "D" ranges, respectively. Finally, those
left fall into the -A- and "F" ranges, respectively, as their stores
deviate above or below "C."

What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of this

form of grading? List them below and then compare your answers later

on with the informatiun in the table on page 398.

Advantages Disadvantages
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Remember that uhenever you grade someon.!'s work by comparing it
to someone else's (or to the average of some group), vou are basically
using a norm-referenced approach, and all the disadvantages of that
type of approach apply.
e.....nother-wa to assign grades is to establish femur Out-oftTiolins

r each.gracfe. These cut-off points serve as crittriirnattsTichtera
given student's performance is judged. A common way in which this
approach is used is for a teacher to assign points for every assignment
and every test. Next, the teacher determines how many total points
a student must get in order to get an -A," how many to get a -B,"
etc. Each assignment or test can be graded that way, and the total
number of ?oints for the marking period can be added together and
compared to cut-off totals in the same wav to assign report card grades.
This could be called criterion-referenced grading. However, true cri-
terion-referenced evaluation is a bit more complex than what we have
just described because the cut-off scores should be determined on the
basis of some meaningful external criterion.

What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of this
kind of criterion-referenced grading?

Advantages Disadvantages

'0,-.. -rre-S---- ...
_eachers_ often find themselves wanting jtuive a s dent.a...good
elor having made so rEuch improvement/ Gra
....... , .......d.,, basis

pxemenii a o ar f ilt-t "cr ompar-..

ing a stu ent to imse er nerse is a sesirable, huma ay to grade.
However, this kind of gading has many disadvantages. Can you think
of some of the-n? After writing down your ideas, study the following
table.

Advantages DisadvIntages
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF GRADING

Type of
Grading Advantages Disadvantages

Norm-referenced 1 Allows for comparisons among students
2 Classes can b,7,. compared to other

classes
3 Allows teacher to spot students who

are dropping behind the class

Criterion-
referenced

!;elf-referenced

1 Helps teacher to decide if students are
ready tc move on

2 Criteria are independent of group
performance

3 Works well in a mastery-learning setting
4 Each individual can be evaluated on

different material, depending on his or
her level of achievement

1 Allows you to check student progress
2 Makes it possible to compare achieve-

ment across different sublects for the
same individual

1 If whole class does well, some students
still get poor grades

2 If class as a whole does poorly, a good
grade could be misleading

3 Does not allow individual progress or in-
dividual prcumstances to be considered

4 The whole class (or large portions of it)
must be evaluated in the same way

5 Everyone in class (Or norm group) must
be evaluatea with the same instrument
under the same conditions

1 It is difficult to develop meaningful cri-
teria (therefore arbitrary cut off scores
are often used)

2 Presents unique problems in computing
the reliability of criterion-referenced tests

3 Makes it difficult to make comparisons
among stillents

1 All measures taken on an individual must
be taken with similar instruments under
similar circumstances

2 Does not help you to compare an indi-
vidual with his or her peers

Judging Student Progress
Teachers have an ongoing concern about the amount of progress their
students are making. If students are maxing a reasonable amount of
progress, the methods, materials, etc., are probably working. If no
progress or too little progress is being made, some changes may need
to be mad-. somewhere in the instructional program.

A judgment of student progress is, of course, a self-referenced
judgment, and thus all the disadvantages of that type of judgment will
hold. It is especially important that progress in achievement be mea-
sured the same way each time progress is checked. For example, sup-
pose that you were trying to check a student's progress in reading. It
would be best if you could use the same type of test each time progress
was checked (alternat.- forms of the same standardized tests; obser-
vations of oral reading, using the same type of checklist or rating scale,
etc.).

The following suggestions should help you do a good job of eval-
uating student progress. Study them carefully and then discuss with
your classmates wa s in which these suggestions could be carried out
at various grade le%els for different subject matters.

Suggestions for Evaluating Student Progress

1. Determine ahead of time what student characteristicl or skills
you are going to keep track of (don't suddenly ask, half way
t:irough the semester, -Has any progress been mader).
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2. Establish a basehne (achie% ement level, behavior patterns, etc.)
early in the semester.

3. Choose and/or develop instruments (tests, rating scales, etc.) in
advance that you can use throughout a student's progress.

4. Describe the changes you expect will occur as your students
progress. This description will help you focus your evaluation
on appropriate behaviors and achievements.

3. Obtain information often enough so that you can see any pro-
gression that might be occurring and so that a single bad sample
of information won't throw your evaluation off.

Evaluating Changes in Attitude
Most psychologists would define an attitude as a predisposition to act
in a negative or positive way toward some object or person. Note that
the attitude is a predisposition, which is not observable or measurable.
However, it is a predisposition to act, and that is observable. This
means, then, that in order to measure attitudes, one must focus on the
actions or behaviors of students. Of course, the difficult part is dis-
cerning what any given action or pattern of actions mcans (i e., what
the attiti.de is that is producing the actions).

Usually, a teacher becomes concerned about attitude change when
he or she discovers that one or more students have a bad attitude.
Common among tlwse are bad attitudes toward a given subject matter,
a negative attitude toward the teacher, or feelings of prejudice toward
minority students in the class. The important thing to remember when
you first become aware of a bad attitude is that there must have been
some behaviors that led you to discover that attitude. The student(s)
must have said some things (speech is an observable behavior), done
some things, or refused to do some things that made you aware of the
attitude. Your first step, therefore, is to try to determine what specific
behaviors led you to believe that there was an attitude that needed
changing.

Once you have determined the behaviors associated with an atti-
tude you think should change, your next step is to systematically obtain
information about the frequency of occurrence of those behaviors.
These data will serve as the baseline (the referent) against which you
will judge any future changes in attitude.

When you are sure that the behaviors you observed are frequent
and do indeed represent an inappropriate attitude, you are ready to
set down a plan for obser,ing any possible changes in attitude (as they
would be reflected in changes in behaviors). There are two very im-
portant things to consider at this point. First, be certain that you make
frequent observations so that you can feel confident that the behavior
you are observing is representative and not isolated. Second, look for
the behaviors when the student is in the presence of or thinking about
the object of his or her inappropriate attitude (e.g., look for cutting-
up behaviors during math if the student dishkes math).

Finally, when the information is obtained, you must judge whether
or not the attitude has changed. Remember the disadvantages of mak-
ing self-referenced judgments. Differences between any two sets of
observations may not mean too much. However, if you find over a
period of time (and attitudes usually take considerable time to change)
that the undesirable behaviors are decreasing and the desirable ones
increasing, an attitude change is probably occurring.

1 1 4
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Hates math
1

You may Fnd it very helpful to use a rating scale to help you
summarize the data from your observations. Suppose, for example, that
you were trying to see if a student's attitude toward math were im-
proving. You might develop a rating scale that would look something
like this

2
Tolerates math

3 4
Loves math

5

Complains about math; puts
off doing assignments, turns
in sloppy math papers

Says. "Don't care about math
grade"; does assignment but
delays same; never chooses
math over other subjects

Says, "I like math"; gets right
at assignments; does extra-
credit work, chooses math
over other subjects

Note that the behaviors characteristic of different attitudes have
been placed under the two end points and the midpoint of the scale.
Each time we observed our student react to math, we could determine
which set of behaviors his or her actions were most like and mark an

on the scale accordingly. Several scales marked each in turn over
a semester would give us a picture of any progress the student was
making ,

In summary, the basic steps involved in evaluating a student's
change i.1 attitude are as follows:

1. Determine the behaviors associated with the attitude you think
should change.
Systematically obtain information about the frequency of occur-
rence of these attitudes.

3. Decide if the behaviors occur frequently enough and consis-
tently enough to represent an inappropriate attitude.

4. Set down a plan for observing any possible changes in attitude
over time.

5. Decide whether the attitude has changed by comparing the in-
formation obtained at two or more different times.

6. Record your findingspossibly using a rating scale.

Evaluating Instruction

Most teachers have a real deAre to know whether or not their instruc-
tion is effective. They also fear that they, or their principal, will find
out that it is not effective. Principals, fellow teachers, students, and
parents are all going to be judging the quality of instruction. Therefore
it is advantageous for the teacher to have well-documented evidence
of his or her teaching effectiveness.

Of course, besides accountability, teachers are concerned about
improvement. They are always wanting information to help them up-
grade their courses. So let's explore briefly some of the options avail-
able to teachers who wish to evaluate their own teaching. The information
provided here will help you start thinking about evaluating instruction,
but it in no way pretends to inake you an excellent evaluator. Several
books on program evaluation are cited in the references at the end of
this chapter. Later, you may have an opportunity to enroll in a pro-
gram-evaluation course. In the meantime, here are a few basic
suggestions.

l 1 5
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There are two primary considerations in e% aluating your own in-
struction. First, you must determine the kind of information ou ill
obtain about the effectiveness of your instruction. Second, you must
determine an appropriate referent fur judging the effectiveness of %our
instruction.

There are at least three kinds of information that can be used to
determine the effectk eness of your instruction. The first is information
about your own beha%iors as a teacher. If you feel, for example, that
good instruction occurs when teachers do certain things (e.g., provide
behavioral objectives for their students, interact a great deal %.ith their
students, or ask certain types of questions during instruction), obtain-
ing information about whether or not you do these things is a place
to begin in the ealuation of your teaching. Many teacher-effectiveness
rating scales ck, focus on such teacher behaviors. Although this kind
of information can he helpful tc ou as you check your own progress
as a teacher, it may be misleading about the effectiveness of instru-:-
don. A teacher's doing certain things doesn't necessarily ensure either
good teaching or improved learning.

A more popular (and slightly better measure) of teac:hing effec-
tiveness comes from student ratings of teacher effectiveness. There
are a number of fairly well-clevehped instruments that allow the stu-
dents to evaluate their teachers. If you decide to design one of your
own, focus on those characteristics of good teachers which seem to
make a difference. Even Open-ended questions, e.g., "What did you
like best about this class?" or "What could be done to make this class
more effective?" can sometimes give the teacher useful information.

Of course, the ultimate test of waching effectiveness is how well
the students learn. There are several problems, however, with using
learner achievement as a measure of teaching effectiveness. First, stu-
dents may learn well despite the teacher. Second, it is difficult to
know what would have happened had a teacher used a different ap-
proach; even though the students learned well, could they have
learned better? Or, suppose that a class does very poorly. Were there
extenuating circumstances? Were the textbooks poorly written? Would
the students have done that poorly had another teacher taught the
lesson? These last questions are nut easy to answer, but they do suggest
an important solution to the many problems of evaluating instructional
effectiveness. That solution is to evaluate the various components of
the instructional process separately rather than trying to obtain an over-
all measure. Suppose, for example, that we were developing a rating
scale for students to evaluate the instruction in a high school English
class. Instead of focusing all our questions on the teacher, we would
also ask questions about some of the other components of instruction in
that classroom. We might ask the students for their opinions about such
things as the textbook, the workbook, the library assignments, the
small-group discussions, the tests, etc.

A second major consideration when evaluating instruction is the
choice of an appropriate referent. You must decide what you are going
to use to compare your teaching to. Will you compare it to other
teachers (e.g., by comparing your students' standardized achievement
scores to the scores of other classes in your school district)? Or, will
you be judging your teaching effectiveness by some predetermined
criterion (e.g., "At least 80% of my students should score 9 t yr above
grade level on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills)? Or, will you use 4: self-
referenced approach (e.g., comparing the student ratings from this
semester with those of the previous two semesters)? All three of these

.1 6
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Biology prof guarantees C or better
By Tina Burnside

Ths Minnesota Daily
U. of Minnesota, Twin Cities

Genetics and celi biology professor
Val Woodward has an offer most Uni-
versity students can't refuse. If you take
his heredity class, he'll guarantee you
won't get a D or an F. This quarter, more
than 600 students are enrolled in Biolo-
gy 1101: Heredity and Human Society.

had heard from other students that
it was an easy class, so I took it,* said
junior Lisa Smith. I barely went to
class except on the quiz days, but I pas-
sed. It was great.'

But Woodward has a reason for his
grading policy. 'This is not a class de.:
signed to weed people out,* he said. "It is

designed to help students gain an in-
sight about themselves and give them a
general understanding of genetics.

Woodward awards 25 percent of his
class As, 50 pe-cent Bs, and 25 percent
Cs. Students who don't pass are given
an incompleteile admits that most stu-
dents, but not all, take the course be.
cause it is considered easy.

Professors are free to determine their
own grading policies, said Kathie Peter-
son, director of student services _a the
Genetics and Cell Biology Department.

`I'm taking the class because I h Ave
an interest in genetics and the class
seems interesting,* sophomore Tony
Giombetti said.

"I like the idea of the teacher not

wanting to hold stud, nts back, and that
he is more concerned with students
learning concepts rather than just
memorizing facts."

Woodward said many introductory
courses are in danger of being elimin-
ated under the University's Commit-
ment to Focus improvement plan.

"They would like to get rid of these
courses. They want students to enter
the University ... and start working
directly on their majors, and not fool
around with these so-called 'Mickey
Mouse' courses,' he said.

"I flatly disagree. This class is de-
signed to give everyone an equal oppor-
tunity ta an education, not to eliminate
a few."

1 I s
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As-F grading system flunks student's evaluation

By Steve Fifield
ei The Minnesota Daily

U. of Minnesota, Twin Clties

For students,
death and taxes are not

the only certainti, s in life. Grades can
le create an un-

pleasant trio The efficacy of the A -F

grading syctem has been uncritically

screetorl lw mnct eduratnrs. students

and parents; it is tightly linked with our

notion ofethic:Ilion, wink labeling stu-

dents ns "winners: losers" or "just

average" in the process.

Why do schools give grades?The most

cynical explanationthat students

would not do any work without the sti-

mulus a grading system provides
pMets to some very

serious flaws in our

formal education
system. It is the task

of teachers to challenge student* with

relevant material and to present it in

creative and stimulating ways. It is the

task If students to leave the mind-

numbing attractions
of our video cul-

ture behind and engage wholeheartedly

in their own educationa worthwhile

gnal in i4.i c-rn Het.
Grades serve as verdicts rather than

diagnostic aids. A "C" on an exnm prob-

ably indicates
misconceptions n student

should clear up before vont ming on to

new material. Given n chance to review

the material in light of mistakes, that

person could become a lr student. Un-

fortunately, some instructors believe

this approach is too easy on students

an attitude arising from the mistaken

notion that the purpose of teaching is to

assign grades rather than promote

learning.
While the A-F grading system is

deeply entrenched in the education sys-

tem, instructors can make their courses

more positive experiences
for students.

The first obstacle many college irstruc-

tors must overcome is the tendency to

teach as they were
taught. Today's pro-

fevers r r. 'J.!rk ebemit alternative

teaching techniques.
All instructors should consider pro-

ducing a set of specific learning objec-

tives for their courses and make these

available to students on the first dny of

class. Professors should also clearly

state and justify the competence level

required to earn a certain grade.

The best courses incorporate instruc-

tional objectives, criterion-referenced
grading and some form of mastery

learning.
Learning is not easy and first

attempts are often inadequate. No

group ofpeople should understand this

better than professors who have strug-

gled to complete
artkles, grant propos-

als or books only to have them rejected

and returned for revision. Grades stick

with students for a long time, and stu-

dent, ere entit!ed to give their best

possible performance
before receiving a

final grade.
Using the A-F grading system in a

more equitable way will require the

cooperation of professors, students nnd

administrators. Innovative teaching

must be valued as much as the research

money pulled in by the faculty. Now is

the time to be more open-minded and

creative about teaching.

Li
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Iesson Plan XIV
Course Design Decisions

Objectives:

The participants will develop a familiarity with the research on
class size.

The participants will be able to determine when classes need to
be small and the kinds of students that benefit from small
classes.

The participants will develop a familiarity with the relationship
between goals, class size and methodology.

Content: (Chapter 19 McKeachie)

Research on class size.

Determining when classes need to be small.

Kinds of students that benefit most from small classes.

Goals class size and methodology.

Activities:

Interactive presentation on the above topics.

Course evaluation

Evaluation:

Participation n the interactive process
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Below are several optional open-ended questions designed to provide the instructor feedback on his/her in-
structional techniques. and to allow you the opportunity to express more precisely your opinion of the course.
These are intended to be anonymous. SO PLEASE DO NOT SION YOUR NAME. THE POMO WILL NOT
II EXAMINED SY EITHER THE INSTRUCTOR OR THE DEPARTMENT UNTIL APTER GRADES HAVE SEEN
ASSIGNED!

A. What were the strong points of the course?

B What were the weak points of the course?

C What should the instructor do to improve his/her teaching?

D. What is your overall opinion of the course?

22
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GENERIC COLLEGE TEACHING SKILLS

Course II

Course Description:

Generic College Teaching Skills is the second of a three course sequence during
which the participants will be involved in the development of teaching skills
and the demonstration of those skills in a classroom setting and will receive
appropriate feedback.

Course Goals:

1. The participants will develop an understanding cf the skills and
knowledge necessary for teaching.

2. The participants will develop an understanding of the skills necessary to
observe teaching performances and provide effective feedback.

Cours2 Objectives:

1. Classroom Techniques

By the end of the course the participants will have developed knowledge
and the ability to demonstrate the following technig-g.s.

A. Meeting Class for the First Time.
B. Written Assignments

Videotapes
How to evaluate unconventional papers
Possible Plagiarism
Working student needs time extension on paper

C. Grading
Videotapes

Student protests exam grade
"I need an A. What do I have to do to get an A?"

Student requests extra work
Is attendance required?
Student feels exams were unduly difficult

Instructional Procedures

By the end of the course participants will demonstrate a knowledge and
use of the following teaching skills.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Questioning Strategies
Feedback for learning
Leading Discussions

Videotape
Student-student conflict in discussion

Notes and Notetaking
Review Processes
Model for Effective Teaching



3. Instructional Methods
By the end of the course the participants will demonstrate a knowledge of
the following Instructional Methods and use fJf selected instructional
methods.

A. Inquiry Method
B. Discussion

4. Evaluating Teaching Performances

By the end of the course the participants will develop and carry out an
evaluation plan.

A. Evaluation of Teaching Performance
B. Evaluating Teachers
C. Soliciting Feedback from Students

McKeachie, Wilbert J., Teaching Tips: 4 Guide for the Beginning College
Teacher (Lexington, Mass.: D. C. Heath; 1986).

Course Evaluation

The grade to be reported at the end of this course will be an "S" or "U".
Grades are based on the following activities, and performance is assessed
according to standards specified by the professor: participation in
class discussion and presentation of class assignments, presentation of
data from tvo observations on one of your peers, evidence of two
observations by your faculty coordinator, and one observation by the
course instructors,

The observations will be made on the demonstration of selected teaching
behaviors. The observations will be submitted to the course instructors.
A form will be provided for the observation.

Lurse Instructors

Gene Ghepherd Tony Romano
205 Collings Hall 230A Collings Hall
325-1508 325-3972
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Week I

Course II
Ceneric College Teaching Skills

Scheduie of Events

Content

Describe Syllabus
Process for meeting class for the first time

Assignment

Read Chapter 10--McKeachie: "Term Papers and Teaching Writing"

Week II

Content

Term Papers
Alternative ways of working with students on written assignments
Correcting papers and giving feedback
Role Play (How To)

Week III

Content

Role Play - Incidents on written assignments

AIIiSEELI1
Read Chapter 9--McKeachie: "The ABC's of Assigning Grades"

Week IV

Week V

Content

Assigning Grades
Role Play - Incidents on Grading

Content

Grading

Class Concerns and Clnflict

Assignment

Read Handout on the Model for Effective Teaching

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course
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Week VI

Content

Model for Effective Teaching

Assignment

ObserJe a faculty member teaching:
From observation cite evidence that the
faculty member follow the lesson line.

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course

Week VII

Content

Question Sequencing Elements
a. Distribution

b. Load

c. Wait Time
d. Student Response

e. Teacher Response

Assignment

Observe a faculty member teaching
Audio Tape the teaching episode
Analyze :he questions to determine which and how many

stuaeats participaLed and the cognitive level
of the questions.

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course

Week VIII

Content

C1a7sification and Analysis of Classroom Questions

Assignment

Tape class you teach:
Observe for--Tape, Load, Wait Time, Participation,
Dead end, Run On, Programmed Answer, Put Down,
Fuzzy, Convergent, Divergent Questions

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course
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Week IX

Week X

Content

Corrective Feedback
Reinforcaments

Assignment

From the Tape of Class you recorded:
Check for corrective feedback and reinforcements
to questions.

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course

Content

Corrective Feedback and Reinforcement on data coliected
by students from a class which they taught.

Discussion of Data Collected by Program Faculty
from classes which the students taught.

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course

Week XI

Content

Discussion

Role Play - Incidents Concerning Discussion

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course

Week XII

Content

Inquiry Process
Notes and Notetakin;

Assignment

Read Chapter 30--McKeachie--Studont Ratings on Faculty

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course

1 30
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Week XITI

Content

Review Processes
Develop Student Evaluation Questionnaire

Assignment

Administer the developed evaluation to students in
your classes and summarize information.

Observation
By Faculty of Students Taking Course

Week XIV

Content

Students' Evaluation
Student Ratings of Faculty
Course Evaluated
Teacher Behavior Inventory
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Course 2

Generic College Teaching ckills

Lesson Plan I

Objectives:

The participants will acquire basic knowledge of the expectations of
course 2.

The participants will acquire the basic knowledge of a process for
meeting a class for the first time.

Content:

Syllabus for Course 2

Process for Meeting a Class for the First Time:
(See Attached Notes)

Activities:

Introductions

Handout and Describe Syllabus

Interactive process on meeting a class for the first time.

Assignment:

Read Chapter 10 in McKeachie
"Term Papers and Teaching Writing"

Evaluation:

Participation in the interactive process on Meeting Class for the First
Time.
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Process for Meeting a Class for the First Time

1. Break Ice

Have them talk -- Cet acquainted in some fashion

You want to establish a degree of freedom of communication

in your class.

Have your objectives for the course written on the board
discuss objectives.

2. Present Syllabus

to include course outline

3. Introduce Text

If there is going to be disagreement between material
in the textbook and that you will present in class

n explanation is in order.
Avoid tirades against the author -- severe criticism

Explain that rival interpretations stand or fall on the basis
of pertinent evidence and 0-1 to give your reasons for
disagreeing with the text.

This will give the stu,..ent the notion that your opinions

are based upon evidence.
It will frequently point up current problems in the theory

that often have great appeal for the serious student.

4. Problem Post

What problems you'd like to tackle during this course?
What problems you'd like to have us tackle during this course?
What sort of concerns do you think we might deal with?
What kinds of th.-gs have you heard about this course?
Record Answers or .he chalkboard.

Allows for participation
Understand rather than compete with one another
reduce attitude that everything must come from the teacher
teacher can listen as well as talk
some responsibility for solving own problems

5. Hand out an Index Card

ask the students to write down what they think of the first class
anonymously

I. Indicates interest in Learning from them and start building
a learning climate -- and influencing your teaching.
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2. It gives yoy feedback, often revealing doubts or questions
students were afraid to verbalize orally.

Content

Establishing a good atmosphere for a class is an
important aspect of teaching well
Getting off to a good stirt is as important
to that atmosphere as what comes after.

First class should be interesting and challenging

To a group of students first class is going to be
exciting and anxiety producing

The teacher who hands out the syllabus and
leaves does not convey the message that
the class is valuable nor do they capitalize on the
vscitement

Remember this is not the students only class
They come to you from other classes
Must aid in shifting thoughts and feelings

Can gradually ease them into the course

Can grab their attention by doing something different



Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan II

Objectives:

The participants develop alternative ways of dealing
with writing in the classroom.

The participants will develop processes for correcting
papers and giving feedback.

The par:Acipants will develop the skills necessary for
the technique of Role Play.

The participants will participate in Role Playing
activities on incidents concerning written assignments.

Content:

Chapter 10 McKeachie
Term Papers and Teaching Writing

Term Papers:

Problems

Alternative ways of working with students on
writing papers.

--Break Process (Series of Reports)
-Library Research Paper
-Other types of writing

Correcting Papers and Giving Feedback

Role Playing

Handout on ground rules for Role Play.

View tape of Role Playing process to introduce
the students to the process.

View tape of Role Playing process to introduce
the students to the process.

View Tape of Incidents on Writing:

--Extension on paper
--Possible Plagiarism
--Evaluating Unconventional Papers
--(Probably won't get to all of these)
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Activities:

Interaccive process on Writing

View film on Role Play
Use handout and work with how to role play.

View film of Incidents
Written Assignments and Role Play

Evaluation:

Participation in interactive process on writing.

Participation in role playing.

In



Ground Rules for Role Playing on:

"How to Handle Classroom Problems"

1. Let the situation be real. Although we may think we would
never let ourselves get into a situation like this, we have
all had the experience of getting into situations we did not
think we would get into.

2- Be the teacher and the student you see. For the same reasons
as in Number 1.

3. Don't worry about the "best" response. Rather, search to find
a "goo0" response or a "better" response.

4. Your criteria should be: let the student leave with the
relationship at least no worse than when the student entered.

5. Don't just t.ilk about how you would handle the situation, but
actually "act out" the situation. You need to feel the pressure
of time and yet go beyond a "quxck response."

6. When you role play the student, don't "roll over and play dead."
That is, don't give up this student's felt needs too easily.
By the same token, don't be unreasonably obstinate. Play 4...he

role as you think this student would, given the way they feel.

7. The teacher might want, from time to time, ask for information
from the student. In this case, it helps the role play. In
real lite, it also gives you valuable time to think as well as
valuable information.

8. As the teacher, you need to respond to the student with respect
for the student's feelings. Assume the student wants to do
something they feel is right for them; respect that, even if
you do not agree with it.

9. Be honest with yourself and the rest of the group about how you
would really react.

10. Try to empathize and understand, really understand, the student's
situation and feelings.



Critical Moments in College Teaching

Videotapes Produced at Indiana University

Tape #2

I. Students' Personal Concerns and Conflicts

Incident 1: Student's personal problems create academic
problems

N 2: Student develops attachment to teacher
" 3: Student stops coming to class; why?
N 4: Teacher-studnt conflict
9 5: Student protests exam grade

II. Student/Class Concerns and Conflicts

Incident 1: Class is uncooperative with teacher
9 2: Student sleeps in class

3: Overly talkative student9

4: Students whispering in class
. 5: Minority student feels alienated in class

6: Student disrupts/clowns in class9

7: Student needs lots of inclass explanations..

9 8: Student introduces lots of personal icintt;
9: Student-student conflict in discussion9

Tape #3

III. Minorit Students' Concerns & Conflicts

Incident 1: Student: teacher & text ignores minority students
9 2: Minority student feels alienated in class
9 3: Several students protest class material
9 4: Student protests being spokesperson for all

Blacks
5: Student protests personal treatment9

9 6: Student feels different from other students

IV. Grades: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: "I need an A. What do I have to do to get an A?"
2: Student feel3 teacher has a grudge against him."

" 3: Student requests extra work .

" 4: Is attendance required?
5: Older student feels grades are unimportant.9

N 6: Female student: "What can I do to get an A?"

V. Written Assignments: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: Working student needs extension on term paper.
2: Medical problem in family; needs more time.9

3: Minority students: why all low grades?"

4: How to evaluate unconventional paper9

9 5: Student does poor on remedial work
6: Possible plagiarism9

VI. Exams: Em hasis and Im act 1 '38
Incident 1: Possible cheating during exam

2: Student feels exams were unduly difficult9

" 3: Teacher-class conflict on date of exam



Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan III

Objectives:

The students will participate in Role Playing
activities on incidents concerning written
assignments.

The participants will develop skills in handling
students problems during conferences
through the role playing activities.

Content:

Role Playing

Tapes of incidents on written assignments.

Episodes

1. Time Extension
2. Possible Plagiarism
3. Evaluating Uncelventional Papers

Activities:

View tapes of incidents on written assignments and
have the participants role play. ,

One participant will play the faculty member and
another participant will play the stydent.

After role play----discussion by other members of
the class to ascertain the success of the conference.

Assignment:

Read Chapter 9 in McKeachie
"The A B C's of Assigning Grades"

Evaluation:

Participation in role play.
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Critical Moments in College Teaching

Videotapes Produced at Indiana University

Tape #2

I. Students' Personal Concerns and Conflicts

Student's personal problems create academic
problems

Student develops attachment to teacher
Student stops coming to class; why?
Teacher-student conflict
Student protests exam grade

Incident 1:

" 2:
" 3:

" 4:
If 5:

II. Student/Class Concerns and Conflicts

Incident 1: Class is uncooperative with teacher
" 2: Student sleeps in class
0 3: Overly talkative student

4: Students whispering in class"

5: Minority student feels alienated in class
6: Student disrupts/clowns in classII

7: Student needs lots of inclass explanations"

8: Student introduces lots of personal ideas"

9: Student-student conflict in discussion"

Tape #3

III. Mincrity Students' Concerns & Conflicts

Incident 1: Student: teacher & text ignores minority students
2: Minority student feels alienated in class"

3: Several students protest class material"

4: Student protests being spokesperson for all"

Blacks
5: Student protests personal treatment..

6: Student feels different from other students ."

IV. Grades: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: "I need an A. What do I have to do to get an A?"
2: Student feels teacher has a grudge againsthlm."

3: Student requests extra work .
"

4: Is attendance required?"

5: Older student feels grades are unimportant.If

6: Female student: "What can I do to get an A?""

V. Written Assignments: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: Working student needs extension on term paper.
2: Medical problem in family; needs more time."

3: Minority students: why all low grades?"

4: How to evaluate unconventional paperIf

5: Student does poor on remedial workIf

6: Possible plagiarism..

VI. Exams: Emphasis and Impact
140

Incident 1: Possible cheating uuring exam
2: Student feels exams were unduly difficult"

" 3: Teacher-class conflict on date of exam



Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan IV

Objectives:

1. The participants will participate in an Interactive
discussion on assigning grades.

2. The participants will participate in Role Playing
activities on incidents concerning grading.

Content:
1. Review of assigning grades.

McKeachie--Teaching Tips--pages 110 through 121

2. Role Play
Tapes of Incidents on Grading

1. I need an A what do I have to do to get an A?
2. Student protests exam grade
3. Stndent requests extra work
4. Is attendance required
5. Student feels exams were unduly difficult

Activities

Interactive Process to review grading

View Tapes of incidents on grading and Role Play

Evaluation

Student participation in the activities.
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Critical Moments in College Teaching

Videotapes Produced at Indiana University

Tape #2

I. Students' Personal Concerns and Conflicts

Student's personal problems create academic
problems

Student develops attachment to teacher
Student stops coming to class; why?
Teacher-student conflict
Student protests exam grade

Incident 1:

II
2:

" 3:
" 4:
" 5:

II. Student/Class Concerns and Conflicts

Incident 1: Class is uncooperative with teacher
. 2: Student sleeps in class
" 3: Overly talkative student
" 4: Students whispering in class
" 5: Minority student feels alienated in class

6: Student disrupts/clowns in class
. 7: Student needs lots of inclass explanations
. 8: Student introduces lots of personal ideas
. 9: Student-student conflict in discussion

Tape #3

III. Minority Students' Concerns & Conflicts

Incident 1: Student: teacher & text ignores minority students
" 2: Minority student feels alienated in class
H 3: Several students protest class material
H 4: Student protests being spokesperson for all

Blacks
O 5: Student protests personal treatment
. 6: Student feels different from other students

IV. Grades: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: "I need an A. What do I have to do to get an A?"
. 2: Student feels teacher has a grudge againsthim.
II 3: Student requests extra work .

. 4: Is attendance required?

. 5: Older student feels grades are unimportant.
" 6: Female student: "What can I do to get an A?"

V. Written Assignments: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: Working student needs exten_lon on term paper.
. 2: Medical problem in family; needs more time.
" 3: Minority students: why all low grades?
0 4: How to evaluate unconventional paper
" 5: Student does poor on remedial work
. 6: Possible plagiarism

VI. Exams: Emphasis and Impact 142
Incident 1: Possible cheating during exam

2: Student feels exams were.unduly difficult
. 3: Teacher-class conflict on date of exam

I



Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Play V

Objectives:

1. The participants will participate in Role Playing
Activities on incidents concerning grading.

2. The participants will participate in Role Playing
Activities on incidents concerning class concerns
and conflicts.

Content:

1. Tapes of Incidents on Grading

a. Is attendance required
b. Student feels exams were unduly difficult.

2. Tapes on Class Concerns and Conflict

a. Class is uncooperative with teacher
b. Overly talkative student
c. Student sleeps in class
d. Students whispering in class
e. Student needs a lots of inclass explanations
f. Student introduces lots of personal ideas

Activities:

View Tapes of incidents on grading and role play.

View Tapes of incidents on Class Concerns and Conflict
and Role Play.

Evaluation:

Participants participation in the activities.
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Critical Momcnts in College Teaching

Videotapes Produced at Indiana University

Tape #2

I. Students' Personal Concerns and Conflicts

Incident 1: Student's personal problems create academic
problems

2: Student develops attachment to teacher
3: Student stops coming to class; why?
4: Teacher-student conflict
5: Student protests exam grade

II. Student/Class Concerns and Conflicts

Incident 1: Class is uncooperative with teacher
2: Student sleeps in class
3: Overly talkative student
4: Students whispering in class
5: Minority student feels alienated in class
6: Student disrupts/clowns in class
7: Student needs lots of inclass explanation-.

8: Student introduces lots of personal ideas
9: Student-student conflict in discussion

Tape #3

III. Minority Students' Concerns & Conflicts

Incident

11

11

11

11

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

Student: teacher & text ignores minority students
Minority student feels alienated in class
Several students protest class material
Student protests being spokesperson for all

Blacks
Student protests personal treatment
Student feels different from other students

IV. Grades: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: "I need an A. What do I have to do to get an A?"
2: Student feels teacher has a grudge againsthim.
3: Student requests extra work .

4: Is attendance required?
5: Older student feels grades are unimportant.
6: Female student: "What can I do to get an A?"

V. Written Assignments: Emphasis and Impact

Incident I: Working student needs extension on term paper.
2: Medical problem in family; needs more time.
3: Minority students: why all low grades?
4: How to evaluate unconventional paper
5: Student does poor on remedial
6: Possible plagiarism

VI. Exams: Emphasis and Impacc .1A4
Incident 1: Possible cheating during exam

2: Student feels exams were.unduly difficult11

3: Teacher-class conflict on date of exam



Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan VI

Objectives:

1. Participants will develop a basic
knowledge of the "Lesson Line" adapted from
the Program for Effective Teaching"

Content:

Model for Effective Teaching:

Explanation of the Lesson Line
1. Set

2. T20

Explanation
Questions
Respond to Learner
Direction Giving
Activities

3. Closure

See Handout:

Activities:

Interactive discussion on the Model for Effective Teaching

Assignment:

Observe a faculty member teaching:
From observation cite evidence that

the faculty member followe.i the lesson line.

Evaluation:

Participation in the lesson.

1 A 5
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THE LESSON LINE

The Lesson Line provides a structure for describing and analyzing what good
teachers do vihen they teach a lesson in thedeductive modes There are three
major parts to the Lesson Line. The largest part and the center part of the Lesson
Line is referree to as 120' Teaching to the Objective.

1

T2 0

The definition of 12 0 is generating in the learner overt behavior that is
relevant In the learning.

There are five components in Teaching to the Objectivt. They are:

Component I: EXPLANATION refert to how we give the learning, the informmion,
to the students. Six ways of giving explanation have been recommended.

a. Definition - stating the definition c.1 the concepts or terms to be learned.
x: A set is a collection of objects that have something in common.

Ex: A fault is a crack in the earth's surface.
Ex: Migration is the trip animals make when they change home sites

from one season to another.

b. Content - presenting statements of fact that describe concepts, that
describe objects, people, situations, or events; and presenting generalizations
that relate two or more concepts., This information can be presented--
verbally by the teacher or through some other auditory or visual stimuli.

c. Process 7.presenting in sequential order the steps involved in doing something.
Ex: Talking through the steps of a math formula or any problem solving

process.
Ex: Presenting the steps in film making.
Ex: Presenting and talking through the steps of finding words in the

dictionary using guide words.

d. Model- Presenting a concrete representation of the concept or idea
that you want children to understand.
Ex: kiii-Ctiiiit -object like an apple or a cow's heart:-
Ex: A scaled representation of a building, a vnlcano, an atom, a dinosaur,

a terraced field, or the solar system.
Ex: A full size representation of something, like, the skeleton of

a persons body, a set of teeth, or a machine that is constructed
In such a way that the workings of the inner parts can be seen.

e. _Example - one of a nu. ../er of items that are members of a class or
category labeled as a concept. Examples can be presented in concrete
form, semi-concrete form, semi-abstract form, or abstract form.
Ex fossils of different life forms

L
pictures of islands or lakes

: drawings of atoms or cells
Ex: words which label examples or written descriptions of examples

of the concept - the words box, watch, bike presented as examples
of nouns, or written questions presented as examples of questions.



2

I. Modeling - de-nonstrating how it is you want children to proceed.
Ex: Shov.ing and talking through the steps in solving a problem like

you want children to.
Ex: Showing and talking through the steps in making an orgarni object,'
Ex: showing and talking through the formation iifiertiTtri_ the alpha5et.
Ex: . Demonstrating and describing how-to conduct an- imerview.4

The 6 different ways of providing EXPLANATION cao be combined in a number
of ways. For instance in teaching the concept of "per!mi'.er" the teacher might
define perimeter, present examples of problems wherein it would be necessary
to find the perimeter, describe the process for finding the perimeter of a region,
and show how to find the perimeter by modeling the process in finding the perimeter
of a desk top.

Component 2: QUESTIONING is used by the teacher to check for understanding,
to find out how well the information is tieing assimilated, and what parts
of the explanation are or are not being understood. Questions can be distributed
to individuals or to groups of children and should be asked throughout the
EXPLANATION to keep students involved as well as to get feedback on the
effectiveness of the teacher's explanation. Group responses can be monitored
by giving the students some kind of non-verbal signal to use for their responses.
Codes for Question Types, Load, and Expansion Questions can be used to
monitor a teacher's use of questions.

Component 3: R L, RESPONDING TO THE LEARNER IN TERMS OF THE
LEARNING7Thrt7Feacher action occurs when student's have been given
an opportunity to interact with the content of the lesson and usually follows
a teacher question or direction to students. Madeline Hunter says there
are three parts to responding to the learner in terms of the learning.
a. say the student's name
b. clearly accept or reject the student's response
c. repeat the learning
The combination of these three parts corresponds to Sa b ci and 6a b ci in
Targeted Verbal Reinforcement. If a student's answer must be rejected
it is important to redirect the child's thinking in a positive direction and
as soon as pessib!e to give that same child an opportunity to respond successfully.

Component 4: DIRECTION GIVING refers to directions the tetcher gives to
individuals or the group to engage them in interactions with various forms
of explanation and activities.

Component 5: ACTIVITY refers to engaging the students in activities so they
!can organize information, demonstrate their understanding, practice their
skills, or express themselves in creative ways. Madeline Hunter desribes
activities in two ways in terms of the teacher's involvement.

a. Guided Activities - These activities are carefully monitored by the teacher
to insure that students are proceeding in the appropriate manner and
to make sure students possess the necessary understandings to proceed
on their own.

144 s
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b. Independent Activities - These activities may be very similar to guided
activities or may be challenging activities which have their bases in
the explanations given. Indepeno,lt activities can be done by students
without the assistance of the teacher. Independent activities should
always be preceded by guided activities.

The five components of TIO, Teaching to the Objective are EXPLANATION,
QUESTIONING, RESPONICING TO THE LEARNER IN TERMS OF THE LEARNING,
DIRECTION GIVING, AND ACTIVITY.

TO
,b1

4\1.,t- .%

There are two additional parts to the lesson line, one preceding 10 and
one following 110. These two sets of teacher actions are members ora concept
referred to as Waint,ining the Focus of the Learner.

Before Teaching to the Objective the teacher builds an ANTICIPATORY SET.

ANTICIPATORY SET refers to what the learner is led to anticipate in the upcoming
lesson and has 3 parts. The SET gets the students ready for the EXPLANATION.
The three parts of the SET are;

a. Involvement of the learner. SometIling is done or said by the teacher
that "hooks" the learner, that makes the learner say to him/herself,
'I want to find out more about this.'

itelamMa. reser.psnd/or future. This refers to something the
teacher says to relate the !earning which is about to occur to something
in the students' past, future, and/or to something else that concerns
students in the present.

c. Statement of the objective. This refers to a statemeni made by th
teacher that tells students what they are going to lea* .

After Teaching to the Objective, the teacher provides CLOSURE.

CLOSURE refers to pulling together what has been learned during the lesson
and has 2 parts.

a Involvement of the learner. The teacher directs or questions the students
tn ways that get them to summarize the lesson.

b. Summary - recall the main points, cortepts, and/or purpose of the lesson.
reflect on how what has been learned relates to other !earnings possessed
by the learners.

1 14 9
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SET

The follov.ing diaram illustrates all parts of the LESSON LINE.

T20 CLOSURE

Two addianal concepts related to Maintaining the Focus of the Learner
are Overt and Cr vert Behavior. Overt Behavior refers to the observable behavior
exhibited by students that gives the teacher feedback about students' thinking
and understanding. Covert Behavior refers to the undisclosed thinking of students.
Tnroughout any given lesson the task of the teacher is to set up an interaction
between teachinrg and learning. To teach for a high degree of learning the ttacher
se*. up conditions for effectively presen;ing the content of the lesson and for
engaging students in overt as well as covert beaviors as they participate in the
learning process. Throughout the lesson, beginning with the ANTICIPATORY
SET, throughout TEACHING TO THE OBJECTIVE, and continuing through CLOSURE
the teacher maintains the frcus of the learners by questioning them, by structuring
their behavior, and by responding to the learner in terms of the learning.

150
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Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan VII

Objectives:

1. The participants will determine if the faculty
member they observed teaching followed the
"Lesson Line."

2. The participants will develop a basic
knowledge of the Question Sequencing Elements.

Content:

Question Sequencing Elements

a. Distribut;on

b. Load

c. Wait Time
d. Student Rrtsponse

e. Teacher Response

(See Handout)

Activities:

Through questions and discussion the participants
will determine if the faculty member which they
observed followed the "Lesson Line."

Interactive discussion on ,ne Question Sequencing Elements.

Assignment:

Observe a faculty member teaching. Audio Tape
the teaching episode. Analyze the questions to
determine which and how many students participated
and the cognitive level of the questions.

Evaluation:

Participation in the lesson.
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Distribution

Question Types

- Solitary
- Controlled
- Voluntary

- Spontaneous
- Mass

Action Zones

- Personal
- Social

- Semi-Public
- Public

I 5 2

QUESTION SEQUENCINC ELEMENTS

Load

Taxonomy (Cognitive)

- Knowledge
- Comprehension
- Application
- Analysis
- Synthesis

- Evaluation

Taxonomy (Affective)

- Receiving/Attending
- Responding
- Valuing
- Organization
- Characterization

Taxonomy (Psychomotor)

- Reflex Movements
- Basic-Fundamental

Movements
- Perceptual Abilities
- Physical Abilities
- Skilled Movements
- Non-Discursive

Communication

Wait Time

Self-Fulfilling Prophecy

- Condor
- Ethnic/Racial

Ability .

- Conduct

ftudent Response Teacher Response

Targeted Verbal
Reinforcement

- Polarity
- Ares
- Focus

Expansion

- Active Listening
- Probing Questioas
- Clarifying

Questions
- Paraphrasing

Feedback

(Shepberd/Gallaber)
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Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan VIII

Objectives:

1. The participants, through discussion,
will indicate (Question Element- Sequence)
question distribution, load, wait time for
the faculty member they observed.

2. The participants will develop I:44ic knowledge

of classification and analysis of actual
classroom questions.

Content:

Classification and Analysis of Some Actual
Classroom Questions

1. Dead end
2. Run on
3. Programmed Answer
4. Put Down
5. Fuzzy
6. Convergent
7. Divergent

(See Handout)

Activities:

Discussion to Accomplish Objective 1.

Interactive process to accomplish Objective 2.

Assignment:

Tape class you reach:

Observe for--Type, Load, Wait time, Participation,
Dead end, Run On, Programmed Answer,
Put Down, Fuzzy, Convergent, Divergent

Evaluation:

Participation in the lesson.



USING QUESTIONS TO ENHANCE
CLASSROOM LEARNING

Introduction
Many teachers unwittingly and subtly stymy students' intellectual development and growth of
self-confidence by the ways they use and phrase questions. Rather than posing questions which
provoke thoughts, evoke expression, encourage discussions, initiate arguments, raise further
questions, and enable students to ask without embarrassment about what they donot
understand, these teachers use and phrase vague, dead-end, or threatening questions, or suggest
their own answers to the questions they pose. Conversely, instructors who have learned the
skills of effective questioning are able to teach by their own example how to acquire and
classify information, and to think logically. They change students from passive classroom
spectators to active, creative participants in the learning process. Through the use of examples,
this paper will attempt to help the reader become aware of how questions can subvert or
enhance teaching goals.

In Part One, examples of actua! classroom questions will be classified and analyzed; in Part
Two, the components of an effective type of questioning strategy will be discussed; Part Three
will offer some methods for using questions to stimulate thinking and enhance classroom
learning.

It is my : .ong belief that learning is enhanced when the learner does something with the
material presented. In this spirit, I have designed tasks throughout this paper to engage each
reader and reinforce the ideas under investigation.

PART ONE:
Classification and Analysis of Some Actual

Classroom Questions
In a classroom whose climate is characterized by openness, a respect for ideas, and flexibility of
teaching methods, students may well respond freely to half-phrased, poorly articulated,
fuzzily worded questions. Too, in a class of highly motivated, interested students, ofttimes an
instructor need do little else than suggest a topic, or pose a problem. Yet these atypical
situations should not blind us to the need for good plans and thoughtful questions in structuring
positive learning experiences for all students all the time.Few instructors would qurrrel with
the statement that questions should provoke thought and evoke expression. (Stevens, 1912).
Yet my own analyses of questions taken verbatim from classroom dialogues indicate that many
faculty question their students in ways which confuse thinking and suppress responses. Five
such types of questions are described here: the "Dead-End" or Yes-No Question; the
"Chameleon" Question; the Question with a Programmed Answer; the Put-Down Question; and
the Fuzzy Question. Those observing videotaped recordings have picked up the more obvious
consequences of each of these question-types: students' facial expressions show puzzlement,
annoyance, despair; their hands gesture in confusion; they shrug their shoulders and raise their
eyebrows; and they often greet these questions with an almost total lack of verbal response. In

Napell, S (1978). Using questions to enhance classroom learning. Education 99 (2).
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each instance a change of wording and/or pace can result in a radically altered response. These
will be suggested as each type is discussed.

THE "DEAD-END" (OR YES-NO) QUESTION

Examples:

a . Does everyone remember Snell's Law?
b. Dr. Trilling told you why they use this angle to design Polarokl sun glasses, right?
c. Does everyone understand what shifts the demand curves and the supply curves

around?
d. Do you all see the difference between long-run and short-run costs?
e. Does scale mean anything at all?
f . Now do you see why I substituted the value of 0 in this equation?
g. Do you see how in this instance it would be different?

When asked about the intent of these questions, instructors usually respond that they want to
make sure that their students do understand these subjects. However, few wait long enough for
students to reply; most accept as evidence of general understanding one or two murmured yesses.
And, even were everyone to respond with a "yes," what would the instructor really have foundout? If we look over the representative seven "Dead-End" Questions, we can see that a slight
change of wording, plus a willingness to wait for an answer would elicit responses telling the
instructor more precisely what hel wants to know.

For example:

a . Does everyone remember Snell's Law?
a'. What does Snell's Law ter. us? ,

b. Dr. Trilling told you why they use this angle to design Polaroid sun glasses, right?
b'. What did Dr. Trilling suggest was the reason for using this angle to design Polaroid sun

glasses?

c. Does everyone understand what shifts the oemand curves and the supply curves
around?

c'. Let's list (or review) together some of the factors which cause the demand curves and
the supply curves to shift.

For your own practice, turn back to the remaining four examples of the "Dead-End" type of
question, and ask yourself what it is that the students need to explain. Then, try rephrasing
the question to give you this feedback and give them the opportunity to express their
understanding of, or problems with, the material.

THE "CHAMELEON" (OR RUN-ON) QUESTION

Examples:

a . What does it mean that he's a Scholastic?. . . Do you remember what Starr said about
Scholasticism?. . . What did Chrystal say?. . . Well, who is this Scholastic studying?

1The reader is asked to accept the conventional use of the pronoun "his" and "him" as a reference to both
sexes in order that the distraction of the him/her constructions may be avoided.
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b. What abut Thomas Hutchinson?. .. Where is he wntmg this?... How is he writing?. . .

Would he be likely to join the mob?... How much ofar unruly mob is it?
c. Now we have this table, what are we doing?. .. What's the elimination that we

need?... Last time, didn't we have the returned earnings of the parent and company
sales?. . . What's the difference this time?

d. What is a demand cirvc.... Where does it come from?... Remember, we discussed one
thing first: utility. . . What's marginal utility?

e. What kinds of things did they attempt to do?. .. Where did they attack?... You
mentioned living conditions, what about that?

f. Now, what kind of Physics was going on at that time?... Did anyone have any
hypothesis then?

g. How does one design a park?... Do you walk it?... Should it be on the periphery?...
Should it be within the central city?. . . What examples have we of each?

h . Who sees a community?... What's under that tree?... Do you see a boundary between
grass and litter country?

An examination of this second type of question illumines several of its characteristics. Each
"question" although asked virtually in one breath, is in reality a series of questions; the first
question of the series is different from the last. The questioner seems unclear about what it is
that he is asking since each succeeding question requiresa somewhat different answer.

The responses to ChameleA Questions are varied. Most students are often so unsure of what is
being asked that they will sit silently to see what will happen; some quickly answer the
easiest, the first, or the last question of the group. Some brave soul or those "on the spot" niay
ask, "What was your question?" or, 'Would you mind repeating the question?"

Videotaped replay reveals a typical consequence of this questioning pattern. Hands will go up
in response to the first question, a few will go down during the se-ond, and those hands
remaining up gradually will get lower and lower as the instructor finally concludes with a
question very different from the one for which the hands were initially raised.

There are, in addition, subtle unobservable consequences of Chameleon Questions. Students
barraged with many questions, all asked at once, are denied time to reflect and formulate
answers. Their thinking does not follow any logical progression but, at best, jumps with the
instructor's from topic to topic. They are not encouraged to express their thoughts, but rather
discouraged from doing so as the thrust of the question changes so rapidly.

Assimilation of ideas and their orderly expression demand time. Instructors can model logical
thinking and orderly expression by making sure that lesson goals are apparent in their
questions, preparing questions ahead of time, then pausing to offer students sufficient wait-
timil. These behaviors encourage students to suggest their own ideas, confront each other's
opinions, raise further questions, and become active participants in classroom communication.
(Napell, 1975).

To practice avoiding Chameleon Questions, look back at the eight examples listed and figui.e
out how you would ask one clearly stated question. For example:

a . What does it mean that he's a Scholastic?. .. Do you remember what Starr said about
Scholasticism?. . . What did Chrystal say?. . . Well, who is this Scholastic studying?

1"Wait-time" is Lefined as the amount of time after an initial question has been posed before the teacher
answers it himself, repeats, rephrases, or adds further information to the question, or accepts an answer
from a student. (Monber, 1951).
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a' . Both Professors Starr and Chrystal offered slightly different definitions of
Scholasticism. Look over your notes at their definitions, and try to come up with one
that will include their main po;nts plus your own understanding of what this term
means.

THE QUESTION WITH A PROGRAMMED ANSWER

Examples:

a . "What thoughts have you about impeachment? Do you think the proceedings are o
lengthy? That partisan politics play too great a role? Is there enough evidence?"

b. "What role does collective bargaining play in higher education? Do we have any
indications as to the effect of collective bargaining on curriculum? Is it going to rigidify
i t?"

c. "What reasons do you have to use that formula? Was it suggested in the homework
chapter? Had you ever used it before? Or seen it used in this context?"

d. "What happens when we add the sums of the rows? Do we get skewed results?"
e. "Look at this shrub and tell me, what observations can you make? Do you see the dead

stems? Are they damaged from insect feeding?"

This type of question programs the answer it not only deprives the respondent from expressing
his own thoughts by steering him towards the answers that the questioner expects, but also
conveys the message that there is really little interest in what he thinks or says. Those who
practice this pattern usually have altruistic justifications (e.g., "Silence after the posing of a
question is embarrassing to the student;" "I feel impelled to help out by suggesting clues"), but
they need to ask themselves honestly: "Is it I or the student who is uncomfortable after a second
or two of silence?"; "Do I have confidence in the students' ability to think about the question
and formulate a response?" and, most important, "Am I more interested in what the student has
to say or in determining which of my answers he prefers?" Programming can be an effective tool
in guiding students' thinking, suggesting possibilities, or modeling logical thought processes.
However, it is important to be aware of its limiting effect when the goal is to court a wide
variety of ideas. If yours is this latter goal, try asking one relatively open-ended question and
waiting to hear the students' responses. For example, look back at the first question of this
type. It can be changed to a question which allows the student to express his own ideas by
asking: "What thoughts have you about impeachment?" and pausing to allow the student to
express his own ideas. In this way you indicate your interest in his ideas and model more
effective questioning and listening behavior. A willingness to listen helps to create in the
classroom a community of learners in place of a super-ordinate-subordinate relationship
between teacher and class.

THE PUT-DOWN QUESTION

Examples:

a . OK, Professor Brown went over this twice in lecture yesterday, and I just did it on the
board. Any more questions?

b. Who can reword her answer the way you think I would say it?
c. Anybody so confident in his answer that he wants to come up and put it on the board?
d. That was one explanation, yes, but what's another more obvious one?
e. Does anybody know "King Lear" pretty well here?
f . Obviously, it's simply the same Lorentz we've used four times. Any questions?
g. I think the exam problems were pretty straightforward Any questions?



h . Problem three, was there any question on that? We gave you the solutions, you just
differentiated the first one; I don't think there should be any problems on that or the
rest. Are there?

Students need to be able to ask questions, for "the questions we ask act like a lens clarifying or
distorting information relevant and necessary to us." (Burkhart, 1969). The Put-Down Question
is often used as a ruse: the instructor really does not want any further questions. The wording
represents a dare to the most brazen, the most hardened, or the most desperate. Thus,
instructors subtly dissuade students from asking for necessary clarification. How much more
honest to invite those with further quest: ms to meet during office hours .. . or to avoid asking
for further questions entirely. Put-Down Questions are often indications of art instructor's ego-
needs' taking precedence over his students learning needs.

THE FUZZY QUESTION

Example:

a . Do you sort of understand what is the principle behind this?
b. Did you notice this business of friendship?
c. How do you suppose one would get such a thing as that?
d. How about plane mirrors?
e. Does everybody feel somewhat like that?
f . The question is, can we prove that? Who got some ideas on that?
g. Does that explain what's going on?
h . Anybody care to explain that in different words?
i . Let's do it for the globular cluster.
j. Is it in all red giants?

An important function of the classroom teaching-learning process is offering students
opportunities to use the new vocabulary of the coursc As instructors, we can model accurate
usage of new terms not only by using thern in our own discussion and responses, but also by using
them in our questions. Students are better able and more willing to respond to our questions when
we state clearly what it is we are asking and simultaneously offer some tools with which they
can construct an answer. Compare the following pairs of questions for clarity and the assistance
they offer:

a . Do you sort of understand the principle behind this?
a' . How would you describe the principle which accounts for these graph fluctuations?

b. Did you notice this business of friendship?
b'. In the Iliad, Homer often refers to the friendship between men. How would you explain

his concept of friendship using the examples he cites?

c. How do you suppose one would get such a thing as that?
c'. Using what we've just learned about alleles, how could you account for the offspring's

having these combinations?



DIVERGENT QUESTIONS

The kind of question probably asked least often in the classroom is what has been variously
called the divergent, the heuristic, or the creative question. Such a question has no "right"
answer. It is an open-ended question, requiring students to use both concrete and abstract
thinking to determine for themselves an appropriate response. Students are free to explore the
problem in whatever direction they prefer; they are asked to think creatively, to leave the
comfortable confines of the known and reach out for the unknown. This is often more
uncomfortable for the teacher than it is for the students, since the answers he or she receives
cannot be classified as either right or wrong. But this is the fascination and challenge of
divergent questioning. The teacher and the students free themselves to explore hypotheses and
possibilities.

The following are divergent questions:

1. What might happen to our economy if the gasoline automobile were declared illegal
for smog-prevention reasons?

2. If you were stuck on a desert island and the only tool you had was a screwdriver, what
uses might you make of it?

3. What might happen if Congress passed a law preventing the manufacture and sale of
cigarettes in the United States?

4. How would the story be different if the ch -rater had been strong and healthy instead
of disabled?

5. How would life in the San Francisco Bay Area be different if the bay were filled in?

6. In what way would history have been changed had the Spanish Armada defeated the
English in 1588?

Source unknown
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Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan IX

Objectives:

1. The participants, through discussion
will indicate (Question Element Sequence)
question distribution, load, wait time for
a class which they taught and taped.

2. The participants will develop a basic knowledge
of reinforcement and corrective feedback.

Content:

See Handout on Corrective Feedback

See Hlndout on Reinforcements

Activities:

Discussion to Accomplish Objective 1.

Interactive process to accomplish Objective 2.

Assignment:

From tape of class the parr.icipants recorded:

Check for corrective feedback to questions.

Check for reinforcements given.

Evaluation:

Participation in discussion to indicate Question
Element Sequence.

Participation in the interactive process on
corrective feedback and reinforcements.
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Distribution

Question Types

- Solitary
- Controlled
- Voluntary
- Spontaneous
- Mass

Action Zones

- Personal
- Social
- Semi-Public
- Public

1 2

Load

Taxonomy (Cognitive)

- Knowledge
- Comprehension
- Application
- Analysis
- Synthesis
- Evaluation

Taxonomy (Affective)

- keceiving/Attending
- Responding
- Valuing
- Organization
- Characterization

Taxonomy (Psychomotor)

- Reflex Movements
- Basic-Fundamental

Movements
- Percepot4i 41ities
- Physical Abilitiee
- Skil1e0 MovementP
- Non-Discorsiw:

Communication

QUESTION SEQUENCING ELEMENTS

Wait Time

Self-Fulfilling Prophecy

- Gender
- Ethnic/Racial

Abilxty
- Conduct

Student Response Teacher Response

Targeted Verbal
Reinforcement

- Polarity
- Area
- Focus

Expansion

- Active Listening
- Probing questions
- Clarifying

Questions
- Paraphrasing

Feedback

(Shepherd/Gallaher)



TARGETEr) "ERPiSl. RF.1NFORCEMF_NTS

Reinforcements are teacher response' irtfrndee tc ircreae (acceptance), decrease
(rejection) or extinguish (ignr!re) indk ideal and/or group actions. it reinforce-
ment may be classified as a "targeted verbal reinfo-:ement' tf it contains clarity
of: polarity. area, and focus. Tt should be noted that clarity does not include
the codes: 13; u: q.

1.

11.

Codes
Polarity
A. AccemanceTeacher responses intended to increase

the frequency of occurrence. 5
B. RejectionTeacher responses intended to decrease

the frequency of occurrence. 6
C. Withhold or IgnoreTeacher responses which neither

accept nor reject the occurrence. 13*
krea
A. Affective managementTeacher responses which stress

the affective content or context of the occurrence. ft
B. Behavior managementTeacher responses which stress

the physical conduct or behavior of the occurrence.
C. Cognitive managementTeacher responses which stress

the cognitive content or context of the occurrence.
D. Unidentified management--Teacher responses which do

not identify/specify the affective, Nehavior, and/or
cognitive content, conduct and/or context of the
occurrence.

Focus
A. GroupTeacher responses directed toward group

(i.e., "This group is analyzing carefully."
"This class is talking too frequently.")

B. IndividualTeacher responses directed toward
individual (i.e., "I like the way Tom is
synthesizing the problem." "Yes, Mike, your feeling
that ... is reasonable." "No, 16 is not correct,
Gene." "Bill, sit down.").

C. QuestionableTeacher responses not specifically
directed toward either individual or group (i.e.,
"Those are good ideas." "Sit down." "There is too
much talking." "I see good listeners.")

q

The presence of codes: 13; u; q indic ites that the reinforcement is not targeted.

G. D. Shepherd
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FEEDBACK

The value of practice and feedback in improving learning is one
nf the moct nnnsist,ent findingr from teacher effectiveness literature
(Brophy and Good, 1986; Rosenshine and Stevens, 1986).

Specific feedback is clear about what was right or wrong
in response. Interestingly this characteristic is not always present.

Mr. Smith: "What kind of relationship must exist if triangles
are similar, Jim?"
Jim: "Their sides have equal lengths."
Mr. Smith "No, that's not right. Don?"

Mr. Smiths' response told Jim nothing about his answer other
than it was wrong. As a result, it did not aid in his understanding of
similar triangles, nor did it assist other listening students in a simiYir
state of confusion.

Look at the followirg example!

Mr. Smith: "What kind of relationship must exist if triangles
are similar, Jim?"
Jim: "Their sides have equal lengths."
Mr. Smith: "Not quite Jim. If respective sides of two triangles
are equal, the triangles would be congruent. Now, what kind of
relationship must they have if they're similar, Jim?"

Feedback that is contingent on performance relates the teacher's
response to the student's answer.

Mrs. Locke: "How does the direction of the ocean current off
the coast of Chile affect the rainfall in the Chilean -lesert?"
Tim: "Since the current comes from the south, the water is cold
The air over the water is then more dense than that over the land,
so the air that moves landward is warmed rather than cooled, so it
doesn't tend to rain. As a result, a desert is there."
Mrs. Locke: "Yes, good answer."
Mrs Locke: "Excellent description of the relationship among
ocean currents, density, convection, and rainfall. These
cause-and-effect relationships are important to understand
the weather. Fine answer, Tim!

141.s. Locke's first response simply acknowledged the student's
response with a statement of general praise. By contrast, Mrs. Locke's
second response gave the class in general, and Tim in particular, specific
information as to why the answer was a good one. If a pattern of using
this type of praise is established, students develop an understanding of
the criteria for desirable answers, and, as a result, the general quality
of answers over time is increased. In addition, logical connections
between ideas are reinforced.
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Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plah X

Objectives:

1. The participants, through discussion
will indicate corrective feedback and
reinforcements for a class which they
taught and taped.

2. The participants will view and discuss
data collected by the faculty member in
previously taught classes.

Content:

The participants will be given handouts on:

Questions from Observations

Instructor Responses after Student Response

Student Questioning Sequence

Charts Showing Student Participation

Activities:

Discussion to Accomplish Objective 1

Discussion to Accomplish Objective 2

Evaluation:

Participation in Discussions.
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Questions from Observations:

What were we talking about yesterday?

What is the first thing to do in Stating the Problem?

What is the dark red cell layer here?

What are our six topics? --Arlene

Are these cells living or dead?

Establish critea:ia for what?

What were the two obstacles?

What does studying lead to?

Mike--What is characterization?

What is the green color in these cells?

Somebody give me a scenario as to what is going to
happen Thursday?

What does rehersal mean?

What are we looking for in Interpersonal Communication
within the group?

What are tnese cells? (points to the slide)

what are the types of plant propagation?
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Instructor responses after student response:

Right
OK
Alright
Yep
Yea
Repeated Answer
Good
Exactly
Yea - the relationship - Patricia
Wrong

En Masse question---Patricia Answers---Yes--The Relationship is----
Patricia

Solitary Question to Bruce---Bruce answers---Rigllt
Repeats Answer
Expands

Solitary Question to Patricia---Patricia Answered----Ok
Directed another question to Patricia---No Answer--

Instructor Answered

En Masse question (Statement of the Problem) --- several students answe

What else? --- Kim ---- Answer ---- Right
How else? Jenifer -- Answer --- OK
Last Characteristic? --- En Masse --- Beth Answered --- OK

En Masse Question --- Several Students Give an Answer Yep



Student Questioning Sequence

Student asked question (student mumbles)
Instructor responded to student

Same student asked question
Instructor to student

Same student asked question
Instructu.- to student

Same student asked question
Instructor to student

Same student asked question
Instructor to student

Same student asked question
Instructor to student

Same student asked question
instructor to student

Same student asked question
Instructor to student

A 3 minute sequence
Information shared between student and instructor only''""

Student initiates question(student mumbles)
Instructor repeates question
Instructor answers question
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Ceneric College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan XI

Objectives:

Discussion and Role Play Concerning Discussion

The participants will participate in an interactive
discussion on the teaching method "Discussion."

The participants will participate in role play
activities on incidents concerning "Discussion."

Content:

Video tapes concerning incidents on discussion.

Handout "Using Class Discussion As A Teaching Tool."

Develop participants ability to view tapes and
analyze for attributes of the discussion
method.

Activities:

Interactive process to discuss the teaching method

"Discussiou" indicating attributes of the method.

View tapes on incidents concerning discussion and have the
participants role play.

Have the participants analyze the role playing situations
for attributes of the discussion method.

Evaluation:

Student participation in the discussion.

Student participation in the role playing activities.
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USING CLASS DISCUSSION
AS A TEACHING TOOL

WHAT IS CLASS DISCUSSION?

Periods of classtime during which the faculty member or a discussion leader guides student
discussion of specific course content for learning purposes.

WHY USE IT?

li

,:.Active participation in good discussion is stimulating, bringing greater ego-involvement in the ,
subject matter through the process. It gives the instructor an opportunity to check student

;understandings and to note, and sometimes change, their attitudes towards specific content. It
can add variety and change-of-pace to the semester. ..;

4
WHEN TO USE IT? i

1.It is just one teaching tool and therefore need not totally substitute for any other such as z.

lecturing. It is best used after the class hasa common knowledge base on a specific area gained
through reading and research. It is best for subject matter which involves application,
analysis, synthesis, and interpretations of material rather than collections of facts. It is vital
to the "Case Method" and many g:aduate seminars.

HOW DOES THE INSTRUCTOR PREPARE?

In the previous class, talk about student role and preparation. The discussion topic should be
roughly outlined and divided into major sub-heads with 3-4 key study questions framed for
each section with approximate timing to be used for each section. Students should get this
ahead of time.

HOW DO STUDENTS PREPARE?

With common readings, specific research on segments, study of outline given.

HOW TO ARRANGE THE ROOM?

Discussion takes place most effectively when students can be face-to-face, rather than in
lecture-style seating. Approximations of a circle provides the best facilitation for
participation.

HOW SHOULD THE DISCUSSION BE LED?

Facu4 need to understand the neutral-guidance-questioner role of the leader as a facilitator.
Care must be taken that lengthy lectures are not given by the faculty member because only brief
factual inputs may be needed. Restraint and patienceare required rather than dr mination.

Funk, F. (1987). Using class discussion as a teaching tool. Presentation at the Seminar on Teaching,
Syracuse University, February.
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The leader should:

1. Introduce the topic and its importance, briefly.

2. Mention sub-areas to be covered and timing for each.

3. Give simple ground rules: each should speak up without being called upon, address each
other.

4. Get discussion started with a prepared first question: short, stimulating, easy to have
an opinion about. Wait it outsomeone will pick it up.

5. Guide group thinking, impartially and without talldng too much yourself, by using
questions as your guidance tool to probe, challenge, rephrase their comments.
(For question types, see Chronicle, 7-25-84)

6. Summarize what has been said periodically then redirect the group to the next topic
sub-area with a new question.

7. Be generally accepting; don't constantly make evaluative comments that punish and
reward, rather ask examining questions.

8. Encourage general participation by using questions such as: "How do the rest of you feel
about this?" or "Are there other reactions?"

9. Keel., the discussion "on track". If it seems to be on a tangent, ask the group about the
connection to the subject.

10. Listen carefully and ask impromptu probing questions which make the students examine
their views carefully, cite evidence for views, examine assumptions, and raise the
abstraction level.

HOW SHOULD IT BE ENDED?

1. Allow time at the end for a summary by the leader or the group. Invite the group's
agreemet on the summary.

2. Give the class a feeling of accomplishment by suggesting that it was a fruitful exchange
of important ideas.

3. Suggest next steps or assignment to follow-up.

4. Evaluate results after class for issues ignored or key questions only partially considered.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Good classroom discussion is not a bull-session exchange of ignorance where students just talk in
an undirected way and the faculty member just listens. Sloppy thiniOng, lack of facts or
unexamined opinions are not good discussion. On the other hand, a kind of "fishing-game"
discussion is also not appropriate. This is where the faculty member conducts discussion (really
recitations) until a student stumbles on the "right" or faculty answer.

35
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Critical Moments in calitat_itniag.

Videotapes Produced at Indiana University

Tape #2

I. Students' Personal Concerns and Conflicts

Incident 1: Student's personal problems create academic
problems

2: Student develops attachment to teacher
3: Student stops coming to class; why?
4: Teacher-student conflict
5: Student protests exam grade

II. Student/Class Concerns and Conflicts

Incident 1: Class is uncooperative with teacher
2: Student sleeps in class
3: Overly talkative student
4: Students whispering in class
5: Minority student feels alienated in class
6: Student disrupts/clowns in class
7: Student needs lots of inclass explanations
8: Student introduces lots of personal ideas
9: Student-student conflict in discussion

ii

II

II

Tape #3

III. Minority Students' Concerns & Conflicts

Incident 1: Student: teacher & text ignores minority students
2: Minority student feels alienated in class
3: Several students protest class material
4: Student protests being spokesperson for all

Blacks
5: Student protests personal treatment
6: Student feels different from other students

IV. Grades: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: "I need an A. What do I have to do to get an A?"
2: Student feels teacher has a grudge againsthim.
3: Student requests extra work .

4: Is attendance required?
5: Older student feels grades are unimportant.
6: Female student: "What can I do to get an A?"

V. Written Assignments: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: Working student needs extension on term paper.
2: Medical problem in family; needs more time.
3: Minority students: why all low grades?
4: How to evaluate unconventional paper
5: Student does poor on remedial work
6: Possible plagiarism

VI. Exams: Emphasis and Impact
I 74Ircident 1: Possible cheating during exam

2: Student feels exams were unduly difficult
3: Teacher-class conflict on date of exam



Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan XII Inquiry and Notes and Notetaking

Objectives:

The participants will participate in activities
to develop a basic knowledge and use of che Inquiry
Method.

The students will participate in an interactive
discussion on the value of notes and the notetaking
process.

Content:

The learning cycle will te used to develop the
Inquiry Process. This involves the processes
of exploration, invention, and expansion. The

concept attainment model will be used as a
participatory activity to develop this process.

Information on notes and notetaking will be taken
from an article on "Notes and Notetaking" from the
Teaching Processor.

Activities:

Student will participate in the activity using
the "Concept Attainment Model" to develop
a.1 understanding of the Inquiry Process.

Student will participate in an interactive process
on "Notes and Notetaking."

Assignment:

Read McKeachie--Chapter 30--Student
Ratings of Faculty.

Evaluation:

Participation in the Concept Attainment Activity
and the interactive process on notes and notetaking.

V75
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methods of discipline, motivation, and evaluation tailored to produce the behaviors
desired? Are methods merely tricks, games, and simulations? Is there a method that
characterizes th.:: natural behavior of a child when learning?

Answers to such questions are found in the literature and can be observed in the
behaviors of practicing teachers Each teachcr assumes, adopts, adapts, and develops
something called "method" (see Chapter 4).

Method or methodology is a descriptive term used to label the teacher's proce-
dures, manipulations, and facilitations of content, control, and learning. The frag-
mentation of methods into the separate compartments of social studies methods, sci- i
ence methods, language arts methods, and so forth, seems to be lessening. The i

i.method or methodology of good teaching is now being viewed as a concomitant ele- *
D.ment of a good learning cnvironment rather than as the functional means of trans- -

mitting content. For example, evaluation procedures are similar whether the context t
o; the evaluation is in reading, arithmetic, or behavior. t

P.,,s, the traditional source of methods, the subject being transmitted, is being irreplaced or supplemented through an analysis of a supportive learning environment. y
I
w*

Premise. Method, or methodology, is a descriptive term used to label those pro- t
cedures, techniques, manipulations, and facilitations of content and the learning r

'ienvironment which are performed by teachers. A strategy of curriculum instruction ;
must include an element providing for the creation, selection, and evaluation of
methodology 6

,
Traditionally, methods have been derived from those content and control-oriented

behaviors which we choose to reinforce. Consequently, methods of reading, mathe- I-

matics, science, social studies, and so forth, were developed alone with preentation i
procedures (for example, lecture, ciiscussion, demonstration, read-recite-test, and
drill). To facilitate the reinforcin? of behaviors, methods of rewarding, punishing,
restricting, and controlling were developed.

Where and w hat are the sources of methodology? Is it the content and its topics"
.--

Is it information transmission and packaging' Or is it the psychology of behavior
modification? A strategy must accommodate the source or sources for the develop-
ment of methodology.

The strategy proposed here will present "inquiry" as the source of methodology. .

Inquiry is defined as the processes of exploration, invention, and expansion which 6.

describe the learner's interactions within a learning environment. The strategy will :

refer only to inquiry as method. The other performances by teachers upon the learn- .
ing environment will be referred to as procedures, techniques, nr,-* 'lotions, and
facilitations.

The selection of inquiry as the method of tne ctrategy is not done to devalue the ;

supportive procedures, techniques, manipulation, and facilitations employed by the
teacher, but rather to provide a framework from which those teacher performances :r

may be created, selected, or adapted. Inquiry provides a nomiative description of the '
processes of interaction employed by learners Teacher performances are then '
deployed to fit and further stimulate the inquiry processes of exploration, invention,
and expansion. 7-

s:
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Exploration. The initial phase of inquiry is the process of exploration. When con-
fronted with an environment, a potential learner begins to sort, identify, and label
those properties and characteristics of the environment that are familiar. This is not
necessarily a random process because the recognition of what is familiar serves as
the catalyst for the organization of the learners' behaviors. Learners must do this for
themselves. They cannot be told what is familiar to them. Although the environment
can be equipped to facilitate the learner's identification of what is familiar, familiar-

ity is ultimately a function of the learner's developmental level and previous
e xperiences.

An understanding of Piaget helps in equipping the learning environments with
objects. events, actions, and data which are appropriate to the developmental level
of a learner. The appropriate equipping of the environment maximizes opportunities
for the learner during exploration to interact with the familiar, thus increasing the
likelihood of that particular learning environment's being perceived and processed
by the learner This is crucial, as successful exploration is a prerequisite to a suc-
cessful learning cycle Teacher performances (procedures. techniques, manipula-
tions, and facilitations) can then be selected, designed, and adapted to further pro-
mote exploration

The techniques of demonstration, for example. can be employ ed as a powerful
means for furthering exploratory behaviors When employed during the exploration
phase of inquiry. demonstration would be planned around an equipped environment
appropriate to the learner's developmental level. The demonstration would display
the properties and characteristics of the objectc and actions involved in th,.. learning
activity, and discussion during the demonstration would identify them. The discus-
sion dunng the demonstration would emphasize the observation of the "what's" and
"how's." rather than the "why's" of the event or situation. The other information
presentation procedures (for example. lecture discussion, reading assignments, and
media) would be adapted in similar ways during the exploration phase of inquiry.
The manipulauons and facilitations of individuals into groups. committees, field
trips. or ,-.t.:ier units would also be adapted during exploration to emphasize the
observations and interactions of the learner with the equipped environment

/mention. The second phase of inquiry is the process of invention. invention occurs
as a result of the i'arner's explorations Whatever intake the learner has experienced
during the exploration is now reorganized. During invention, the learner clusters and
groups the inputs of explorations into a description, an explanation, a classification,
or a hypothesis The power of the invention as a stage for additional learning is
dependent upon the exploration phase of inquiry If the stimuli available and the
procedures employed during exploration have been appropriate to the learner's devel-
opmental level, then the learner's invention(s) will be self-actualizing.

The performances employed by the teacher during the process of invention are
designed to emphasize the learner's choosing, displaying. and prizing of personally
derived inventions. These performances may also be utilized to clarify the learner's
use of inputs from personal exploration. However, teaching procedures of telling and
drilling secm inappropriate during invention because learners possess the classifica
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',ions. descriptions. explanations, and hy pothces hich are 'undamernal to their
present and future learnings Therefore, the manipulations ard facilita dons of dis-
cussing, questioning. displaying. and acting seem mcre a-,-..vopriate Although the
technique c'i.^.turing. for example. can be employrd to pre3cnt the teacher's inven-
tions for the learner's exploration, the learner's invf:ntions must be displayed individ-
ually: no one else processes them. The teacher per.'orman.es during irv ertion stress
the learner's output behaviors of speaking and writing, rather than the input behav-
iors of listening and reading

The potential for future self-directed behaviors of the learner w ill nest w ithin the
inventions Learners w ho are not self-directive have probably been blocked from the
development of inventions, for exploration behaviors tend to leave the learner with
only what is presently familiar. Inventions guide and direct behaviors in both familiar
and new environment, The teacher within the modem elementary school provides
time. gentleness, and patience to the learner, and facilitates an environment to honor
the learner's inventions

Expansion. The third phase of inquiry is expansion. Expansion occurs as a result
of the learner's inventions, ard this process begins when the learner's behaviors are
directed toward them. Expansion is :he testing of an invention's aduquacy. Does it
work? Will it account for new objects, actions, events, or situr.ions? Expansion
serves to strengthen, establish, me,iify, or destroy inventions, and even if the expan-
sion systems displaces inventions, they serve powerful and 4seful functions. For
example, the behaviors based upon the testing of an incompleted invention foster
modification oi invention behaviors, which then become more adequate or
comprehensive.

Teacher performances employed during expansion are designed tr, guide the learn-
ers to "find out" the strength. logic, and integrity of their inventions. These teaching
behaviors act as a catalyst which supplies the learner with the means for verify ing
an invention. Within the modern elementary school, the teacher serves as a "means
for verification," not as an "external verifier" (for example. "That's right," or
"That's wrong"). As with exploratinn. teacher performances may be employed to
support both the input and output behaviors of listening, speaking, reading. Lnd writ-
ing The information-presenting techniques are now modiSed to provide means,
examples, and illustrations to test and find out about an invention. Just 35 with
exploration and inventim the behaviors of expansion must be appropriate for the
developmental level of the learner. For example, a preoperational learner who cannot
mentally reverse an action cannot use reversal as a means for expansion.

Some incomplete inventions will eventually be confirmed through expansion as

function of a learner's developmental level and experiences. When changes occur in
either the developmental level or experiences of the learner, each invention contains
the seeds of its own modification. Therefore, the comprehensiveness and adequacy of

an expansion system and its impact upon an invention should oe perceived as a con-
tinuum. A concrete operational learner wiil abandon the invention and expansion
systems of the preoperational lt Arner. Be patient! Each successful inquiry cycle
increases the readiness for changes in both the developmental level and experiences
of the learner
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SITUATION 5.4 Invite several practicing teachers to explain and/or describe some
of their methods. Analyze their descriptions in light of the criteria provided in this
section and the appropriate sections from Chapter 4

Coordinating Phases of Inquiry. Successful inquiry will usually include several
cycles through thc processes of exploration, invention, and expansion. If affective
blocks do not occur when an expansion system displaces an invention, the learner
will return to exploration, recreate an invention, and reapply an expansion system.
Piaget used the term "disequilibrium" for this recycling of an unsupported invention.
He further stated that each equilibrium (an affirmed invention) contains the poten-
tial seeds for future disequilibrium. In order for recycling and its companion "dis-
equilibrium" to occur, the manipulations and facilitations must be very supportive
of the need for affeove reinforcement. A more comprehensive discussion of Piaget
was given in Ch -ter

A potential ;-ce, then. for the reinforcement procedures of classroom control is
the inquiry cycle As learners are directed through inquiry, the intrinsic energy avail-
able for int' with the learning environment is magnified, thereby reducing
somewhat 'o the energy available and the learner's need to engage in other behav-
io. t. According to the proposed strategy, the reward and punishment systems of a
clast oom would be judged in terms of its reinforcement of the learners as they
experience inquiry (see Fig. 5 4).

!nquiry ds ar element within the strategy provides a meetinn ground for what is
presently identified 'Is metho& of reading, arithmetic, sccial studies, and other sub-
jects. The content topics of all these aleas of study can be appropriate to inquiry
when selected by structure. th- first element of the strategy. Therefore, inquiry can
be the method which unites the behaviors of learning with the vehicles of content
drawn from reading, arithmetic, social studies, and so on. More specific examples of
this uniting fur.ction of inquiry will be provided in Part II

Inquiry as an element of the strategy also provides a founarion for the sele'ztion
of teacher performances. This foundation enables a teacher to answer, for example,
the question: "Is the procedure of drill good or bad7 Without a foundationin this
case, inquiryit has been suggested that the question has no answer. With the 'oun-
dation of inquiry, drill can be evaluated as a technique useful for establishing at a
high efficiency level those inventions affirmed through expansion. Drill is useless dur-
ing exploration or expansion. Another nonquestion, "Is media good or bad?" has no
answer without a foundation (inquiry). Media can be adopted to serve exploration
or discovery The objects. actions, events, and sitaations of the media are to be
appropriate to the behaviors of exploration or expansion. Without additional adaR
tions, media adapted for exploration would not serve expansion well.

Managing the Learning Environment

The following -ix elements are viewed by the proposed strategy as central to the
management of a learning environment: ( I ) questions. (2) cues. (3) participation;
(4) corrective feedback. (5) rf nforcement; and (6) time on task These six are prime

.1 9
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Theory
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Figure 5.4 The inquiry cycle. (Far strategy, see Figure 5.7, p. 194.)
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Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills:

Lesson Plan XIII

Objectives:

The students will participate in an interactive
discussion on "Review Sessions."

The participants, through discussion will indicate
(Question Element Sequence) nuestion distribution
load, wait time and teacher response, and student
participation from data which the faculty member
collected from a class observed. (That the participants
Taught)

The participations will develop an evaluation form
to give to the students in the classes they teach.

Content:

Information on "Review Sessions" will be taken from
an article on "Exam Review Sessions" from the
Teaching Professor.

Handout on data summary from observation of
the participants classes.

Handout of University Evaluation Forms.

Activities:

Student will participate in an interactive
process on "Exam Review Sessions."

Discussion on Data Summary to accomplish
ob1e,..tive 2.

fhrough an interactive process the participants
will develop an evaluation form of questions
to illicit information which does not appear
on standard evaluation forms from the students
in classes which they teach.

Assignment:

Administer the evaluation form to the students
in their classes and summarize the information.

PU.



Evaluation:

Participation in the interactive process on
Exam Review Sessions and the discussion
on Data Summary.

Participation and the development of an
Evaluaticn form.

I P2
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Exam Review Sessions
"Are you going to spend time reviewing for the

exam?" students frequently query instructors. Some-
times the question is more blatant: "Are you going
over what's going to be on the exam?" Students do
not expect to be told what the exam items are, but
they're hoping to discover as many details -1 they can
possibly squeeze out of the instructor.

This kind of student pressure causes many faculty
members to wonder about the value and purpose of
exam review sessions. Should they be incorporated
into already-crowded course calendars? Do students
perform better on exams if Instructors include review
sessions? More important, do review sessions con-
tribute to the long-term retention of course content?
Do sessions like these help students bett, cope with
exam anxiety? How can the sessions be ,Ormatted?
What about mechanics like time, atteniance, par-
ticipation f TAs, and so on?

The case for offering review sessions rests on two
principal arguments: The sessions do contribute to the
learning potential of exams, and they do help students
cope with exam anxiety. In the first case, review ses-
sions help students better learn the content by creat-
ing accurate expectations about how knowledge of the
content will need to be demonstrated, and how
detailed that knowledge needs to be. The sessions can
be designed to give students an opportunity to practice
the skills needed on the exam.

Helping students cope with exam anxiety is equally
important. Some students feel so much anxiety that
their performance on the exam suffers. They know
the content, they can solve the problems, but the pres-
sure of the situation prevents them frecn demonstrat-
ing that knowledge. Instructors point out that stu-
dents must learn to cope with anxiety, to perrorm
under pressure, but few can point to jobs in the "real"
world t...at require students to perform under college
examination conditions. The process of reviewing
under an instructor's guidance, with his encourage-
ment, bolsters students' confidence. Information about
exam Iogistics, like the number and format or the ques-
tions, helps them relax and concentrate on content.

As far as empirical evidence is concerned, the ef-
fects of review sessions on learning outcomes does not
rank as one of the well-researched topics in higher
education. However, instructors who monitor student
participation in review sessions and scores on exams
report f, positive correlation between the two.

In fact, one faculty member we know significantly
increases attendance at the review session for the
second exam by posting on the board the average
score of students who attended the first exam review
next to the average for those who didn't. He reports
the average of those attending has never failed to be
higher. He does grudgingly admit that the di, mce
may not result from the review session as much as
from student ability (we all know who attends volun-
tary review sessions), but even so the difference
serves to motivate a number of stedents, and thaes
his objective.

Ways to Go
As for format, instructors use a variety of them,

but consider these three fairly common approaches.
The first might be called the open question period.
Here the instructor simply makes himself available to
the students; they set the agenda. They decide what
questions to Ltsk, what problems they'd like solved, or
what parts of the reading they want reviewed. If they
only ei:1 questions for five minutes, so be it, and the
review session ends.

This approach does give students the opportunity to
clarify those parts of the content they don't under-
stand. However, it fails to establish content priorities
or focus. Frequently this approach lends itself to the
20-questions routine, with students trying to weasel
as much information from faculty as possible. The
learning potential of the session diminishes to the de-
gree students get into the mode of asking, "Do we
have to know x for the exam?" "Will there be ques-
tions on x?" Some instructors still try to provide stu-
dents an open questioning arena, but fccus questions,
possibly even recasting some, by having students sub-
mit them prior to the review. Discussion of those ques-
tions takes precedence over questions students bring
to, or that arise during, the review session itself.



A Teacher Behavior Inventory
is Completed on Each Student

by the Grant Faculty.

This is returned to the
Student During a Summative

Conference.
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What are other Implications?
No response

What about other strategies?
Student answers
Thats exactly right

Any other Implications?
Student answers

Have you ever seen Pneumonic Technique?
No response

Any other techniques to improve memory?
No response

Do you remember chunking?

What happens if reherse message--would you remember it better or not?
Student says yes.

What would happen if suppressed fires in grasslands -- Kevin
Right

What happens when suppress fires in Pine area^
Student answers
Uh Huh

Can anybody give me a natural cause of fires in the Ecosystem? Jerry
Student answers

Any other reasons for pattern on N.A. Continent
Student answers
Jerry - right

Who is ruler of Libya?

Is he a terriost?

Ruler of Egypt here two weeks ago?

Where did Bush take him?
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A Teacher Behavior Inventory
is Completed on Each Student

by the Grant Faculty.

This is returned to the
Student During a Summative

Conference.
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Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan XIV

Objectives:

t

t

The participants will participate in a discussion
to reveal the information gathered from the
evaluations which they developed and administered
to their students.

The participants will pt.rticipate in an interactive
process concerning "Student Ratings of Faculty"
from Chapter 30 of McKeachie.

The participants will evaluate Course 2 (Generic
College Teaching Skills).

Content:

Interactive Process on Student Ratings of Faculty:
Do Student Ratings Measure Teaching Effectiveness?
What Factors Influence Student Ratings of Teaching?
Reliability of Student Ratings.

Activities:

Discussion on information gathered from the
evaluations which they developed and administered
to their students.

Interactive process concerning "Student Ratings
of Faculty".

Evaluation of Course 2.

Evaluation:

Participation in Discussion, Interactive Process
and evaluation of Course 2.

l P7



A Teacher Behavior Inventory
is Completed on Each Student

by the Grant Faculty.

This is returned to the
Student During a Summative

Conference.
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TEACHER BEHAVIORS INVENTORY

Instructions

In this inventory you are Wed to muss specific dassmom behaviors. This information is for the
purposes of instructional analysis and improvement. Please try* be both thoughtful and candid In your responses
so u to medmize the value of feedback

Your judgments should reflect the type of teaching you *ler is best ft, this pardcular course. Try to
assess each behavior Independently rather than letting your card bnproulon determine etch Inclekkel

Each section of the itwentay begins with a &BMW of ilemegory of leaching *be mussed Int*
section. In Scale 1, for each Ipecac teaching behavior, please Idea the *sated frequency ci occurrence. For
Scale II please indicate your Judgement concerning the appropriateness tithe frequency of occurrence for chi'
observed lesson.

Scale 1 Scale2
1 not observed 1 = WNW
2 rarely 2 so make no change
3 sometimes
4 often
5 almost always

Deft method used to uplain or duly concepts
and principles

ProAdes several examples of each concept
Uses concrete example to explain and Illustrate

concepts and principles
Fails to deAne new or unfamiliar tens
Reports dna* ideas several times
Snesses most important pals by musing, spesidng

donty, raising voice and so on
Uses graphs or diagrams to facilitate explanation
Points out perks! applications ti concepts
Answers Students' quelions thoroughly
Suggests ways of memorizing complicated ideas
Writes key ton.* on chalkboaid or overhead screen
Explains subject matter In famBer language

&thug= use of non-verbal behavior to lack
student attention and interest

Speaks In dramatic or expressive way
1A0V11$ about whit locating
Gestures with hands or arms
Exhibits facial gestures or upresslons
Avoids eye contact with students
Walks up aisles Waldo students
Gestures with head or body
Telle jokes or humorous anecdotes
Reads lecture verbatim from prepared notes or tut
Smiles or loughs while teaching
Shows distracting mannerisms

lagmaigg: techniques used to foster students dass participation
Encourages students' questions and comments

during lectures
Criticizes students when they male errors
F.)reisse students for good ideas
Provide oorrectke feedback
Asks questions of IndMdui eudents
Mks questions cif class as a Wale 1 R 9
bicepses. students ideas into lecture

3 = decrease

Scale I Scale li

12345 123
12345 123

12345 123
12345 123
12345 123

12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123

12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123

12345 123

12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12345 123
12348 123



AMMO: (coritinund)
Presents challenging. thought-provolcing ideas 12345 123
Uses a twisty ol media and adivities in due 12345 123
Asks thetoricei questions 12345 123

Drackgigg: *eye of organizing or structuring subject matter
Uses heeding' or subheadings tworgligne lectures 12345 123
Puts Mine di lecture on checked or overhead screen 12345 123
Clardy Indictees benskion from one topic Mho nod 12345 123
Cams preirnitery overolwa d lecture at beginning d dies 12345 123
Expiable how 'soh topic Its Moths course as a whole 12345 123
Begins doss with a Wow al topics covered last time 12345 123
Periodically summarizes pokes previously mode 12345 123

Zachp rete d information presertedon, etlicient use d time
Dottie secesskely on obvious points 12345 123
Digresses from molar theme d lecture 12345 123
Comm very Me materisi In doss sessions 12345 123
Checks I students understand before proceeding

to next topic
12345 123

Sdcks tote point In answering students' questions

jamigsw evildtneas concerning course requirements and grading *Sada

12345 123

Pedestetudents as to how to ppm tor tests or scams 12345 123
Provides sample exam ques6ons 12345 123
Tells students exactly vAist la enpected d them

on lea ems or assignments
12345 123

States objectives al each Woe 12345 123
Reminds students of Ise dotes or assignmwe deadlines 12345 123
States Autos ol course as a whole 12345 123

Igesgb: characteristics of voice relevart to classroom teaching
SUMS, murnbles or okra words 12345 123
Speaks at appropriatt volume 12346 123
Spools dearly 12345 123
Speaks at appropriate pace 12345 123
Says 'um', V' or otlw habit words 12345 123
Voice ladcs proper moduiadon (speaks in monotone) 12345 123

Bog= quality of interpersonal relations between teacher and studerds
Addresses individual students by name 12345 123
Mnounces availability for consultation outside d dass 12345 1 23
Mars to help students with problems 12345 123
Shows tolerance of other points of view 12345 123
Talks with students before or after class 12345 123



Course III

Culture of the Academic Enterprise

Course Description:

Culture of the Academic Enterprise is the third of a three course
,

sequence during which tho participants will focus on prcfessional
principles and practices relevant to professoring in the various
content areas. This course will be taught by faculty coordinators who
represen:. the content area of the doctoral candidates.

Goal 1:

This course will contribute to the synthesis of tho participants
philosophy of teaching, service, and research.

Objective:

The participants, through attendance and participation, will
develop within their patterns of thinking philosophies within the
areas of teaching, service, and research.

Goal 2:

The participants will develop an understanding of the various
processes of the University system.

Objective:

The participants will identify various processes of the
university system and develop the distinguishing characteristics
of each.

Content Topics:

a. Advising Processes
b. University Organizational Processes
c. Tenure Processes
d. Processes of Academic Freedom
e. Processes of gaining a position in the University
f. Processes of Publishing, Research, and Grantsmanship
g. Professional service processes internal and external to

the University.

Goal 3:

The participants will develop an understanding of the various
ethical and moral issues within the University setting.



Objectives

1 To define evaluation and to describe each of the four stages in
the evaluation process.

2 To select appropriate information-gathering instruments when
seeking to make classroom evaluations.

3 To write good test items for evaluating achievement.

4 To deveop checklists and rating scales for evaluating student
products and performances.

5 To describe how to use information to evaluatethat is. to grade.
to judge student progress, to judge changes in student attitudes, and to judge
the effectiveness of your own instruction.

Educational .on useful.only to_the...extent.i.hat4tAilpfmt a
Orel! Min!" treieiercTer-st tulent,Lmake.iouid-ethicati oita 1

detlfilciortintiirieriiiter you will learn about some of
thibiic p ipLesl evaluation as applied to classroom problems.
This chapter can be very helpful when you are faced with the task of
evaluating your students. However, I would encourage you to go be-
yond this introductory level of understanding. Purchase a good basic
text on classroom evaluation techniques. Practice your test-writing
skills whenever possible. Learn fisiliguluzi.122gajp.
evaluate your own student slparn to.use -evaluation amnecesSaryr
aFd important tesic er too . Uielyaluption 44help rm./each-better

d wheWyourstdditits learn bettet.

ObJective 1
To define evaluation and to describe each of the four stages in the
evaluation process.

LEARNING ACTIVITY 1.1

tated mp rm 0 e :a ltaluempors: to jue.ge.
TraOrmin a j.).! g6Azianindependentactich. In order to

gdge, one Ain' 'avelgormation. The act of judging depends upon
fMrDireferfailFelia.gobtaining information. Furthermore, the act of
forming a judgment is itself prerequi .14,14%0**1,114g.i
decision making. So, evaluation, e Tv:mils-6f formIngjüdimeii ,
dppeifdrivorTfirda.t.-6-67.2iTthelii Iiineads to ,decision..inakingf
InctuYe'it Ava)77-



Or, this way:

Eva a.orrtr1 e'procss_ol'b(anng?nioffnatasa .postoipa, ju2,,lopzyudgf_nffin

wh 17(1711781iiilain

The above definition clearly specifies the interrelatedness amon

the various stages in the evaluation process; and yet, it also clear!: 4

indicates the centrality of forming judgments. If you have not formed

judgment, you have not evaluatec!. This chapter, therefore, will des
Firnarily with the procedures for fonning judgments.

However, it is important for you to understand the total evaluatio.

process. So, let's expand this definition some. So far it is obvious the
evaluation involves at least three stages: obtaining information, font

ing judgments, and using those judgments in decision making. B

adding a preparation stage and enlarging a bit on the last stage, w

come up with the following four stages:

The evaluation process
41.0dr 1: Preparing for evaluation.
5,012: Obtaining needed information.

Forming judgments.
Using judgments in making decisions and preparing
evaluation reports.

Let's look at a rather typical teachinglearning situation. Noti A

how this teacher goes through these four stages as she attempts

make her instruction more effective.

4"age 1. Preparing for evaluation.

Bonnie, a third grade teacher, has become concerned about Billy. 1

seems to be having trouble keeping up in reading. Bonnie wonders hc

long he will be able to function within the reading group he is in S
wonders whether or not she should move him to a slower group. Perha

there is something she can do to help some extra work, for example,

some extra attention. She decides she needs more information before s

can accurately judge Billy's level ofachievement in reading. After det.

mining the kind of information she needs (e.g., information about the ki

of errors made when reading orally, information concerning Billy's use

various word attack skills, information about Billy's interests), Bow

determines when and how to obtain that information.

tage 2. Obtaining needed information.

Over a period of several days Bonnie obtains a great deal of inforr

tion about Billy. She gives him a standardized reading test, listens to

rtad orally, carefully records the kind of errors he makes, and obser

him throughout the day watching for patterns of behavior that mi

indicate particular attitudes toward various subject matters.

9 7
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%

St * ormi. Fng judgments.C
After analyzing all the information she has obtained, Bonnie comes to

the Nlowing conc/usions:

1. Billy is not capable of reading material written at a third grade
level.

2. Billy reads comfortably only that material written on a second
grade level or lower.

3. Billy's primary weakness lies in the area of word attack skills.
4. Billy does not have a comprehension problem. He understands

what is read to him.
5. Billy likes the children in his reading group.
6. Billy enjoys the stories in the third grade reader.

StZ.rUsing judgments to make decisions and evaluation reports.

On the basis of the above judgments Bonnie decides that she should
keep Billy in his present reading group. She further decides to take the
following action:

1. Prepare a check list of word attack skills.
2. Systematically teach Billy those skills on a one-to-one basis.
3. Contiaue to have the stories read to Billy so that he will not Lll

behind on his comprehension skills.
4. Have Billy check off each word attack skill as he demonstrates

competence in using it.

Having made these decisions, Bonnie writes a brief summary of her
judgments, noting the actions she anticipates making. She files this in her
own files for future reference. She also calls in Billy's parents and shares
her findings with them, asking them to cooperate and to give Billy lots of
encouragement and praise, supporting him as he struggles to make up the
deficiencies she has discovered.

Note the key features of each of the stages illustrated above:

rvitplimmommagumWIMMTEFFind of information needed
and decide how and when to obtain it.

tain a variety of information
as acciate y as possible.

3..1221r4"="Mr774u g1.717judgments are ...ide by comparing
the information to selected criteria.

11Mirge77creart7Pran'arid Reporting: Record significant find-
ings and determine appropriate courses of action.

9 8
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MR IfY
estery Test, Objective 1

Evaluation is the process of obtaining informa-
tion and forming judgments to be used in deci-

sion making.
2. (a) Preparing for evaluation. In this stage you

need to determine the judgments and deci-
sions you anticipate making (e.g., when to
begin Unit 2, what assignments to give,
where to place Johnny). Next you must de-
cide what information you will need in order
to make those judgments and decisions
(e.g.. how quickly the students are moving
through Unit 1, what the students interests
are, how well Johnny reads). Finally, you will
decide when and how to ob4in the informa-
tion needed (e.g., weekly, throusoh quizzes;
first week of class, using an interest inven-
tory; second week of class, using a
standardized test of reading and observing
students during oral reading).

EP 1

Objective 2

;.

(b) Obtaining needed Information. Involves
asking students (inquiry), observing stu-
dents (watching students setting up an ex-
periment), or testing students (giving a
multiple-choice test of history facts).

(c) Forming Judgments, in this stage you
compare the information with some referent
and make a value judgment. Grades reflect-
ing achievement and predictions about how
well a student might be expected to do are
both common examples of classroom judg-
ments.

(d) Using Judgments in decisions and preparing
evaluation reports. Deciding what action
to take (e.g., move Johnny to a slower read-
ing group) and reporting the evaluation re-
sults that led to that decision comprise the
major tasks of the final stage of evaluation.
Note that the emphasis is on the use of
judgments.

To select appropriate information-gathering instruments when seeking

to make classroom evaluations.

LEARNING ACTIVITY 2.1

ae-scermng a Itrytity
r evaluating ail -41h1rkiniro tusliejede

irealuat ererrninedu:-arefe
oiriMirTh. at 'iiitormation..,There Art-basicalvof

step

thaws. An NP-130.13111W7.1101megingu="rr
There are basically four different techniques classroom teachers use
to obtain information about themselves and their students: moor

"irtiraolt. Whenever you wish to know someone's opin-
ions, eelings, interests, likes and dislikes, etc., ask that person. Good
teAchers are always asking their students how they feel about what is
going on. Thev know the value of information gained through inquiry.

Obsg.mitiearrre made bv teachers whenever they look, listen, feel.
or fiVetrinfiV senses to find out what is going on in the classroom.
Observations of student performances, habit patterns, and interper-
sonal inter. itons all provide the teacher with helpful information.

the process of breaking something down into its corn-
parts. For example, a teacher might analyze a math assignment

to discover the kinds of errors students are making. Or, a vocational
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education teacher might analyze a coffee table made by a woodworking
student, evaluating the project according to the design, overall con-
str nd finish of the table.

is being used whenever there is a common situation to
ihic all students respond (e.g., a test question), a common set of
structions governing the students' responses, a set of rules for scoring
e responses, and a description (usually numerical) of each student's
rformancea score.
The chart below compares these four techniques. Study the chart

and then try to do the exercise that follows.

A SUMMARY OF THE MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FOUR INFORMATION-GATHERING TECHNIOUES'

Inquiry Observation Analysis Testing

Kind of information Opinions

Self-perceptions

Subjective
judgments

Affective (especially
attitudes)

Social
perceptions

obtainable

Performance or the
end products of
some performance

Affective (especially
emotional reactions)

Social interaction
psychomotor skills

Typical behavior

Learning outcomes
during the learning
process (intermedi-
ate goals)

Cognitive and psy-
chomotor skills

Some affective
outcomes

Attitude and
achievement

Terminal goals

Cognitive outcomes

Maximum performance

Objectivity Least objective

Highly subject to
bias and error

Subjective but can
be objective if care
is taken in the con-
struction and use of
the instruments

Objective but not
stable over time

Most objective and
reliable

Cost Inexpensive but can
be time-consuming

Inexpensive but
very time-
consuming

Fa rly inexpensive

Preparation time is
somewhat lengthy
but crucial

Most expensive but
most information
gained per unit of time

Tarry G Tenennk. Evaluation A Practical Guide fOr TeaChel (New York McGraw-Mi. 1974). p 140 C1974 by McGraw.MdlBO:* Co Una %loth the

Penniman 01 the McGraw.4.4111 Book Company

Your Turn

CHOOSING AN EVALUATION TECHNIQUE

For each of the following questions, decide on the evaluation technique that would probably be
most helpful. Use the following key: A, inquiry; B, observation; C, analysis; D, testing.

1. What kind of errors does Sally make when reading aloud?
2. How well can Sammy read?
3. What is George's attitude toward math?
4. Why isn't Ernest completing his workbook during spelling?
5. What is the average reading level of this class?
6. Who does Johnny have as friends?
7. What mistakes are most common in long division problems?
8. How well did the students learn the concepts in Chapter 7?
9. How well does Mary interact with her classmates during recess?'

10. What are Kevin's primary handwriting errors?
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ANSWER IIIY

Your Turn: Choosing an Evaluation Technique

1. 8 2. D or B 3. A 4. B or A 5. D 6. A or B 7. C 8. D 9. B 10. C or A

STEP 2 (Act the Best Instrument to Obtain the Kind of Information
au Need

Once you have selected an appropriate information-gathering tech-
nique, you should choose the type of information-gathering instrument
to be used. An information:144u technique is a procedure for
obtainin information. riccrinforniattonWeRWMITtrmattiM

senVivellrair-gatlier,informatioq. We will briefly examine our
basic types of instruments: tests, checklists, rating scales, and
questionnaires.

avte*tis an instrument that presents a common situation to which
all students respond, a common set of instructions, and a common set
of rules for scanning the students' responses. k.s4.ase:use411rriiMly

`-"WkiMi -know
how:riris tident-knowninirw-Waire. Or she 'can perforni.aitain
sfetHirrtett-iren-epp pliAttbs trumen t to-use.

s are const
in217371, ram

--Jr1r."----77""t'FrAftrOn,Tru, e instructions on standardized tests
have been carefully standar ize so that everyone taking the test does
so under similar conditions. Most standardized tests are developed
and sold by test publishers and have been carefully developed, tried
out, revised, standardized, and evaluated for reliability and validity.

ilercilecklistisjtrsiesdi=thstaizziterialur "things to look for") for
datThigSOnfelielfornitr fteasemosselisogresslet. fialbaticassdatilitebbtrY
s i upizzinseirMISMiftWernteRirthstiereanfer.
penrelleclatanalsr-ank,. i _s-throu

VancrOr, a list of criteria or a goo speech could
e checked as an indication of what a speech student did correctly

when making a speech to inform. Whenever it is helpful to know
whether an important characteri3tic is present in a performance (or is
found in some end product), a checklist would be an appropriate in-
strument to use.

ArTagiFV"--1'-a-p-FiSMIllicavrAfinrVedagiew
atitindirACT elelfrumeinalree7 We _e_ausplcsizi

for examp e, by w ether or not gestures were used. BunrTve want
to determine tile quality of those gestures (whether they were good,
fair, poor, etc.), a rating scale should be used. A rating scale provides
a scale of values that describe someone or something being evaluated.

The advantages and disadvantages of each type of instrument are
highlighted for you in the following table. Again, study the table care-
fully and then take "your turn" at trying to select an appropriate
instrument.
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF EACH
TYPE OF INFORMATION-GATHERING INSTRUMENT

Type of Instrument Advantage Disadvantage

Standardized tests: used when
very accurate information is
needed

Teacher.made tests. used rou-
tinely as a way to obtain
achievement nformation

Checklists* used to focus
observations

Rating scales* used to judge
quality of performance

Questionnaires. used to inquire
about feelings, opinions, and
interests

Usually well developed and relia-
ble. Include norms for comparing
the performance of a class or an
individual.

Usually measure exactly what has
been taught Inexpensive. Can be
constructed as need arises.

Helpful in keeping observations
focused on key points or critical
behaviors.

Allow observational data to be
used in making quality judgments
as well as quantitative judgments.

Keep inquiry focused and helps
teacher to obtain the same infor-
mation from each student.

Often not measuring exactly what
hdd been taught. Expensive. Lim-
ited in what is measured.

No norms beyond the class are
available. Often unreliable. Re-
quire quite a bit of time to
construct.

Measure only presence or ab-
sence of a trait or behavior.

Take time and effort to construct.
Can be clumsy to use if too
complex.

Take time and effort to construct.
Difficult to score no right an-
swers and therefore hard to sum-
marize the data.

Your Ton

SELECTING AN INFORMATIONGATHERING INSTRUMENT

Read each of the following classroom situations. First decide what technique is being ubed (inquiry,
observation, analysis, testing), and then write down which instrument you would use and why.
Compare yOur answers with those of your peers and those found in the answer key.

1. A second grade teacher wants to find out if her pupils now understand how to form the vowels
in cursive writing.

2. A high school social studies teacher wants to know how his students feel about the outcome
of the latest elections.

3. A fourth grade teacher wants to know how well his class compares to other fourth grade classes
in their achievement of the basics: reading, writing, arithmetic.

4. An eighth grade teacher just finished teaching her students to compute the volume of a cube
and wants to know how well her students learned this skill.

5. A music teacher wants to rank-order her clarinet players so that she can assign them chairs in
the band.

6. A shop teacher wants to make sure that his students all follow the safety precautions when
operating a radial arm saw.
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C. inquirychecklist
d. inquirytest

6. To determine academic aptitude for placement in special programs, one should use a:
a. rating scale
b. checklist
c. classroom test
d. standardized test

INE1M111

ANSWER KEY

Mastery Test, Objective 2

1. d 2. a 3. c 4. b 5. a 6. d

Objective 3
To write good test items for evaluating achievement.

LEARNING ACTIVITY 3.1

The first step in test construction is to determine what it is you are
trying to test and what kind of item would be best suited to testing
that type of information. e

ildigamtnirztil. s'irigi s. atemTartIredinanizwassommurftpy.
anima Watistg As you may recall from the discussion in Chapter
3, instructional objectives define clearly, in observable terms, the
achievement we expect of our students. In that chapter the importance
of well-chosen verbs in writing instructional objectives was empha-
sized. The verb should describe precisely the kind of response you
expect the student to make to a particular subject matter content. If
the verb used in an instructional objective does do that, it is a relatively
simple matter to determine the type of test item you should use. For
example, suppose that you art twying to find out if your students have
mastered the following objectives:

1. To list the names of the first ten presidents of the United States.
2. To describe the major contributions of Washington and Lincoln.
3. To explain the changes that occur when a different political party

takes control of Congress.

The first objective obviously calls for a short-answertype question
in which the student is asked to list names. The other two objectives
would best be tested with an essay question because the student would
have to describe or explainnot the kind of thing they could d( on
an objective test such as true/false or multiple choice. What kinds of
learning outcomes are best measured with objective-test items (true/
false, matching, multiple choice)? These types of items are best suited
for measuring learning outcomes for which the student must be able
to choose among altt natives. For example:

103
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1. To choose the word that best describes Cie author's feelings.2. To select the sentence tha t best represents the democratic
position.

3. To identify the emotive language in a paragraph.
4. To determine which of several experiments would most likely

provide the information needed by a particular researcher.

Note that each of these objectives could readily be measured with
an objective test. However, tt is possible to measure some of them
with some other type of item. For example, the third objective in thelist above (to identify emotive language) could be measured with avariety of test items:

1. True/false: The statement undulined in the paragraph above is
emotive language.

2. Multiple choice: Which of the following sentences (as numbered
in the paragraph above) represents emotive language?
(a) Sentence 2 (c) Sentence 6
(b) Sentence 3 (d) Sentence 9

3. Short answer: Pick out three emotive statements from the para-
graph above and write them on your paper.

You can readily see that the first step in selecting the type of item
to use is to examine the instructional objectives. However, there isoften still room for choice; some objectives can be measured by morethan one item type. Consequently, other things must be taken into
account. The following table highlights the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the major types of test items. Study this table carefully and
then try the exercise -Your Turn.-

ADVANTAGES ANO DISADVANTAGES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF TEST ITEMS

Type Advantages Disadvantages

Short Answell

Essays/

True/Falsi

Matching/

Multiple Choi

Can test many facts in short time. Fairly
easy to score. Excellent format for math.
Tests recall.

Can test complex learning. Can evaluate
thinking process and creativity.

Test the most facts in shortest time. Easy
to score. Tests recognition.Objective.

Excellent for testing associations and rec-
ognition of facts. Although terse, can test
complex learning (especially concepts)
Objective

Can evaluate learninq at all levels of com-
plexity. Can be highly reliable. objective.
Tests fairly large knowledge base in short
time. Easy to score.

Difficult to measure complex learning.
Often ambiguous.

Difficult to score objectively. Uses a great
deal of testing time. Subjective.

Difficult to measure complex learning.
Difficult to write reliable lte, is. Subject to
guessing.

Difficult to write good items. Subject to
process of elimination.

Difficult to write Somewhat subject to
guessing.
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Lesson Plan XII
Course Design Decisions

:

Objectives:

The participants will be able to describe techniques for
evaluation through the process of observation.

The participants will be able to write (acceptable) test items.

The participants will be able to write objective test items at
the various class levels of the cognitive domain of the Taxonomy
of Educational Objectives.

Content

Observation
Material from classroom teaching skills

Ways to evaluate performance
Types of instruments

check list
constructing to meet needs

Establishing criteria and converting to a score

Writing test items
Bloom's taxonomy - Handout used

Activities:

Lecture (interactive process) for observation

Writing test items:

put students in groups
Give handout to students and have them construct questions
at the various levels .. The hand contains a paragraph on
which the students are to base their questions.

Whole group
Have students volunteer to give questions they have
constructed. Then construct in various forms of items such
as fill in the blank, true and false and multiple choice.

Evaluation:

Construction of questions on the various levels of Bloom's
taxonomy.

Assignment:

Complete construction of test items on the various levels of
Blooms Taxonomy.



Construct one question relevant to the following paragraph at each level of the
cognitive domain.

In Des Moines, Iowa, two high school students and a junior tigh student, In defiance of
a ban by school authorities, wore black armbands to class as a protest against the
Vietnam War. As a result, they were suspended from school. But the U.S. Supreme
Court later ruled the suspensions were Illegal, holding that the first amendment to the
Constitution protects the rights of public school children to express their political and
social views during school hours.

This case illustrates a significant new trend in American life. Young people,
particularly those under 21, are demanding that they be granted rights long denied
them as a matter of course. And, with increasing frequency, they are winning those
rights.

1. Knowledge

2. Comprehension

3. Application

4. Analysis

3. Synthesis

6. Evaluation

6
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3. Application level questions

4. Analysis level questions

5. Synthesis level questions

6. Evaluation level questions

ANNE11 KEY
Your Turn: Constructing Questions on the Six Levels of Bloom's Taxonomy

Here aro some questions on the six levels of the
Taxonomy that you might have asked about the
paragraphs. They are not the only questions that
could have been asked but are simply meant to
provide examples.

1. Knowledge level questions
1. What action did the three students in Des

Moines, Iowa, take that caused their suspen-
sion?

2. What was rhe ruling of the Supreme Court on
their case?

3. What part of the Constitution did the Sup-
reme Court refer to as a basis for its deci-
sion?

2. Comprehension level questions
1. What la the main idea in this paragraph?
2. In your own words, explain why the Supremo

Court declared the suspensions illegal.



3. Application level questions
1. Considering the ruling in the Des Moines

case, what would the legal ruling be on a
student who, despite a ban by school au-
thorities. wore a yellow cloth star sown on her

jacket as a protest against the United Nations

policy toward Israel?
2. Considering the Supreme Court ruling in the

Des Moines case, what do you think the legal
ruling would be on a group of students who
blockaded the entrance to a classroom as a

protest against race discrimination?

4. Analysis level questions
1. Why did the Supreme Court support the

rights of students to express their political
and social beliefs during school hours?

2. What evidence, other than the specific case
described in this paragraph, can you cite to

Chaptff 5 Ouvoroning Skins 165

support the conclusion that youngpeople are

now gaining long dnied rights?

5. Synthesis level questions
1. Develop a short story that portrays a young

person seeking to attain a legal right denied

to those under 21.
2. If children gained the full legal rights enjoyed

by adults in America, what implications
would it have for family life?

6. Evaluation level questions
1. What is your opinion on the issue of minors

enjoying the full legal rights of adults?

2. If you had boon a judge cse. the Court In the

case of the Des Moines students who pro-
tested the Vietnam War with black armbands
despite a school ban, how would you have

ruled?

-

LEARNING ACTIVITY 2.2

4

!

!

If you feel that you need further practice in constructing questions or if

you would like to improve your question construction skills, Learning

Activity 2.2 provides that opportunity. This learning activity involves

another way of playing the Question Master Came. All you need do is

make one rule change. Instead of using the "Classification Cards" that

have already been developed, you must construct a question of your

own whenever you land on a square marked with a "C." The question

must be at the same level of the Taxonomy as the number of spaces you

move. Avoid using the same question more than once, and try to vary

your question stems.

Example
The die (or cards or spinner) indicates "6," and you move your

piece six spaces. If you land on a "C" space, you must construct a

question at level six of the Taxonomy (Evaluation). If you fail to do

this, you must go back three spaces from your original space. If you

are successful, you can remain on that space until your next turn.

The "C" spaces now represent Construct a question rather than

Classify a question. All other rules remain the same. Any missed

questions result in going backward three spaces.

If the die shows:

I

Question must be at:

Knowledge

2

3

Comprehension

Application



Lesson Plan XIII
Course Design Decisions

Objectives:

The participants should be able to construct questions using the
various classification levels in the Cognitive Domain of Bloom's
Taxonomy. (for evaluating achievement)

The participants should be able to describe how to use
information to evaluate students.

The participant: should be able to state opinions on articles
from the "The National College Newspaper" dealing with grading.

Content:

Writing questions on Bloom's Taxonomic Levels
Covering - Comprehenston, Application, Analysis, Synthesis
and Evaluation

Grading

Grading as a type of judgement
Classroom teaching skills - Cooper 392-394

Judging student progress
Classroom Teaching Skills - Cooper 394-395

Assigning Test Grades
Benefit of test and score to student
Benefit of test and score to instructor

McKeachie 104-105

Assigning Course Grades
Curving
Scaling
University Grading Scales

McKeachie 115-117

Evaluating Changes in Attitude
Classroom Teachthg Skills - Cooper 395-396

News paper articles

From the National College Newspaper - April 1988

"A - F" Grading System Flunk Student's Evaluation

Biology Prof Guarantees "C" or Better

109



Activities:

Participants will w:ite questions on chalk board (in objective
form) using the various levels of Bloom's Taxonomy.
Defend --

Interactive Discussion on Grading

Evaluation:

Construction of question using various levels of Bloom's Taxonomy
(for evaluating achievement)

Participation in discussion of Newspaper articles.

Assignment:

Part V in McKeachie -- Teaching Tips
Includes Chapters 19, 20, and 22.
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3-6 For each of the following situations, determine the kind of judgment being made. Use the

following key: A. norm-referenced; 8, criterion-referenced. C, self-referenced.

3. A third grade teacher discovers that her class scored above the national average on

a math achievement test.

4. A high school biology teacher selected his best students to help him set up the ex-

periments for the next day.

5. Mitsy's teacher was really pleased because of her progress in reading. Her gains since

last year are obvious.

6 Four of the students who took the algebra aptitude test failed to get a high enough

score, and they were not allowed to take beginning algebra.

ANSWER KEY

Your Turn: Types of Judgments

1. 8 2. C 3. A 4. A 5. C 6. El

TYPES OF
JUDGMENTS

Grading

. The next few para-
graphs will not resolve the problems of grading, but they should help

you to better understand the alternatives available to you.
One of the most common questions teachers get from students

co ncmjng grading pol :=Ara-you-goiag-ta,aradiron-th
4,144erifoulasaire....WarLtsuusaxmaLcucteamjustaZauniedl-to-vn

e

a reasonable distribution, the basic idea behind grading "on a curve"

is the same: making norm-referenced judgments, a very common form

of assigning grades. The class as a whole is used as a norm group, and

the class average usually serves as the referent against which all other
grades are judged. usually the average score is assigned a grade of

"C," and some proportion of scores on either side of that average are
also assigned grades of "C" (the "C" range usually includes 30 percent
to 30 percent of the class). After that. grades are assigned by selecting

some cut-off points so that a certain (usually smaller) percentage of
students fall into the "B" and "D" ranges, respectively. Finally, those
left fall into the "A" and -F" ranges, respectively, as their scores
deviate above or below "C."

What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of this

form of grading? List them below and then compare your answers later

on with the information in the table on page 398.

Advantages Disadvantages

HI
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Remember that whenever you grade someone's work by comparing it
to someone else's (or to the average of some group), you are basically
using a norm-referenced approach, and all the disadvantages of that
type of approach apply.

to assign grades is to establish antirEut-off pans
r each.gracie. These cut-off points serve as crittritrapTiTftftrilitcra

given student's performance is judged. A common way in which this
approach is used is for a teacher to assign points for every asgnment
and every test. Next, the teacher determines how many total points
a student must get in order to get an -A,- how many tz get a 13,-
etc. Each assignment or test can be graded that way, and tho total
number of points for the marking period can be added togethet and
compared to cut-off totals in the same way to assign report card gradvs.
This could be called criterion-referenced grading. However, true cri-
terion-referenced evaluation is a bit more complex than what we hare
just described because the cut-off scores should be determined on the
basis of some meaningful external criterion.

What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of this
kind of criterion-reference(' grading?

Advantages Disadvantages

Inever--- us......r.....-~7. romicarawwwwwwwiralloffrPro",
eichi7;MITI CY iiiemselves ivaritircsjsuiv dent.i..glod_.

..e:fo...r having -made so niiicii imEroverne ti C,. -, . .. basis
..

n a .. . e - .,:...,,trigo.T. ompar-
in a stu.ent to imse or erse is a esirable, uma ' ay to grade.
However, this kind of grading has many disadvantages. Can you think
of some of them? After writing down your ideas, study the following
table.

Advantages Disadvantages
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF DIFFERENT-TYPES OF GRADING

Type of
Grading Advantages Disadvantages

Norm-referenced

Criterion-
referenced

Self-referenced

1. Allows for comparisons among students
2. Classes Can be compared to other

classes
3 Allows teacher to spot students who

are dropping behind the dins

1. Helps teacher to decide if students are
ready to move on

2. Criteria are independent of group
performance

3 Works well in a mastery-learning setting
4 Each individual can be evaluated on

different material. depending on his or
her level of achievement

1. Allows you to check student progress
2 Makes it possible to compare achieve-

ment across different subiects for the
same individual

1. If whole class does well, some students
still get poor grades

2. If class as a whole does poorly, a good
grade could be misleading

3. Does not allow individual progress or in-
dividual circumstances to be considered

4. The whole class (or large portions of it)
must be evaluated in the same way

5. Everyone in class (or norm group) must
be evaluated with the same instrument
under the same conditions

1. It is difficult to develop meaningful cri-
teria (therefore arbitrary cut-off scores
are often used)

2. Presents unique problems in computing
the reliability of criterion-referenced tests

3. Makes it difficult to make comparisons
among students

1. All measures taken on an individual must
be taken with similar instruments under
similar circumstances

2. Does not help you to compare an indi.
vidual with his or her peers

Judging Student Progress
Teachers have an ongoing concern about the amount of progress their
students are making. If students are making a reasonable amount of
progress, the methods, materials, etc., are probably working. If no
progress or too little progress is being made, some changes may need
to be made somewhere in the instructional program.

A judgment of student progress is, of course, a self-referenced
judgment. and thus all the disadvantages of that type of judgment will
hold. It is especially important that progress in achievement be mea-
sured the same way each time progress is checked. For example, sup-
pose that you were trying to check a student's progress in reading. It
%vould be best if you could use the same type of test each time progress
was checked (alternate forms of the same standardized tests; obser-
vations of oral reading, using the same type of checklist or rating scale,
etc.).

The following suggestions should help you do a good job of eval-
uating student progress. Study them carefully and then discuss with
your classmates ways in which these suggestions could be carried out
at various grade levels for different subject matters.

Suggestions for Evaluating Student Prnress

1. Determine ahead of time what student characteristics or skills
you are going to keep track of (don't suddenly ask, half way
through the semester, "Has any progress been mad.e?").
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2. Establish a baseline (achievement level, behavior patterns, etc.)
early in the semester.

3. Choose and/or develop instruments (tests, rating scales, etc.) in
advance that you can use throughout a student's progress.

4. Describe the changes you expect will occur as your students
progress. This description will help you focus your evaluation
on appropriate behaviors and achievements.

5. Obtain information often enough so that you can see any pro-
gression that might be occurring and so that a single bad sample
of information won't throw your evaluation off.

Evaluating Changes In Attitude
Most psychologists would define an attitude as a predisposition to act
in a negative or positive way toward some object or person. Note that
the attitude is a predisposition, which is not observable or measurable.
However, it is a predisposition to act, and that is observable. This
means, then, that in order to measure attitudes, one must focus on the
actions or behaviors of students. Of course, the difficult part is dis-
cerning what any given action or pattern of actions means (i.e., what
the attitude is that is producing the actions).

Usually, a teacher becomes concerned about attitude change when
he or she discovers that one or more students have a bad attitude.
Common among these are bad attitudes toward a given subject matter,
a negative attitude toward the teacher, or feelings of prejudice toward
minority students in the class. The important thing to remember when
you first become aware of a bad attitude is that there must have been
some behaviors that led you to discover that attitude. The student(s)
must have said some things (speech is an observable behavior), done
some things, or refused to do some things that made you aware of the
attitude. Your first step, therefore, is to try to determine what specific
behaviors led you to believe that there was an attitude that needed
changing.

Once you have determined the behaviors associated with an atti-
tude you think should change, your next step is to systematically obtain
information about the frequency of occurrence of those behavion.
These data will serve as the baseline (the referent) against which you
will judge any future changes in attitude.

When you are sure that the behaviors you observed are frequent
and do indeed represent an inappropriate attitude, you are ready to
set down a plan for observing any possible changes in attitude (as they
would be reflected in changes in behaviors). There are two very im-
portant things to consider at this point. First, be certain that you make
frequent observations so that you can feel confident that the behavior
you are observing is representative and not isolated. Second, look for
the behaviors when the student is in the presence of or thinking about
the object of hi; or her inappropriate attitude (e.g., look for cutting-
up behaviors during math if the student dislikes math).

Finally, when the information is obtained, you must judge whether
or not the attitude has changed. Remember the disadvantages of mak-
ing self-referenced judgments. Differences between any two sets of
observations may not mean too much. However, if you find over a
period of time (and attitudes usually take considerable time to change)
that the undesirable behaviors are decreasing and the desirable ones
increasing, an attitude change is probably occurring.
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Hates math
1

You may 'find it very helpful to use a rating scale to help you
summarize the data from your observations. Suppose, for example, that
you were trying to see if a student's attitude toward math were im-
proving. You might develop a rating scale that would look something
like this:

2
Tolerates math

3 4
Loves math

5

Complains about math; puts
off doing assignments; turns
in sloppy math papers

Says, -Don't care about math
grade"; does assignment but
delays same; never chooses
math over other subjects

Says, -Hike math"; gets right
at assignments; does extra-
credit work; chooses math
over other subjects

Note that the behaviors characteristic of different attitudes have
been placed under the two end points and the midpoint of the scale.
Each time we observed our student react to math, we cc:odd determine
which set of behaviors his or her actions were most like and mark an

on the scale accordingly. Several scales marked each in turn over
a semester would give us a p;cture of any progress the student was
m:king. .

In summary, the basic step:, involved in evaluating a student's
change in attitude are as follows;

1. Determine the behaviors associated with the attitude you think
should change.

2. Systematically obtain information about the frequency of occur-
rence of these attitudes.

3. Decide if the behaviors occur frequently enough and consis-
tently enough to represent an inappropi iate attitude.

4. Set down a plan for observing any possible changes in attitude
over time.

5. Decide whether the attitude has changed by comparing the in-
formation obtained at two or more different times.

6. Record your findingspossibly using a rating scale.

Evaluating Instruction

Most teachers have a real desire to know whether or not their instruc-
tion is effective. They also fear that they, or their principal, will find
out that it is not effective. Principals, fellow teachers, students, and
parents are all going to be judging the quality of instruction. Therefore
it is advantageous for the teacher to have well-documented evidence
of his or her teaching effectiveness.

Of course, besides accountability, teachers are concerned about
improvement. They are always wanting information to help them up-
grade their courses. So let's explore briefly some of the options avail-
able to teachers who wish to evaluate their own teaching. The information
provided here will help you start thinking about evaluating instruction,
but it in no way pretends to make you an excellent evaluator. Several
books on program evaluation are cited in the references at the end of
this chapter. Later, you may have an opportunity to enroll in a pro-
gram-evaluation course. In the meantime, here are a few basic
suggestions.

1 15
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There are two primary considerations in evaluating your own in-
struction. First, you must determine the kind of information ou will
obtain about the effectiveness of your instruction. Second, you must
determine an appropriate referent for judging the effectiveness of your
instruction.

There are at least three kinds of information that can be used to
determine the effectiveness of your instruction. The first is information
about your own behaviors as a teacher. If you feel, for example, that
good instruction occurs when teache.s.s do certain things (e.g., provide
behavioral objectives for their students, interact a great deal with their
students, or ask certain types of questions during instruction), obtain-
ing information about whether or not you do these things is a place
to begin in the evaluation of your teadiing. Many teacher-effectiveness
rating scales do focus on such teacher behaviors. Although this kind
of information can be helpful to you as you check your own progress
as a teacher, it may be misleading about the effectiveness of instruc-
tion. A teacher's doing certain things doesn't necessarily ensure either
good teaching or improved learning.

A more popular (and slightly better measure) of teaching effec-
tiveness comes from student ratings of teacher effectiveness. There
are a number of fairly well-developed instruments that allow the stu-
dents to evaluate their teachers. If you decide to design one of your
own, focus on those c:haracteristics of good teachers which seem to
make a difference. Even open-ended questions, e.g., "What did you
like best about this class?" or -What could be done to make this class
more effective?" can sometimes give the teacher useful information.

Of course, the ultimate test of teaching effectiveness is how well
the students learn. There are several problems, however, with using
learner achievement as a measure of teaehing effectiveness. First, stu-
dents may learn well despite the teacher. Second, it is difficult to
know what would have happened had a teacher used a different ap-
proach; even though the students learned well, could they have
learned better? Or, suppose that a class does very poorly. Were there
extenuating circumstances? Were the textbooks poorly written? Would
the students have done that poorly had another teacher taught the
lesson? These last questions are not easy to answer, but they do suggest
an important solution to the many problems of evaluating instructional
effectiveness. That solution is to evaluate the various components of
the instructional process separately rather than trying to obtain an over-
all measure. Suppose, for exampk, that we were developing a rating
scale for students to evaluate the iastruction in a high school English
class. Instead of focusing all our questions on the teacher, we would
also ask questions about some of the other components of instruction in
that classroom. We might ask the students for their opinions about such
things as the textbook, the workbook, the library assignments, the
small-group discussions, the tests, etc.

A second major consideration when evaluating instruction is the
choice of an appropriate referent. You must decide what you are going
to use to compare your teaching to. Will you compare it to other
teachers (e.g., by comparing your students' standardized achievement
scores to the scores of other classes in your school district)? Or, will
you be judging your teaching effectiveness by some predetermined
criterion (e.g., "At least 80% of my students should score at or above
grade level on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills)? Or, will you use a self-
referenced approach (e.g., comparing the student ratings from this
semester with those of the previous two semesters)? All three of these
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Biology prof guarantees C or bear
By Tina Burnside

The 'Annuals Mk
U. of Minnesota, TWin Cides

Genetics and cell biology professor
Val Woodward has an offer most Uni-
versity students can't refuse. lfyou take
his heredity class, hell guarantee you
won't get a D or an F. This quarter, more
than 600 students are enrolled in Biolo-
gy 1101: Heredity and Human Society.

had heard from other students Wet
g was an easy class, se I took it,* said
junior Lisa Smith. 1 barely went to
claw except on the quiz days, but I pas-
sed. It was great."

But Woodward has a reason for his
grading policy. 'This is not a class de:
signed to weed people out,' he said. It is

designed to help students gain an in-
sight about themselves and give them a
general understanding of genetics.

Woodward swank 26 percent of' his
class As, 50 percent Bs, and 25 percent
Cs. Students who don't pais are given
an incomplete. Ile admits that most stu-
dents, but not all, take the course be-
cause it is considered easy.

Professors are free to determine their
wn grading polities...aid Kathie Peter-
son, director of student services in the
Genetics and Cell Biology Department.

'I'm taking the class because I have
*A interest in genetics and the class
seems interesting,* sophomore Tony
GiombeW said.

41 like the idea of the teacher not

wanting to hold students bark, and that
be is more concerned with students
learning concepts rather than just
memorising facts"

Woodward said many introductory
courses are in danger of being elimin-
ated under the University's Commit-
ment to Focus impmvement plan.

'They would like to get rid of these
courses. They want students to er.ter
the University .. . and start wcul.ing
directly on their majors, and not. fool
around with these so-called 'Mickey
Mouse' courses,* he said.

"I flatly disagree. This class is de-
signed to give everyone an equal oppor-
tunity to an education, not to eliminate
a few.*
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F grading system flunks student's evaluation

Steve Afield
The Minnesota Daily

of Minnesota, Twin Cities

For students,
death and taxes are not

the only certainties in life. Grades can

:frs r'Iti t reir to create en un-

--pleasant trio. The efficacy of the A-F

grnding system has been uncritically

cceetnd by meet educators. students

and parents; it is tightly linked with our

notion ofeducation, while labeling stu-

dents as "winners," losers or lust
average" in the process.

Why do schoolsgive grades?The most

cynical explanationthat students

would not do any work without the sti-

mulus a grading system provides--

points to some very
serious flaws in our

formal eductthm
system It is the task

1 1 9

of teachers to challenge student° with

relevant materitl and to present it in

creative and stimulating ways. It is the

task of students to leave the mind-

numbing attractions of our video cul-

ture behind and engagewholeheartedly

in their own educationa worthwhile

pal in Ks tywn ricq.
Grades serve as verdicts rathEr than

diagnostic aids. A "C" on an examprob-

ably indicates misconceptions astudent

should clear up before continuing on to

new material. Laren achance to review

the material in light of mistakes, that

personcould become a 1r student. Un-

fortunately, some instructors believe

this approach is too easy onstudents

= attitude arising from the mistaken

notion that the purpose atteaching is to

assign grades rather than promote

learning.
While the A-F grading systam is

deeply entrenched in theeamtion sys-

tem, instructorscan make their courses

more positive experiences for students.

The AM obstacle manycollege instruc-

tors must ovecome is the tendency to

teach as they were taught. Today's pro-

felon ree be ...Ink !boot afternative

teaching techniques.
MI instructors should consider pro-

clueing a set ofspecific learning objec-

tives for their mums and make theft

available to students on the Ant day of

class. Professors should also clearly

state and justify the competence level

required to earn a certain grade.

The best courses incorporate imbue-

tional objectives, theories-referenced
grading and some form of mastery

learning.
Learning is net easy and first

'attempts are often inadequate. No .

groupatm* &midunderstand this

better than prof/Nets who hem drag-

gled to complete
articles, grant, propos-

als or books only to have them rejected

and returned for revision. Grades stick

with students for a long time, and stu-

dent., are entit!ed to give their best

possible performance
before receiving a

final grade.
tieing the A-F grading system in a

more equitable way will require the

cooperation of professors, students and

administrators. Innovative teaching

muslin valued asmuch as the research

money pulled in by the faculty. Now is

the time to be more open-minded and

creative about teaching.

e"0

1
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Lesson Plan XIV
Course Design Decisions

Objectives:

The participants will develop a familiarity with the research on
class size.

The participants will be able to determine when classes need to
be small and the kinds of students that benefit from small
classes.

The participants will develop a familiarity with the relationship
between goals, class size and methodology.

Content: (Chapter 19 McKeachie)

Research on class size.

Determining when classes need to be small.

Kinds of students that benefit most from small classes.

Goals class size and methodology.

Activities:

Interactive presentation on the above topics.

Course evaluation

Evaluation:

Participation in the interactive process
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below are several optional open-ended quesdens designed to provide the instruotor feedback on hisiher in-
structional tecisniques, and to allow you the opportunity to ospreys more precisely your *Pon et the course.
These ere intended to be anonymos4. DO NOT $ION YOUR NAM THE POEMS WILL NOT
IS EXAMINED IV EITHER THE INSTRUCTOR OR THE DIPMITMONT UNTIL WU GRADES HAVI SINN
ASSIGNED!

A. What were the strong points of ths course?

B. What were the weak points of the course?

C. What should the instructor do to tat, we his/her tesching?

D. What is your overall opirion of the course?
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GENERIC COLLEGE TEACHING SKILLS

Course II
Course Description:

Generic College Teaching Skills is the second of a three course sequence during
which the participants will be involved in the development of teaching skills
and the demonstration of those skills in a classroom setting and will receive
appropriate feedback.

Course Coals:

1. The participants will develop an understanding of the skills and
knowledge ntcessary for teaching.

2. The participants will develop an understanding of the skills necessary to
observe teaching peTformances and provide effective feedoack.

Course Objectives:

1. Classroom Techniques

By the end of the course the participants will have developed knowledge
and the ability to demonstrate the following techniques.

A. Meeting Class for the First Time.
B. Written Assignments

Videotapes
How to evaluate unconventional papers
Possible Plagiarism
Working student needs time extension on paper

C. Grading

Videotapes
Student protests exam grade
"I need an A. What do I have to do to get an A?"
Student requests extra work
Is attendance required?
Student feels exams were unduly difficult

2. Instructional Procedures

By the end of the course participants will demonstrate a knowledge and
use of the following teaching skills.

A. Questioning Strategies
B. Feedback for Learning
C. Leading Discussions

Videotape
Student-student conflict in discussion

D. Notes and Notetaking
E. Review Processes

F. Model for Effective Teaching
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3. Instructional Methods
By the end of the course the participants will demonstrate a knowledge of

the following Instructional Methods and use of selected instructional
methods.

A. Inquiry Method
B. Discussion

4. Evaluating Teaching Performances

Text

By the end of the course the participants will develop and carry out an
evaluation plan.

A. Evaluation of Teaching Performance
B. Evaluating Teachers
C. Soliciting Feedback from Students

McKeachie, Wilert J., Teaching Tips: A Guide for the Beginning College
Teacher (Lexington, Mass.: D. C. Heath; 1986).

Course Evaluation

The grade to be reported at the end of this course will be an "S" or "U".
Grades are based on the following activities, and performance is assessed
according to standards specified by the professor: participation in
class discussion and presentation of class assignments, presentation of
data from two observations on one of your peers, evidence of two
observations by your faculty coordinator, and one observation by the
course instructors.

The observations will be made on the demonstration of selected teaching
behaviors. The observations will be submitted to the course instructors.
A form will be provided for the observation.

Course instructors

Gene Shepherd Tony Romano
205 Collings Hall 230A Collings Hall
325-1508 325-3972
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Week I

Course II
Generic College Teaching Skills

Schedule of Events

Content

Describe Syllabus
Process for meeting class for the first time

Assignment

Read Chapter 10--McKeachie: "Term Papers and Teaching Writing"

Week II

Content

Term Papers
Alternative ways of working with students on written assisnments
Correcting papers and giving feedback
Role Play (How To)

Week III

Content

Role Play - Incidents on written assignments

Assignment

Read Chapter 9--McKeachie: "The ABC's of Assigning Grades"

Week IV

Week V

Content

Assigning Grades
Role Play - Incidents on Grading

Content

Grading,

Class Concerns and Conflict.

Assignment/
Reef! Handout on the Model for Effective Teaching

Observayion
py Faculty of Students Taking Course
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Week VI

Content

Model for Effective Teaching

Assignment

Observe a faculty member teaching:
From observation cite evidence that the
faculty member follow the lesson line.

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course

Week VII

Content

Question Sequencing Elements
a. Distribution
b. Load

c. Wait Time
d. Student Response
e. Teacher Response

Assignment

Observe a faculty member teaching
Audio Tape the teaching episode
Analyze the questions to determine which and how many

students participated and the cognitive level
of the questions.

Observottion

By Faculty of Students Taking Course

Week VIII

Content

Classification and Analysis of Classroom Questions

Assignment

Tape class ylu teach:
Observe for--Tape, Load, Wait Time, Participation,
Dead end, Run On, Programmed Answer, Put Down,
Fuzzy, Convergent, Divergent Questions

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course
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Week IX

Content

Corrective Feedback
Reinforcements

Assignment

From the Tape of Class you recorded:
Check for corrective feedback and reinforcements
to questions.

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course

Week X

Content

Corrective Feedback and Reinforcement on data collected
by students from a class which they taught.

Discussion of Data Collected by Program Faculty
from classes which the students taught.

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course

Week XI

Content

Discussion
Role Play Incidents Concerning Discussion

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course

Week XII

Content

Inquiry Process
Notes and Notetaking

Assienment

Read Chayter 30--McKeachie--Student Ratings on Faculty

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course
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Week XIII

Content

Review Processes
Develop Student Evaluation Questionnaire

Assignment

Administer the developed evaluation to students in
your classes and summarize information.

Observation

By Faculty of Students Taking Course

Week XIV

Content

Students' Evaluation
Student Ratings of Faculty
Course Evaluated
Teacher Behavior Inventory
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Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan I

Objectives:

The participants will acquire basic knowledge of the expectations of
course 2.

The participants will acquire the basic knowledge of a process for
meeting a class for the, first time.

Content:

Syllabus for Course 2

Process for Meeting a Class for the First Time:

(See Attached Notes)

Activities:

Introductions

Handout and Describe Syllabus

Interactive process on meeting a class for tne first time.

Assignment:

Read Chapter 10 in McKeachie
"Term Papers and Teaching Writing"

Evaluation:

,P4rticipation in the interactive process on Meeting Class for the First

/Time.
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Process for Meeting a Class for the First Time

1. Break Ice

Have them talk -- Cet acquainted in some fashion

You want to establish a degree of freedom of communication
in your class.

Have your objectives for the course written on the board

discuss objectives.

2. Present Syllabus

to include course outline

3. Introduce Text

If there is going to be disagreement between material
in the textbook and that you will present in class

an explanation is in order.
Avoid tirades against the author -- severe criticism

Explain that rival interpretations stand or fall on the basis
of -n-tinent evidence and plan to give your reasons for
di ,reeing with the text.

This will give the student the notion that your opinions
are based upon evidence.
It will frequently point up current problems in the theory

that often have great appeal for the serious student.

4. Problem Post

What problems you'd like to tackle during this course?
What problems you'd like to have us tackle during this course?
What sort of concerns do you think we might deal with?
What kinds of things have you heard about this course?
Record Answers on the chalkboard.

Allows for participation
Understand rather than compete with one another
reduce attitude that everything must come from the teacher
teacher can listen as well as talk
some responsibility for solving own problems

5. Hand out an Index Card

ask the students to write down what they think of the first class
anonymously

I. Indicates interest in learning from them and start building
a learning climate -- and influencing your teaching.



2. It gives you feedback, often revealing doubts or questions
students were afraid to verbalize orally.

Content

Establishing a good atmosphere for a class is an
important aspect of teaching well
Getting off to a good stirt is as important
to that atmosphere as what comes after.

First class should be interesting and challenging

To a group of students first class is going to be
exciting and anxiety producing

The teacher who hands out the syllabus and
leaves does not convey the message that
the class is valuable nor do they capitalize on the
excitement

Remember this is not the students only class
They come to you from other classes
Must aid in shifting thoughts and feelings

Can gradually ease them into the course

Can grab their attention by doing something different
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Course 2

Generic College Teachir.g Skills

Lesson Plan II

Objectives:

The participants develop alternative ways of dealing
with writing in the classroom.

The participants will develop processes for correcting
papers and giving feedback.

The participants will develop the skills necessary for
the technique of Role Play.

The participants will participate in Role Playing
activities on incidents concerning written assignments.

Content:

Chapter 10 McKeachie
Term Papers and Teaching Writing

Term Papers:
Problems
Alternative ways of working with students on

writing papers.
- -Break Process (Series of Reports)

- -Library Research Paper
- -Other types of writing

Correcting Papers and Giving Feedback

Role Playing
Handout on ground rules for Role Play.

View tape of Role Playing process to introduce
the students to the process.

View tape of Role Playing process to introduce
the students to the proces

View Tape of Incidents on Writing:

- -Extension on paper
- -Possible Plagiarism

- -Evaluating Unconventional Papers
- -(Probably won't get to all of these)
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Acrl7ities:

Interactive process on Writing

View film on Role Play

Use handout and work with how to role play.

View film of Incidents

Written Assignments and Role Play

Evaluation:

Participation in interactive process on writing.

Participation in role playing.
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Ground Rules for Role Playing on:

"How to Handle Clissroom Problems"

1. Let the situation be real. Although we may think we would
never let ourselves get into a situation like this, we have
all had the experience of getting into situations we did not
think we would get into.

Be the teacher and the student you see. For the same reasons
as in Number 1.

3. Don't worry about the "best" response. Rather, search to find
a "good" response or a "better" response.

4. Your criteria should be: let the student leave with the
relationship at least no worse than when the student entered.

5. Don't just talk about how you would handle the situation, but
actually "act out" the situation. You need to feel the pressure
of time and yet go beyond a "quick response."

6. When you role play the student, don't "roll over and play dead."
That is, don't give up this studene3 felt needs too easily.
By the same token, don't be unreasonably obstinate. Play the
role as you think this student would, given the way they feel.

7. The teacher might want, from time to time, ask for information
from the student. In this case, it helps the role play. In
real life, it also gives you valuable time to think as well as
valuable information.

8. As the teacher, you need to respond to the student with respect
for the student's feelings. Assume the student wants to do
something they feel is right for them; respect that, even if
you do not agree with it.

9. Be honest with yourself and the rest of the group about how you
would really react.

10. Try to empathize and understand, really understand, the student's
situation and feelings.
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Critical Moments in College Teach:fa

Videotapes Produced at Indiana University

Tape #2

I. Students' Personal Concerns and Conflicts

Incident 1: Student's personal problems create academic
problems

2: Student develops attachment to teacher
3: Student stops coming to class; why?
4: Teacher-student conflict
5: Student protests exam grade

II. Student/Class Concerns and Conflicts -

Incident 1: Class is uncooperative with teacher
2: Student sleeps in class
3: Overly talkative student
4: Students whispering in class
5: Minority student feels alienated in class
6: Student disrupts/clowns in class
7: Student needs lots of inclass explanations
8: Student introduces lots of personal ideas
9: Student-student conflict in discussion

Tape #3

III. Minority Students' Concerns & Conflicts

Incident

is

111

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:

Student: teacher & text ignores minority students
Minority student feels alienated in class
Several students protest class material
Student protests being spokesperson for all

Blacks
Student protests personal treatment
student feels different from other students

s-

IV. Grades: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: "I need an A. What do I have to do to get an A?"
2: Student feels teacher has a grudge against him.
3: Student requests extra work .

4: Is attendance required?
5: Older student feels grades are unimportant.
6: Female student: "What can I do to get an A?"

V. Written Assignments: Emphasis and Impact

Incident It Working student needs extension on term paper.
2: Medical problem in family; needs more time.
3: Minority students: why all low grades?
4: How to evaluate unconventional paper
5: Student does poor on remedial work
6: Possible plagiarism

VI. Exams: Emphasis and Impact 118
Incident 1: Possible cheating during exam

2: Student feels exams were unduly difficult
3: Teacher-class conflict on date of exam



Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan III

Objectives:

The students will participate in Role Playing
activities on incidents concerning written
assignments.

The participants will develop skills in handling
students problems during conferences
through the role playing activities.

Content:

Role Playing

Tapes of incidents on written assignments.

Episodes

1.

2.

3.

Activities:

Time Extension
Possible Plagiarism
Evaluating Unconventional Papers

View tapes of incidents en written assignments and
have the participants role play.

One participant will play the faculty member and
another pav:icipant will plaf the student.

After role play----discussion by other members of
the class to ascertain the success of the conference.

Assignment:

Read Chapter 9 in McKeachie
"The A B C's of Assigning Grades"

Evaluation:

Participation in role play.
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Critical Moments in College Teaching

Videotapes Produced at Indiana University

Tape #2

I. Students' Personal Concerns ind Conflicts

Incident 1: Student's personal problems create academic
problems

2: Student develops attachment to teacher
3: Student stops coming to class; why?
4: Teacher-student conflict
5: Student protests xam grade

II. Student/Class Concerns and Conflicts .

Incident 1: Class is uncooperative with teacher
2: Student sleeps in class
3: Overly talkative student
4: Students whispering in class
5: Minority student feels alienated in class
6: Student disrupts/clowns in class
7: Student needs lots of inclass explanations
8: Student introduces lots of personal ideas
9: Student-student conflict in discussion

Tape #3

III. Minority Students' Concerns & Conflicts

Incident 1: Student: teacher & text ignores minority students
2: Minority student feels alienated in class
3: Several students protest class material
4: Student protests being spokesperson for all

Blacks
5: Student protests personal treatment
6: Student feels different from other students

IV. Grades: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: "I need an A. What do I have to do to get an A?"
2: Student feels teacher has a grudge againsthim.
3: Student requests extra work .

4: Is attendance required?
5: Older student feels grades are unimportant.
6: Female student: "What can I do to get an A?"

V. Written Assignments: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: Working student needs extension on term paper.
2: Medical problem in family; needs more time.
3: Minority students: why all low grades?
4: How to evaluate unconventional paper
5: Student does poor on remedial work
6: Possible plagiarism

VI. ELp_ams:EmtldImact
Incident 1: Possible choating Liftg exam

2: student feels exams were unduly difficult
3: Teacher-class exam



Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan IV

Objectives:

1. The participants will participate in an Interactive
discussion on assigning grades.

2. The participants will participate in Role Playing
activities on incidents concerning grading.

Content:
1. Review of assigning grades.

McKeachie--Teaching Tips--pages 110 through 121

2. Role Play
Tapes of Incidents on Grading

1. I need an A what do I have to do to get an A?
2. Student protests exam grade
3. Student requests extra work
4. Is attendance required
S. Student feels exams were unduly difficult

Activities

Interactive Process to review grading

View Tapes of incidents on grading and Role Play

Evaluation

Student participation in the activities.
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Critical Moments in College Teaching

Videotapes Produced at Indiana University

Tape #2

I. Students' Personal Concerns and Conflicts

Incident 1: Student's personal problems create academic
problems

2: Student develops attachment to teacher"

3: Student stops coming to class; why?"
. 4: Teacher-student conflict

5: Student protests exam grade"

II. Student/Class Concerns and Conflicts .

Incident 1: Class is uncooperative with teacher
. 2: Student sleeps in class
. 3: Overly talkative student
. 4: Students whispering in class

5: Minority student feels alienated in class
. 6: Student disrupts/clowns in class

7: Student needs lots of inclass explanations
. 8: Student introduces lots of personal ideas

9: Student-student conflict in discussion

Tape #3

III. Minority Students' Concerns & Conflicts

Incident 1: Student: teacher & text ignores minority students
N 2: Minority student feels alienated in class
N 3: Several students protest class material
" 4: Student protests being spokesperson for all

Blacks
5: Student protests personal treatment

" 6: Student feels different from other students

IV. Grades: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: "I need an A. What do I have to do to get an A?"
2: Student feels teacher has a grudge againsthim.n

3: Student requests extra work .

4: Is attendance required?
N 5: Older student feels grades are unimportant.

6: Female student: "What can I do to get an A?"

V. Written Assignments: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: Working student needs extension on term paper.
N 2: Medical problem in family; needs more time.
N 3: Minority students: why all low grades?
N 4: How to evaluate unconventional paper
N 5: Student does poor on remedial work
. 6: Possible plagiarism

VI. Exams: Emphasis and Impact 142
Incident 1: Possible cheating during exam

2: Student feels exams were.unduly difficult"

N 3: Teacher-class conflict on date of,exam



Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Play V

Objectives:

1. The participants will participate in Role Playing
Activities on incidents concerning grading.

2. The participants will participate in Role Playing
Activities on incidents concerning class concerns
and conflicts.

Content:

1. Tapes of Incidents on Grading

a. Is attendance required
b. Student feels exams were unduly difficult.

2. Tapes on Class Concerns and Conflict

a. Class is uncooperative with teacher
b. Overly talkative student
c. Student sleeps ic class
d. Students whispering in class
e. Student needs a lots of inclass explanations
f. Student introduces lots of personal ideas

Activities:

View Tapes of incidents on gradirg and role play.

View Tapes of incidents on Class Concerns and Conflict
and Role Play.

Evaluation:

Participants participation in the activities.
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Critical Moments in College Teaching

Videotapes Produced at Indiana University

Tape #2

I. Students' Personal Concerns and Conflicts

Incident 1: Student's personal problems create academic
problems

2: Student develops attachment to teacher
3: Student stops coming tu class; why?
4: Teacher-student conflict
5: Student protests exam grade

II. Student/Class Concerns and Conflicts .

Incident 1: Class is uncooperative with teacher
2: Student sleeps in class
3: Overly talkative student
4: Students whispering in class
5: Minority student feels alienated in class
5: Student disrupts/clowns in class
7: Student needs lots oL inclass explanations
8: Student introduces lots of personal ideas
9: Student-student conflict in discussion

Tape #3

III. Minority Students' Concerns & Conflicts

Incident 1: Student: teacher & text ignores minority students
2: Minority student feels alienated in class
3: Several students protest class material

II 4: Student protests being spokesperson for all
Blacks

5: Student protests personal treatment
6: Student feels different from other students

IV. Grades: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: "I need an A. What do / have to do to get an A?"
2: Student feels teacher has a grudge againsthim.
3: Student requests extra work .

4: Is attendance required?
5: Older student feels grades are unimportant.
6: Female stydent: "What can I do to get an A?"

V. Written Assignments: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: Working student needs extension on term paper.
2: Medical problem in family; needs more time.
3: Minority students: why all low grades?
4: How to evaluate unconventional paper
5: Student does poor on remedial work
6: Possible plagiarism

VI. Exams: Emphasis and Impact 1 4
Incident 1: Possible cheating during exam

2: Student feels exams were.unduly difficult
3: Teacher-class conflict on date of exam



Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan VI

Objectives:

1. Participants,will develop a basic
knowledge of the "Lesson Line" adapted from
the Program for Effective Teaching"

Content:

Model for Effective Teaching:

Explanation of the Lesson Line
1. Set

2. 120

Explanation
Questions
Respond to Learner
rirection Giving
Activities

3. Closure

See Handout:

Activities:

Interactive discussion on the Model for Effective Teaching

Assihnment:

Observe a faculty me.nher teaching:

From observatic -i! c;.te evidence that

the faculty member followed the lesson line.

Evaluation:

Participation in the lesson.
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THE LESSON LINE

The Lesson Line provides a structure for describing and analyzing what good
teachers do when they teach a lesson in theded tive mode.4 There are three
major parts to the Lesson Line. The largest part an t e center part of the Lesson
Line Is referred to as 720' Teaching to the Objective.

The definition of 12 0 is generating in the learner overt behavior that is
relevant In the learning.

There are five componenu in Teaching to the Objective. They are:

Component I: EXPLANATION refers to how we give the learning, the information,
to the studj§xf giving explanation have been recommended.

a. Definition - stating the definition of the concepts or terms to be learned.
tirt5et Is a collection of objects that hove something in common.
Ex: A fault is a crack In the earth's surface.
Ex: Migration is the trip animals make when they change home sites

from one season to another.

b. Content - presenting statements of fact that describe concepts, that
alum objects, people, situations, or events; ond presenting generalizations
that relate two or more concepts.1 This information can be presented--
verbally by the teacher or thrbugh some other auditory or visual stimuli.

c. Process ,-presenting In sequential order the steps Involved in doing something.
Ex: Talking through the steps of ii math formula or any problem solving

process.
Ex: Presenting the steps In film making.
Ex: Presenting and talking through the steps of finding words in the

dictionary using guide words.

d. Model,- Presenting a concrete representation of the concept or idea---'\
that you want children to understand. ,

Ex: -ArTlitts-11 -object likcan apple or a cow's heart:-
Ex: A scaled representation of a building, a volcano, an atom, a dinosaur,

a terraced field, or the soiar system.
Ex: A full size representation of something, like, the skeleton of

a persons body, a stt of teeth, or a machine that Is constructed
In such a way that the workings of the inner parts can be seen.

e. _E xample - one of a number.of items that are members of a class or
category labeled as a concept. Examples can be presented in concrete
form, semi-concrete form, semi-obstruct form, or abstract form.
Ex: fossils of different life forms
Ex: pictures ol islands or lakes
Ex: drawings IA atoms or cells
Ex: words whkh label examples or written descriptions of examples

of the coh:ept - the words box, watch, bike presented as examples
-- of nouns, or written questions presented as examples of questions.

I A 7
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I. Modeling - demonstrating how it is you want children to proceed.
Ex: Showing and talking through the steps in solving a probiem like

you want children to.
Ex: Showing and talking through the steps in making an orgami object,i
Ex: Showing and talking through the formation tifieliTiTin
Ex: Demonstrating and describint how-to conduct ii-n ie-IMervw.

The 6 different ways o! providing EXPLANATION can be combined in a number
of ways. For instance ii. teaching the concept of "perimeter" the teather might
define perimeter, present examples of problems wherein it would be necessary
to find the perimeter, describe the proms for finding the perimeter of a region,
and show how to find the perimeter by modeling the process in finding the perimeter
of a desk top.

Component 2: QUESTIONING is used by the teacher to check for understanding,
to find out how well the information is being assimilated, and what parts
e the explanation are or are not being understood. Questions can be distributed
to individuals or to groups of children and should be asked throughout the
EXPLANATION to keep students involved as well as to get feedback on the
effectiveness of the teacher's explanation. Group responses can be monitored
by giving the students some kind of non-verbal signal to use for their responses.
Codes for Question Types, Load, ancttspansion Questions can be used to
monitor a teacher's use of cwitions.

Component 3: R --S L, RESPONDING TO THE LEARNER IN TERMS OF THE
LEARNINCWiis teacher action occurs when student's have beer-Tilven
an opportunity to interact with the content of the lesson and usually follows
a teacher question or direction to students. Madeline Hunter says there
are three parts to responding to the learner in terms of the learning.
a. say the student's name
b. clearly accept or reject the student's response
c. repeat the learning
The combination of these three parts corresponds to 5a,b,ci and 6a,b,ci in
Targeted Verbal Reinforcement. If a student's answer must be rejected
it is important to redirect the child's thinking in a positive direction and
ts soon as possible to give that same child an opportunity to respond successfully.

Component 6: D:RECTION GlViNG refers to directions the teacher gives to
individuals or the group to engage them In interactions with various forms
of explanation and activities.

Component 3: ACTiVITY refers to engaging the students in activities so they
!can organizTRFFnation, demonstrate their understanding, practice their
'skills, or express themselves in creative ways. Madeline Hunter desribes
activities in two ways in terms of the teacher's involvement.

a. Guided Activities - These activities are carefully monitored by the teacher
to insure that students are proceeding in the appropriate manner and
to make sure students possess the necessary understandings to proceed
on their own.



b. Independent Activities - These activities may be very similar to guided
activities or may be challeneng activities which have their bases in
the explanations given. Independent activities can be done by students
without the assistance of the teacher. Independent activities should
always be preceded by guided activities.

The five components of T.10, Teaching to the Objective are EXPLANATION,
QUESTIONING, RESPONDING TO THE LEARNER IN TERMS OF THE LEARNING,
DIRECTION GIVING, AND ACTIVITY.

TO
26 I?
I..... rt. :S.
Z. o

1

to 6.7s i
k. 2:41

There are two additional parts to the lesson line, one preceding T.,0 and
one following T10. These two sets 0.1 teacher actinns are members ora concept
referred to as koraint,ining the Focus of the Learner.

Before Teaching to the Objective the teacher builds an ANTICIPATORY SET.

ANTICIPATORY SET refers to what the learner is led to anticipate in the upcoming
lesson and has 3 parts. The SET gets the students ready for the EXPLANATION.
The three parts of the SET are:

a. Involvement of the learner. Something is done or said by the teacher
that "hooks" the learner, that makes the learner say to him/herself,
'I want to find out more about this.'

b.---Relate to past_oresent, and/or future. This refers to something the
teacher says to relate the learning which is about to occur to something
in the students' past, future, and/or to something else that concerns
students in the present.

c. Statement of the objective. This refers to a statement made by the
teacher that tells stude.ts what they are going to learn.

...
After Teaching to the Ohective, the teacher providei CLOSURE.

CLOSURE refers to pulling together what has been learned during the lesson
and has 2 parts.' ,

----a. Involvement of the learner. The teacher directs or questions the students
in ways that get them to summarize the lesson.

b. Summary - recall the main points, concepts, and/or purpme of the lesson.
reflect on how what has been learned relates to other !earnings possessed
by the learners.

d9
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The follov.ing diaram illustrates all pats of the LESSON LINE.

I

T20

P

Eio
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CLOSURE

Two addianal concepts related to Maintaining the Focus of the Learner
are Overt and Covert Behavior. Overt Behavior refers to the observable behavior
exhibited by students tliTiFes the teacher feedback about students' thinking
and understanding. Covert Behavior refers to the undisclosed thinking of students.
Throughout any given lesson the task of the teacher is to set up an interaction
between teaching and learning. To teach for 1 high degree of learning the teacher
sets up conditions for effectively presenting the content of the lesson and for
engaging studerAs in overt as well a5 covert behaviors as they participate in the
learning process. T,roughout the lesson, beginn;ng with the ANTICIPATORY
SET, throughout TEACHING TO THE OBJECTIVE, and continuing through CLOSURE
the teacher maintains the focus of the learners by questioning them, by structuring
their behavior, and by responding to the learner In terms of the learning.

150
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Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan VII

Objectives:

1. The participants will determine if the faculty
member they observed teaching followed the
"Lesson Line."

2. The participants will develop a basic
knowledge of the Question Sequencing Elements.

Content:

Question Sequencing Elements

a. Distribution
b. Load
c. Wait Time
d. Student Response
e. Teacher Response

(See Handout)

Activities:

Through questions and discussion the participants
will determine if the faculty member which they
observed followed the "Lesson Line."

Interactive discussion on the Question Sequencing Elements.

Assignment:

Observe a faculty member teaching. Audio Tape
the teaching episode. Analyze the questions to
determine which and how many students participated
and the cognitive level or. the questions.

Evaluation:

Participation in the lesson.
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Distribution

Question Types

- Solitary
- Controlled
- Voluntary
- Spontaneous

- Mass

Action Zones

- Personal
- Social
- Semt-Public
- Public

I 5 2

QUESTION SEQUENCING ELEMENTS

Load

Taxonomy (Cognitive)

- Knowledge
- Comprehension
- Application

- Analysis
- Synthesis
- Evaluation

Taxonomy (Affective)

- Receiving/Attendieg
- Responding
- Valuing
- Organization

- Characterization

Taxonomy (Psychomotor)

- Reflex Movements
- Basic-Fundamental

Movements
- Perceptual Abilities
- Physical Abilities
- Skilled Movements
- Non-Discursive

Communication

Watt Ilse

Self-Fulfilling Prophecy

- Gender
- ithnsc/Racial
- Ability

.

- Conduct

Student Response Teacher Reponse

Targeted Verbal
Reinforcement

- Polarity
- Area
- Focus

Expansion

- Active Listening
- Probing Questions
Clarifylag

Questions
- Paraphrasing

Feedback

(Shepberd/Gallaber)



Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan VIII

Objectives:

1. The participants, through discussion,
will indicate (Question Element Sequence)
question distribution, load, wait time for
the faculty member they observed.

2. The participants will develop basic knowledge
of classification and analysis of actual
classroom questions.

Content:

Classification and Analysis of Some Actual
Classroom Quetions

1. Dead end
2. Run on
3. Programmed Answer
4. Put Down
5. Fuzzy

6. Convecgent
7. Divergent

(See Handout)

Activities:

Discussion to Accomplish Objective 1.

Interactive process to accomplish Objective 2.

Assignment:

Tape class you teach:

Observe for--Type, Load, Wait time, Participation,
Dead end, Run On, Programmed Answer,
Put Down, Fuzzy, Lonvergent, Divergent

Evaluation:

Participation in the lesson.
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USING QUESTIONS TO ENHANCE
CLASSROOM LEARNING

Introduction
Many teachers unwittingly and subtly stymy students' intellectual development and growth of
self-confidence by the ways they use and phrase questions. Rather than posing questions which
provoke thoughts, evoke expression, encourage discussions, initiate arguments, raise further
questions, and enable studenh to ask without embarrassmentabout what they do not
understand, these teachers use and phrase vague, dead-end, or threatening questions, or suggest
their own answers to the questions they pose. Conversely, instructors who have learned the
skills of effective questioning are able to teach by their own example how to acquire and
classify information, and to think logically. They change students from passive classroom
spectators to active, creative participants in the learning process. Through the use of examples,
this paper will attempt to help the reader become aware of how questions can subvert or
enhance teaching goals.

In Part One, examples of actual classroom questions will be classified and analyzed; in Part
Two, the components of an effective type of questioning strategy will be discussed; Part Three
will offer some methods for using questions to stimulate thinking and enhance classroom
learning.

It is my strong belief that learning is enhanced when the learner does something with the
material presented. In this spirit, I have designed tasks throughout this paper to engage each
reader and reinforce the ideas under investigation.

PART ONE:
Classification and Analysis of Some Actual

Classroom Questions
In a classroom whose climate is characterized by openness, a respect for ideas, and flexibility of
teaching methods, students may well respond freely to half-phrased, poorly articulated,
fuzzily worded questions. Too, in a class of highly motivated, interested students, ofttintes an
instructor need do little else than suggest a topic, or pose a problem. Yet these atypical
situations should not blind us to the need for good plans and thought'ul questions instructuring
positive learning experiences for all students all the time.Few instractors would quarrel with
the statement that questions should provoke thought and evoke eviession. (Stevens, 1912).
Yet my own analyses of questions taken verbatim from classroom dialogues indicate that many
faculty question their students in ways which confuse thinking and suppress responses. Five
such types of questions are described here: the "Dead-End" or Yes-No Question; the
"Chameleon" Question; the Question with a Programmed Answer; the Put-Down Question; and
the Fuzzy Question. Those observing videotaped recordings have picked up the more obvious
consequences of each of these question-types: students' facial expressions show puzzlement,
annoyance, despair; their hands gesture in confusion; they shrug their shoulders and raise their
eyebrows; and they often greet these questions with an almost total lack of verbal response. In

Napell, S. (1978). Using questions to enhance classroom learning. Education 99 (2).
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each instance a change of wording and/or pace can result in a radically altered response. These
will be suggested as each type is discussed.

THE 'DEAD-END" (OR YES-NO) QUESTION

Examples:

a . Does everyone remember Snell's Law?
b. Dr. Trilling told you why they use this angle to design Polaroid sun glasses, right?
c. Does everyone understand whatshifts the demand curves and the supply curves

around?
d. Do you all see the difference between long-run and short-run costs?
e. Does scale mean anything at all?
f . Now do you see why I substituted the value of 0 in this equation?
g. Do you see how in this instance it would be different?

When asked about the intent of these questions, instructors usually respond that they want to
make sure that their students do undentand these subjects. However, few wait long enough for
students to reply; most accept as evidence of general understanding one or two murmured yesses.
And, even were everyone to respond with a "yes," what would the instructor really have foundout? If we look over the representative seven "Dead-End" Questions, we can see that a slight
change of wording, plus a willingness to wait for an answer would elicit responses telling the
instrictor more precisely what he1 wants to know.

For example:

a . Does everyone remember Snell's Law?
a '. What does Snell's Law tell us? ,

b. Dr. Trilling told you why they use this angle to design Polaroid sun glasses, right?
b'. What did Dr. Trilling suggest was the reason for using this angle to design Polaroid sunglasses?

c. Does everyone understand what shifts the demand curves and the supply curvesamid?
c'. Let's list (or review) together some of the factors which cause the demand curves and

the supply curves to shift.

For your own practice, turn back to the remaining four examples of the "Dead-End" type of
question, and ask yourself what it is that the students need to explain. Then, try rephrasing
the question to give you this feedback and give them the opportunity to express their
understanding of, or problems with, the material.

THE "CHAMELEON" (OR RUN-ON) QUESTION

Examples:

a . What does it mean that he's a Scholastic?. . . Do you remember what Starr said about
Scholasticism?. . . What did Chrystal say?. . . Well, who is this Scholastic studying?

1The reader is asked to accept the conventional use of the pronoun "his" and "him" as a reference to bot..
sexes in order that the distraction of the him/her constructions may be avoided.
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b. What abut Thomas Hutchinson?. . . Where is he writing this?. . . How is he writing?. .
Would he be likely tc join the mob?... How much of an unruly mob is it?

c. Now we have this table, what are we doing?. . . What's the elimination that we
need?. . . Last time, didn't we have the returned earnings of the parent and company
sales?. . . What's the difference this time?

d. What is a demand curve?... Where does it come from?... Remember, we discussed one
thing first: utility. . . What's marginal utility?

e. What kinds of things did they attempt to do?. . . Where did they attack?. . . You
mentioned living conditions, what about that?

f . Now, what kind of Physics was going on at that time?.. . Did anyone have any
hypothesis then?

g. How does one design a park?, .. Do you walk it?... Should it be on the periphery?. ..
Should it be within the central city?. . . What examples have we of each?

h . Who sees a community?... What's under that tree?... Do you see a boundary between
grass and litter country?

An examination of this second type of question illumines several of its characteristics. Each
"question" although asked virtually in one breath, is in reality a series of questions; the first
question of the series is different from the last. The questioner seems unclear about what it is
that he is asking since each succeeding question requires a somewhat different answer.

The responses to Chameleon Questions are varied. Most students are often-so unsure of what is
being asked that they will sit silently to see what will happen; some quickly answer the
easiest, the first, or the last question of the group. Some brsve soul or t!.....)se "on the spot" may
ask, "What was your question?" or, 'Would you mind repeating the question?"

Videotaped replay reveals a typical consequence of this questioning pattern. Hands will go up
in response to the first question, a few will go down during the second, and those hands
remaining up gradually will get lower and lower as the instructor finally concludes with a
question very different from the one for which the hands were initially raised.

There are, in addition, subtle unobservable consequences of Chameleon Questions. Students
barraged with many questions, all asked at once, are denied time to reflect and formulate
answers. Their thinking does not follow any logical progression but, at best, jumps with the
instructor's from topic to topic. They are not encouraged to express their thoughts, but rather
discouraged from doing so as the thrust of the question changes so rapidly.

Assimilation of ideas and their orderly expression demand time. Instructors can model logical
thinking and orderly expression by making sure that lesson goals are apparent in their
questions, preparing questions ahead of time, then pausing to offer students sufficient wait-
time'. These behaviors encourage students to suggest their own ideas, confront each other's
opinions, raise further questions, and become active participants in classroom communication.
(Napell, 1975).

To practice avoiding Chameleon Questions, look back at the eight examples listed and figure
out how you would ask one clearly stated question. For example:

a . What does it mean that he's a Scholastic?. . . Do you remember what Starr said about
Scholasticism?. . . What did Chrystal say?. . . Well, who is this Scholastic studying?

1"Wait-time" is defined as the amount of time after an initial question has been posed before the teacher
answers it himself; repeats, rephrases, or adds further information to tEe question; or accepts an answer
from a student. (Moriber, 1951).
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a'. Both Professors Starr and Chrystal offered slightly different definitions of
Scholasticism. Look over your notes at their definitions, and try to come up with one
that will include their main points plus your own understanding of what this term
means.

ME QUESTION WITH A PROGRAMMED ANSWER

Examples:

a. "What thoughts have you about impeachment? L you think the proceedings are too
lengthy? That partisan politics play too great a role? Is there enough evidence?"

b. "What role does collective bargaining play in higher education? Do we have arty
indications as to the effect of collective bargaining on curriculum? Is it going to rigidify
i t ?"

c. "What reasons do you have to use that formula? Was it suggested in the homework
chapter? Had you ever used it before? Or seen it used in this context?"

d. "What happens when we add the sums of the rows? Do we get skewed results?"
e. "Look at this shrub and tell me, what observations can you make? Do you see the dead

stems? Are they damaged from insect feedingr

This type of question programs the answer it not only deprives the respondent from expressing
his own thoughts by steering him towards the answers that the questioner expects, but also
conveys the message that there is really little interest in what he thinks or says. Those who
practice this pattern usually have altruistic justifications (e.g., "Silence after the posing of a
question is embarrassing to the student" I feel impelled to help out by suggesting clues"), but
they need to ask themselves honestly: "Is it I or the student who is uncomfortable after a second
or two of silencer; "Do I have confidence in the students' ability to think about the question
and formulate a response?' and, most important, "Am I more interested in what the student has
to say or in determining which of my answers he prefers?" Programming can be an effective tool
in guiding students' thinking, suggesting possibilities, or modeling logical thought processes.
However, it is important to be aware of its limiting effect when the goal is to court a wide
variety of ideas. If yours is this latter goal, try asking one relatively open-ended question and
waiting to hear the students' responses. For example, look back at the first question of this
type. It can be changed to a question which allows the sP.ident to express his own ideas by
asking: "What thoughts have you about impeachmentr and pausing to allow the student to
express his own ideas. In this way you indicate your interest in his ideas and model more
effective questioning and listening behavior. A willingness to listen helps to create in the
classroom a community of learners in place of a super-ordinate-subordinate relationship
between teacher and class.

THE PUT-DOWN QUESTION

Examples:

a . OK, Professor Brown went over this twice in lecture yesterday, and I just did it on the
board. Any more questions?

b. Who can reword her answer the way you think I would say it?
c. Anybody so confident in his answer that he wants to come up and put it on the board?
d. That was one explanation, yes, but what's another more obvious one?
e. Does anybody know "King Lear" pretty well here?
f . Obviously, it's simply the same Lorentz we've used four times. Any questions?
g. I think the exam problems were pretty straightforward. Any questions?



h . Problem three, was there any question on that? We gave you the solutions, you just
differentiated the first one; I don't think there should be any problems on that or the
rest. Are there?

Students need to be able to ask questions, for "the questions we ask act like a lens clarifying or
distorting information relevant and necessary to us." (Burkhart, 1969). The Put-Down Question
is often used as a ruse: the instructor really does not want any further questions. The wording
represents a dare to the most brazen, the most hardened, or the most desperate. Thus,
instructors subtly dissuade students from asking for necessary clarification. How much more
honest to invite those with further questions to meet during office hours .. . or to avoid asking
for further questions entirely. Put-Down Questions are often indications of an instructor's ego-
needs taking precedence over his students' learning needs.

THE FUZZY QUESTION

Example:

a . Do you sort of understand what is the principle behind this?
b. Did you notice this business of friendship?
c. How do you suppose one would get such a thing as that?
d. How about plane mirrors?
e. Does everybody feel somewhAt like that?
f . The question is, can we prove that? Who got some ideas on that?
g. Does that explain what's going on?
h . Anybody care to explain that in different words?
i . Let's do it for the globular duster.
j. Is it in all red giants?

An important function of the classroom teaching-learning process is offering students
opportunities to use the new vocabulary of the course. As instructors, we can model accurate
usage of new terms not only by using them in our own discussion and responses, but also by using
them in our questions. Students are better able and more willing to respond to our questions when
we state clearly what it is we are asking and simultaneously offer some tools with which they
can construct an answer. Compare the following pairs of questions for clarity and the assistance
they offer:

a . Do you sort of understand the principle behind this?
a' . How would you describe the principle which accounts for these graph fluctuations?

b. Did you notice this business of friendship?
b'. In the Iliad, Homer often refers to the friendship between men. How would you explain

his concept of friendship using the examples he cites?

c. How do you suppose one would get such a thing as that?
c'. Using what we've just learned about alleles, how could you account for the offspring's

having these combinations?
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DIVERGENT QUESTIONS

The kind of question probably asked least often in the classroom is what has been variously
called the divergent, the heuristic, or the creative question. Such a question has no "right"
answer. It is an open-ended question, requiring studenb to use both concrete and abstract
thinking to determine for themselves an appropriate response. Students are free to explore the
problem in whatever direction they prefer; they are asked to think creatively, to leave the
comfortable confines of the Imown and reach out for the unknown. This is often more
uncomfortable for the teacher than it is for the students, since the answers he or she receives
calnot be classified as either right or wrong. But this is the fascination and challenge of
divergent questioning. The teacher and the students free themselves to explore hypotheses and
possibilities.

The following are divergent questions:

1. What might happen to our economy if the gasoline automobile were declared illegal
for smog-prevention reasons?

2. If you were stuck on a desert island and the only tool you had was a screwdriver, what
uses might you make of it?

3. What might happen if Congress passed a law preventing the manufacture and sale of
cigarettes in the United States?

4. How wouli the story be different if the character had been strong and healthy instead
of disabled?

5. How would life in the San Francisco Bay Area be different if the bay were filled in?

6. In what way would history have been changed had the Spanish Armada defeated the
English in 1588?

Source unknown
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Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan IX

Objectives:

1. The participants, through discussion
will indicate (Question Element Sequeace)
question distribution, load, gait time for
a class which they taught and taped.

2. The participants will develop a basic knowledge
of reinforcement and corrective feedback.

Content:

See Handout on Corrective Feedback

See Handout on Reinforcements

Activities:

Discussion to Accomplish Objective 1.

Interactive process to accomplish Objective 2.

Assignment:

irom tape of class the participants recorded:

Check for corrective feedback to questions.

Check for reii.torcements given.

Evaluation:

Participation in discussion to indicate Question
Element Sequence.

Participation in the interactive process on
corrective feedback and reinforcements.
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Distribution

Question Types

- Solitary
- Controlled
- Voluntary
- Spontaneous
- Mass

Action Zones

- Personal
- Social
- Semi-rublic
- Public

QUESTION SEQUENCING ELEMENTS

Load

Taxonomy (Cognitive)

- Knowledge
- Comprehension
- Application
- Analysis
- Synthesis
- Evaluation

Taxonomy (Affective)

- Receiving/Attending
- Responding
- Valuing
- Organization

- Characterization

Taxonomy (Psychomotor)

- Reflex Movements
- Basic-Fundamental

Movements
- Perceptual Abilities
- Physical Abilities
- Skilled Movements
- Non-Discursivs

Communication

Wait Time

Self-Fulfilling Prophecy

- Gender
- Ethnic/Racial

- Ability
- Conduct

Student Response Teacher Response

Targeted Verbal
Reinforcement

- Polarity

- Area
- Focus

Expansion

- Active Listening
- Probing Questions
- Clarifying

Questions
- Paraphrasing

Feedback

(Shephern;Gallaber)



TARGETEr) "ERR:a RF.INFORCEMF,NTS
Reinforcements are teacher ronser irtpruiPd ircreace (acceptance), decrease(rejection) or extmguish (igncre) indk ideal and/or group atipris. s reinforce-ment may be classified as a **targeted verbal reinfa-c-ernene if it contains clarityof: polarity. a-ea, and focus. It should be noted tha clarity does not incluc:the codes: 13; q.

CodesPolarity
A. AcceotanceTeacher responses intended to increase

the frequency of occurrence.B. Rejection--Teacher responses intended to decrease
the frequency of occurrence.C. Withhold or IgnoreTeacher responses which neitheraccept nor reject the occurrence. 13*11. 1,rea

A. Affective managementTeacher responses which stressthe affective content or context of the occurrence.B. Behavior managementTeacher responses which stressthe physical conduct or bahavior of the occurrence.C. Cognitive managementTeacher responses which stressthe cognitive content or context of the occurrence.D. Unidentified managementTeacher responses which donot identify/specify the affective, behavior, and/orcognitive content, conduct and/or context of theoccurrence.

Focus
A. GroupTeacher responses directed toward group(i.e., "This group is analyzing carefully."

"This class is talking too frequently.")B. IndividualTeacher responses directed toward
individual (i.e., "I like the way Tom is
synthesizing the problem." "Yes, Mike, your ieelingthat ... Is reasonable." "No, 16 is not correct,Gene." "Rill, sit down.").

C. QuestionableTeacher responses not specifically
directed toward either individual or group (i.e.,
"Those are good ideas." "Sit down." "There is toomuch talking." "I see good listeners.")

*The prr.sence of codes: 11; u; q indicates that the reinforcement is not targeted.

G. D. Shepherd
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FEEDBACK

The value of practice and feedback in improving learning is one
of the m,Dst consistent findings from teacher effectiveness literature
(Brophy and Good, 1986; Rosenshine and Stevens, 1986).

Specific feedback is clear about what was right or wrong
in response. Interestingly this characteristic is not always present.

Mr. Smith: "What kind of relationship must exist if triangles
are similar, Jim?"
Jim: "Their sides have equal lengths."
Mr. Smith "No, that's not right. Don?"

Mr. Smiths' response told Jim nothing about his answer other
than it was wrong. As a result, it did not aid in his understanding of
similar triangles, nor did it assist other listen ig students in a similar
state of confusion.

Look at the following example!

Mr. Smith: "What kind of relationship must exist if triangles
are similar, Jim?"
Jim: "Their sides have equal lengths."
Mr. Smith: "Not quite Jim. If respective sides of two triangles
are equal, the triangles would be congruent. Now, what kind of
relationship must they have if they're similar, Jim?"

Feedback that is contingent on performance relates the teacher's
response to the student's answer.

Mrs. Locke: "How does the direction of the ocean current off
the coast of Chile affect the rcinfall in the Chilean desert?"
Tim: "Since the current comes from the south, the water is cold
The air over the water is then more dense than that over the land,
so the air that moves landward is warmed rather than cooled, so it
doesn't tend to rain. As a result, a desert is there."
Mrs. Locke: "Yes, good answer."
Mrs Locke: "Excellent description of the relationship among
ocean currents, density, convection, and rainfall. These
cause-and-effect relationships are important to understand
the weather. Fine answer, Tim!

Mrs. Locke's first response simply acknowledged the student's
response with a statement of general praise. By contrast, Mrs. Locke's
second response gave the class in general, and Tim in particular, specific
information as to why the answer was a good one. If a pattern of using
this type of praise is established, students develop an understanding of
the criteria for desirable answers, and, as a result, the general quality
of answers over time is increased. In addition, logical connections
between ideas are reinforced.
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Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan X

Objectives:

1. The participants, through discussion
will indicate corrective feedback and
reinforcements for a class which they
taught and taped.

2. The participants will view and discuss

data collected by the faculty member in
previously taught classes.

Content:

The participants will be given handouts on:

Questions from Observations

Instructor Responses after Student Response

Student Questioning Sequence

Charts Showing Student Participation

Activities.

Discussion to Accomplish Objective 1

Discussion to Accomplish Objective 2

Evaluation:

Participation in Discussions.
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Questions from Observations:

What were we talking about yesterday?

What is the first thing to do in Stating the Problem?

What is the dark red cell layer here?

What are our six topics? --Arlene

Are these cells living or dead?

Establish criteria for what?

What were the two obstacles?

What does studying lead to?

Mike--What is characterization?

What is the green color in these cells?

Somebody give me a scenario as to what is going to
happen Thursday?

What does rehersal mean?

What are we looking for in Interpersonal Communica'don
within the group?

What are these cells? (points to the slide)

What are the types of plant propagation?
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Instructor responses after student response:

Right
OK
Alright
Yep
Yea
Repeated Answer
Good
Exactly
Yea - the relationship - Patricia
Wrong

En Masse question---Patricia Answers---Yes--The Relationship is--
Patricia

Solitary Question to Bruce---Bruce answers---Right
Repeats Answer
Expands

Solitary Question to Patricia---Patricia Answered----Ok
Directed another question to Patricia---No Answer--

Instructor Answered

En Masse question (Statement of the Problem) --- several students answe

What else? --- Kim ---- Answer ---- Right
How else? Jenifer -- Answer --- OK
Last Characteristic? --- En Masse --- Beth Answered --- OK

En Masse Question --- Several Students Give an Answer Yep

IPS



Student Questioning Sequence

Student asked question (student mumbles)
Instructor responded to student

Same student asked question
Instructor to student

Same student asked question
Instructor to student

Same student asked question
Instructor to student

Same student asked question
Instructor to student

Same student asked question
Instructor to student

Same student asked question
Instructor to student

Same student asked question
Instructor to student

A 3 minute sequence
Information shared between student and instructor only""""

Student initiates question(student mumbles)
Instructor repeates question
Instructor answers question

I Pp
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Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan XI

Objectives:

Discussion and Role Play Concerning Discussion

The participants will participate in an interactive
discussion on the teaching method 'Discussion."

The participants will participate in role play
activities on incidents concerning "Discussion."

Content:

Video tapes concerning incidents on discussion.

Handout "Using Class Discussion As A Teaching Tool."

Develop participants ability to view tapes and
analyze for attributes of the discussion
method.

Activities:

Interactive process to discuss the teaching method

"Discussion" indicating attributes of the method.

View tapes on incidents concerning discussion and have the
participants role play.

Have the participants analyze the role playing situations
for attributes of the discussion method.

Evalua.ion:

Student participation in the discussion.

Student participation in the role playing activities.

-- -
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USING CLASS DISCUSSION
AS A TEACHING TOOL

WHAT IS CLASS DISCUSSION?

Periods of classtime during which the faculty member or a discussion leader guides student
discussion of specific course content for learning purposes.

WHY USE rr?

Active participation in good discussion is stimulating, bringing greater ege-involvement in the
subject matter through the process. It gives the instructor an opportunity to check student
understandings and to note, and sometimes change, their attitudes towards specific content. It
can add variety and change-of-pace to the semester.

WHEN TO USE IT?

It is just one teaching tool and therefore need not totally substitute for any other such as
lecturing. It is best used after the dass has a common knowledge base on a spedfic yea gained
through reading and research. It is best for subject matter which involves application,
analysis, synthesis, and interpretations of material rather than collections of facts. It is vital
to the "Case Method" and many graduate seminars.

HOW DOES THE INSTRUCTOR PREPARE?

In the previous class, talk about student role and preparation. The discussion topic should be
roughly outlined and divided into major sub-heads with 3-4 key study questions framed for
each section with approximate timing to be used for each section. Students should get this
ahead of time.

HOW DO STUDENTS PREPARE?

With common readings, specific research on segments, study of outline given.

HOW TO ARRANGE THE ROOM?

Discussion takes place most effectively when studentscan be face-to-face, rather than in
lecture-style seating. Approximations of a circle provides the best facilitation for
participation.

HOW SHOULD THE DISCUSSION BE LED?

Faculty need to understand the neutral-guidance-questioner role of the leader as a facilitator.
Care must be taken that lengthy lectures are not given by the faculty member because only brief
factual inputs may be needed. Restraint and patience are required rather than domination.

Funk, F. (1987). Using class discusJion as a teaching tool. Presentation at the Seminar on Teaching,
Syracuse University, February.
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The leader should:

1. Introduce the topic and its importance, briefly.

2. Men6on sub-areas to be covered and timing for each.

3. Give simple ground rules: each should speak up without being called upon, address each
o ther.

Get discussion started with a prepared first quesdon: short, stimulating, easy to have
an opinion about. Wait it outsomeone will pick it up.

5. Guide group thinking, impartially and without 'alking too much yourself, by using
questions as your guidance tool to probe, chalkmge, rephrase their comments.
(For question types, sce Chronicle, 7-25-84)

6. Summarize what has been said periodically then redirect the group to the next topic
sub-area with a new question.

7. Be generally accepting; don't constantly make evaluative comments that punish and
reward, rather ask examining questions.

8. Encourage general participat;In by using questions such as: "How do the rest of you feel
about this?" or "Are there other reactions?"

9. Keep the discussion "on track". If it seems to be on a tangent, ask the group about the
connection to the subject

10. Listen carefully and ask impromptu probing questions which make the students examine
their views carefully, cite evidence for views, examine assumptions, and raise the
abstraction level.

HOW SHOULD IT BE ENDED?

1. Allow time at the end for a summary by the leader or the group. Invite the group's
agreement on the summary.

2. Give the class a feeling of accomplishment by suggesting that it was a fruitful exchange
of important ideas.

3. Suggest next steps or assignment to follow-up.

4. Evaluate results after class for issues ignored or key questions only partially considered.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Good classroom discussion is not a bull-session exchange of ignorance where students just talk in
an undirected way and the faculty member just listens. Sloppy thinking, lack of facts or
unexamined opinions are not good discussion. On the other hand, a kind of "fishing-game"
discussion is also not appropriate. This is where the faculty member conducts discussion (really
recitations) until a student stumbles on the "right" or faculty answer.
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Critical Moments in College Teaching

Videotapes Produced at Indiana University

/
Tape #2

I. Students' Personal Concerns and Conflicts

Student's personal problems create academic
problems

Student develops attachment to teacher
Student stops coming to class; why?
Teacher-student conflict
Student protests exam grade

II. Student/Class Concerns and Conflicts

Incident 1: Class is uncooperative with teacher
2: Student sleeps in classN

3: Overly talkative student"

. 4: Students whispering in class
5: Minority student feels alienated in class
6: Student disrupts/clowns in class
7: Student needs lots of inclass explanations
8: Student introduces lots of personal ideas
9: Student-student conflict in discussion

Incident 1:

" 2:

" 3:
N 4:
.

5:

Tape #3

III. Minority Students' Concerns & Conflicts

Incident 1: Student: teacher & text ignores minority students
. 2: Minority student feels alienated in class

3: Several students pc;Lest class material
. 4: Student protests being spokesperson for all

Blacks
5: Student protests personal treatment
6: Student feels different from other students .

IV. Grades: Emphasis and Impact

Incident 1: "I need an A. What do I have to do to get an A?"
2: Student feels teacher has a grudge againsthim.

. 3: Student requests extra work .

. 4: Is attendance required?

. 5: Older student feels grades are unimportant.

. 6: Female student: "What can I do to get an A?"

V. Written Assi nments: Em hasis and Impact

Incident 1: Working student needs extension on term paper.
2: Medical problem in family; needs more time.
3: Minority students: why all low grades?"

4: How to evaluate unconventional paperII

5: Student does poor on remedial work
. 6: Possible plagiarism

VI. Exams: Em hasis and Im act
J74

Incident 1: Possible cheating saucing exam
2: Student feels exams were unduly difficult

. 3: Teacher-class conflict oil date of exam



Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan XII Inquiry and Notes and Notetaking

Objectives:

The participants will participate in activities
to develop a basic knowledge and use of the Inquiry
Method.

The students will participate in an interactive
discussion on the value of notes and the notetaking
process.

Conten,::

The learning cycle will be used to develop the
Inquiry Process. This involves the processes
of exploration, invention, and expansion. The

concept attainment model will be used as a
participatory activity to develop this process.

Information on notes and notetaking will be taken
from an article on "Notes and Notetaking" from the
Teaching Processor.

Activities:

Student will participate in the activity using
the "Concept Attainment Model" to develop
an understanding of the Inquiry Process.

Student will participate in an interactive process
on "Notes and Notetaking."

Assignment:

Read McKeachie--Chapter 30--Student
Ratings of Faculty.

Evaluation:

Participation in the Concept Attainment Activity
and the interactive process on notes and notetaking.
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methods or discipline, motivation, and evaluation tailored to produce the behaviors
desired? Are methods merely tricks, games, and simulations? Is there a method that
characterizes the natural behavior of a child when learning?

Answers to such questions are found in the literature and can be observed in the ;
behaviors of practicing teachers Each teacher assumes, adopts, adapts, and develops z,

something called "method" (see Chapter 4).
Method or methodology is a descriptive term used to label the tncher's prom- I,

dures, manipulations, and facilitations of content, control, and learning. The frag-
mentation of methods into the separate compartments of social studies methods, sci-
ence methods, language arts methods, and so forth, seems to be lessening. The
method or methodology of good teaching is now being viewed as a concomitant ele-
ment of a good learning environment rather than as the functional means of trans-
mitting content. For example, evaluation procedures are similar whether the context
of the evaluation is in reading, arithmetic, or behavior.

Thus, the traditional source of methods, the subject being transmitted, is being I
replaced or supplemented through an analysis of a supportive learning environment.

Premise. Method, or methodology, is a descriptive term used to label those pro- f
cedures, techniques, manipulations, and facilitations of content and the learning .
environment which are performed by teachers. A strategy of curriculum instruction 1..t.

must include an element providing for the creation, selection, and evaluation of k
:smethodology. !..

Traditionally, methods have been derived from those content and control-oriented .
behaviors which we choose to reinforce. Consequently, methods of reading, mathe- t.
matics, science, social studies, and so forth, were developed along with presentation
procedures (for example, lecture, discussion, demonstration, read-recite-test, and .

drill). To facilitate the reinforcing of behaviors, methods of rewarding, punishing, :.

restricting, and controlling were developed. ;

Where and what are the sources of methodology? Is it the content and its topics? i..'

Is it information transmission and packaging? Or is it the psychology of behavior .

modification? A strategy must accommodate the source or sources for the develop-
ment of methodology.

The strategy proposed here will present "inquiry" as the source of methodology. .

Inquiry is defined as the processes of exploration, invention, and expansion which 1:.

describe the learner's interactions within a learning environment. The strategy will :
refer only to inquiry as method. The other performances by teachers upon the learn-
ing environment will be refe ' to as procedures, techniques, manipulations, and
facilitations.

.

The selection of inquiry as the method of the strategy is not done to devalue the
supportive procedures, techniques, manipulations, and facilitations employed by the t:
teacher, but rather to provide a framework from which those teacher performances
may be created, selected, or adapted. Inquiry provides a normative description of the ;:,-

processes of interaction employed by learners. Teacher perform nces arc then :.
deployed to fit and further stimulate the inquiry processes of exploration, invention, !
and expansion. r

e
i.;

r.



Chapter 5 / Curriculum Strategy 183

Exploration. The initial phase of inquiry is the process of exploration. When con-
franted with an environment, a potential learner begins to sort, identify, and label
those properties and characteristics of the environment that are familiar. This is not
necessarily a random process because the recognition of what is familiar serves as
the catalyst for the organization of the learners' behaviors. Learners must do this for
themselves. They cannot be told what is familiar to them. Although the environment
can be equipped to facilitate the learner's identification of what is familiar, familiar-
ity is ultimately a function of the learner's developmental level and previous
experiences.

An understanding of Piaget helps in equipping the learning environments with
objects, events, actions, and data which are appropriate to the developmental level
of a learner. The appropriate equipping of the environment maximizes opportunities
for the learner during exploration to interact with the familiar, thus increasing the
likelihood of that particular learning environment's being perceived and processed
by the learner This is crucial, as successful exploration is a prerequisite to a suc-
cessful learning cycle. Teacher performances (procedures, techniques, manipula-
tions, and facilitations) can then be selected, designed, and adapted to further pro-
mote exploration.

The techniques of demonstration, for example, can be employed as a powerful
means for furthering exploratory behaviors. When employed during the exploration
phase of inquiry, demonstration would be planned around an equipped environment
appropriate to the learner's developmental level. The demonstration would display
the properties and characteristics of the objects and actions involved in the learning
activity, and discussion during the demonstration would identify them. The discus-
sion during the demonstration would emphasize the observation of the "what's" and
"how's," rather than the "why's" of the event or situation. The other information
presentation procedures (for example, lecture discussion, reading assignments, and
media) would be adapted in similar ways during the exploration phase of inquiry.
The manipulations and facilitations f individuals into groups, committees, field
trips, or other units would also be adapted during exploration to emphasize the
observations and interactions of the learner with the equipped environment.

Invention. The second phase of inquiry is the process of invention. Invention occurs
as a result of the learner's explorations. W'hatever intake the learner has experienced
during the exploration is now reorganized. During invention, the learner clusters and
groups the inputs of explorations into a thscription, an explanation, a classification,
or a hypothesis. The power of the invention as a stage for additional learning is
dependent upon the exploration phase 1 inquiry. If the stimuli available and the
procedures emplo.ed during exploration have been appropriate to the learner's devel-
opmental level, there the learner's invention(s) will be self-actualizing.

The performances employed by the teacher during the process of invention are
designed to emphasize the learner's choosing, displaying, and prizing of personally
derived inventions. These performances may also be utilized to clarify the learner's
use of inputs from personal exploration. However, teaching procedures of telling and
drilling seem inappropriate during invention because learners possess the classifica-
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184 Part I f Vanabk Ere.ironments

tions. descriptions, explanations, and hy potheses which are fundamental to their
present and future len,rnings. Therefore, the manipulations and facilitations of dis-
cussing, quev..ioi;. displaying. and acting seem more appropriate Although the
technique af lecturing, for example, can be employed to present the teacher's inven-
tions for the learner's exploration, the learner's inventions must be displayed individ-
ually: no -me elst: processes th.m. The teacher performances during invention stress
the learner's output behaviors of speaking and writing, rather than the input behav-
iors of listening and reading.

The potential for future self-directed behaviors of the learner will nest within the
inventions. Learners who are not self-directive have probably been blocked from the
development of inventions, for exploration behaviors tend to leave the learner with
only what is presently familiar. Inventions guide and direct behaviors in both familiar
and new environments. The teacher within the modern elementary school provides
time, gentleness, and patience to the learner, and facilitates an environment to honor
the learner's inventions.

Expansion. The third phase of inquiry is expansion. Expansion occurs as a result
of the learner's inventions, and this process begins when the learner's behaviors are
directed toward them. Expansion is the testing of an invention's adequacy. Does it
work? Will it account fcr new objects, actions, events, or situations? Expansion
serves to strengthen, establish, modify, or destroy inventions, and even if the expan-
sion systems displace4 inventions, they serve powerful and useful functions. For
example, the behaviors based upon the testing of an incompleted invention foster
modification of invention behaviors, which then become more adequate or
comprehensive.

Teacher performances c-nployed during expansion are designed to guide the learn-
ers to "find out" :he strength. logic, and integrity of their inventions. These teaching
behaviors act as a catalyst which supplies the learner with the means for verifying
an mvention. Within the modern elementary bc:lool. tne teacher serves as a 'means
for verification," not as an "external verifier" (far example, "ihat's right," or
"That's wrong"). As with exploration, teacher performances may be employed to
support both the input and output te haviors of listening, speaking, reading. cnd writ-
ing. The informatic,n-presenting techniques are now modified to provide means,
examples, and illustrations to test and find out about an invention. Just as with
exploration and invention, the behaviors of expansion must be appropriate for the
developmental level of the learner. For example, a preoperational learner who cannot
mentally reverse an action cannot use reversal as a means for expansion.

Some incomplete inventions will eventually be confirmed through expansion, as a
function of a learner's developmental level and experiences. When changes oLcur in
either the developmental level or experiences of thc learner, each invc.mion contains
the seeds of its own modification. Therefore, the comprehensiveness and adequacy of
an expansion system and its impact upon an invention should be perceived : s a con-
tinuum. A concrete operational learner will abandon the invention and ex...ansion
systems of the preoperational learner. Be patient! Each successful inquiry cycle
increases the readiness for changes in both the developmentai level and experiences
of the learner.

1
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SITUATION 5.4 Invite several practicing teachers to explain and/or describe some
of their methods Analyze their descriptions in light of the criteria provided in this
section and the appr4nate sections from Chapter 4.

Coordinating Phases of Inquiry. Successful inquiry will usually include several
cycles through the processes of exploration, invention, and expansion. If affective
blocks do not occur when an expansion system displaces an invention, the learner
will return to exploration, recreate an invention, and reapply an expansion system.
Piaget used the term "disequilibrium" for this recycling of an unsupported invention.
He further stated that each equilibrium (an affirmed invention) contains the poten-
tial seeds for future disequilibrium. In order for recycling and its companion "dis-
equilibrium" to occur, the manipulations and facilitations must be very supportive
of the need for affective reinforcement. A more comprehensive discussion of Piaget
was given in Chapter 1.

A potential source, then. for the reinforcement procedures of classroom control is
the inquiry cycle. As learners are directed through inquiry, the intrinsic energy avail-
able for interacting with the learning environment is magnified, thereby reducing
somewhat both the energy available and the learner's need to engage in other behav-
iors. According to the proposed strategy. the reward and punishment systems of a
classroom would be judged in terms of its reinforcement of the learners as they
experience inquiry (see Fig. 5.4).

Inquiry as an elemer within the strategy provides a meeting ground for what is
presently identified as =hods of reading, arithmetic, social studies, and other sub-
jects. The content topics of all these areas of study can be arropriate to inquiry
when selected by structure. the first element of the strategy. Therefore, inquiry can
ue the method which unites the behaviors of learning with the vehicles of content
drawn from reading, arithmetic, social studies, and so on. More specific examples of
this uniting function of inquiry will be provided in Part II.

Inquiry as an element of the strategy also provides a foundation for the selection
of teacher performa,Ices. This foundation enables a teacher to answer, for example,
the question: "Is the procedure of drill good or bad?" Without a foundationin this
case, inquiryit has been suggested th2( the question has no answer. Vv'ith the foun-
dation of inquiry, drill can be evaluated as a technique useful for establishing at a
high efficiency level those inventions affirmed through expansion. Drill is useless dur-
ing exploration or expansion. 4nother nonquestion, "Is media good or bad?" has no
answer without a foundation (inquiry). Media can be adopted to serve exploration
or discovery The objects. actions, events, and situations of the media are to be
appropriate to the behaviors of exploration or expansion. Without additional adap-
tions, media adapted for exploration would not serve expansion well.

Managing the Learning Environment

The follouing six elements are viewed by the proposed strategy as central to the
management of a learning environment: ( I) questions: (2) cues: (3) participation;
(4) corrective feedback: (5) reinforcement; and (6) time on task These six are prime
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Theory
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Figure 5.4 The inquiry cycle. (For strategv, se* Figure 5.7, p. 194.)
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Course 2

Ceneric College Teaching

Lesson Plan XIII

Objectives:

The students will participate in an interactive
discussion on "Review Sessions."

The participants, through discussion will indicate
(QuAstion Element Sequence) question distribution
load, wait time and teacher response, and student
participation from data which the faculty member
collected from a class observed. (That the participants
Taught)

The participations will develop an evaluation form
to give to the students in the classes they teach.

Content:

Information on "Review Sessions" will be taken from
an article on "Exam Review Sessions" from the
Teaching Professor.

Handout on data summary from observation of
the participants classes.

Handout of University Evaluation Forms.

Activities:

Student will participate in an interactive
process on "Exam Review Sessions."

Discussion un Data Summary to accomplish
objective 2.

Through an interactive process the participants
will develop an evaluation form of questions
to illicit information which does not appea:
on standard evaluation forms from the students
in classes which they teach.

Assignment:

Administer ute evaluation form to the students
in their classes and summarize the information.

I R1



Evaluation:

Participation in the interactive process on
Exam Review Sessions and the discussion
on Data Summary.

Participation and the development of an
Evaluation form.

1P2
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Exam Review Sessions
"Are you going to spend time reviewing for the

exam?" students frequently quer y instructors. Some-
times the question is more blatant: "Are you going
over what's going to be on the exam:" Students do
not expect to be told what the exam items are, but
they're ho, -rig to discover as many details a they can
possibly squeeze out. of the instructor.

This kind of student pressure causes many faculty
members to wonder about the value and purpose of
exam review sessions. Should they be incorporated
into already-crowded course calendars? Do students
perform better on exams if instructors include review
sessions? More important, do review sessions con-
tribute to the long-term retention of course content?
Do st.s ... ins like these he:p students better cope with
exam anxiety? How can the sessions be formatted?
What abcut mechanics like time, attendance, par-
ticipation of TAs, and so on?

The case for offering review sessions rests on two
principal arguments: The sessions do contribute to the
learning potential of exams, and they do help students
cope with exam anxiety. In the first case, review ses-
sions help students beiler learn the centent by creat-
ing accurate expectations about how knowledge of the
content will need to be demons..rated, and how
detailed that knowledge needs to be. The session- can
be designed to give students an opportunity to practice
the skills needed on the exam.

Helping students cope with exam anxiety is equally
important. Some students feel so much anxiety that
their performance on the exam suffers. They know
the content, they can solve the problems, but the pres-
sure of the situation prevents them from demonstrat-
ing that knowledge. Instructors point out that stu-
dents must lsarn to cope with anxiety, to perform
under pressure, but few can point to jobs in the "real"
world that require students to perform under college
examination conditions. The prercess of reviewing
under an instructor's guidance, with his encourage-
ment, bolsters students' confidence. Information about
exam logistics, like the number and format of the ques-
tions, helps them relax and concentrate on content.

November, 1988

As far as empirical evidence is concerned, the ef-
fects of review sessions on learning outcomes does not
rank as one of the well-researched topics in higher
education. However, instructors who monitor student
participation in review sessions and scores on exams
report a positive correlation between the two.

In fact, one faculty member we know significantly
increases attendance at the review session for the
second exam by posting on the board the average
score of students who attended the first exam review
next to the average for those who didn't. He reports
the average of those attending has never failed to be
higher. He ov.__. grudgingly admit that the difference
may not result from the review session as much as
from student ability (we all know who attends volun-
tary review sessions), but even so the difference
serves to motivate a number of students, and that's
his objective.

Ways to Go
As for format, instructors use a variety of them,

but consider these three fairly common approaches.
The first might be called the open question period.
Here the instructor simply makes himself available to
the students; they set the agenda. They decide what
questions to ask, what problems they'd like solved, or
what parts of the reading they want reviewed. If they
only ask questions for five minutes, so be it, and the
rviiew session ends.

This approach does give students the opportunity to
clarify those parts of the content they don't under-
stand. However, it fails to establish content priorities
or focus. Frequently this approach lends itself to the
20-questions routine, with students trying to weasel
as much information from faculty as possible. The
learning potential of the session diminishes to the de-
gree students get into the mode of asking, "Do we
have to know x for the exam?* "Will there be ques-
tions on x?" Some instructors all try to provide stu-
dents an open questioning arena, but focus questions,
possibly even recasting some, by having students sub-
mit them prior to the review. Discussion of those ques-
tions takes precedence over questions students bring
to, or that arise during, the review session itself.J Kj,



Questons Observed in Students Classes:

What does primary do? Lance

Mike, Can you help him?
Rich, Redeem Yourself
Oh!! Rich Wrong Guess

In Eastern U.S., What Vegetative Biome will you find?

Yes

What about center of the U.S.
Yes

Whats responsible for north south trend? Kevin
Yes

Why do we see such a complex vegetation in that area.
(Talking about Cent Am)

Right-Jerry

Anybody Know what Primary sector is? (Spontaneous)

What are two extractors?

Somebody geve me a definition or something about Entrepreneur.
Anybody want to add to that?

Anybody know what bauxite is?
Aluminum Ore

What does the U.S. predominately depend on for Power? (Spontaneous)
Repeated answers

In order to maximize profit -minimize cost, where would an
Orange Juice factory be located---Florida or New York?

Can you think of any other pool of Professionals
Student says--Air Traffic Controllers

How about Pilots?

Students put on scene:

Asked for Critique
Todd Responded
OK Tod very good comment

Laura what do you think?

David What do you think?
Great comment

What are three types of Memory?
Instructor answered the question

What are some implications of Memory?

Student responds--J R4



What are other Implicatfons?
No response

What about other strategies?
Student answers
Thats exactly right

Any other Implications?
Student answers

Have you ever seen Pneumonic Technique?
No response

Any other techniques to improve memory?
No response

Do you remember chunking?

What happens if reherse message--would you remember it better or not?
Student says yes.

What would happen if suppressed fires in grasslands -- Kevin
Right

What happens when suppre.s fires in Pine area?
Student answers
Uh Huh

Can anybody give me a natural cause of fires in the Ecosystem? Jerry
Student answers

Any other reasons for pattern on N.A. Continent
Student answers
Jerry - right

Who is ruler of Libya?

Is he a terriost?

Ruler of Eg7pt here two weeks ago?

Where did Bush take him?

P5
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1. :,d this cc.0ree fulfill ,.our e pect:zions-,

2. Would ou re:ommend that other students :awe this
course--

3. List any distracting mannerisms displayed by your
instructor.

4. Comment on the amount of material covered in a
single class period.

E. what aspects of this course were most valuable an what
were least valuable')

6. Were the maJor assignments e<plained adequately'
#.41wa>.s Often Sometimes Seldom Never

)P\ What do you think the policy should be regarding
attendance and tardiness for this class?

letA ' i
--

8. What additional topics would you like to see included
in this course7d

1 P 6



Course 2

Generic College Teaching Skills

Lesson Plan XIV

Objectives:

The participants will participate in a discussion
to reveal the information gathered from the
evaluations which they developed and administered
to their students.

The participants will participate in an interactive
process concerning "Student Ratings of Faculty"
from Chapter 30 of McKeachie.

The participants will evaluate Course 2 (Generic
College Teaching Skills).

Content:

Interactive Process on Student Ratings of Faculty:
Do Student Ratings Measure Teaching Effectiveness?
What Factors Irfluence Student Ratings of Teaching?
Reliability of Student Ratings.

Activities:

Discussion on information gathered from the
evaluations which they d(tveloped and administered
to their students.

Interactive process conclrning "Student Ratings
of Faculty".

Evaluation of Course 2.

Evaluation:

Participation in Discussion, Interactive Process
and evaluation of Course 2.



A Teacher Behavior Inventory
is Completed on Each Student

by the Grant Faculty.

This is returned to the
S:udent During a Summative

Conference.
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TEACHER BEHAVIORS INVENTORY

Instr ...lotions

In this inventory you are asked to assess specific classroom behaviors. This information is for the
purposes of instructional analysis and improvement. Please try to be both thoughtful and candid in your responses
so as to maximize the value of feedback.

Your judgments should reflect that type ci teaching you think Is best for this particular course. Try to
assess each behavior independently rather than letting your overall impression determine each IndMdual rating.

Each section of the inventory begins with a definition of the category of teaching to be assessed in that
section. In Scale 1, for each specific teaching behavior, please indicate the observed frequency of occurrence. For
Scale II please indicate your judgement concerning the appropriateness of t'le frequency of occurrence for the
observed lesson.

Scale 1
1 = not observed
2 = rarely
3 = sometimes
4 = often
5 = almost always

Scale 2
1 wi Increase
2 = make no change
3 = decrease

DAty: method used to explain or clarify concepts
and principles

Scale I Scale il

Provides several examples of each concept 12345 123
Uses concrete examples to explain and illustrate

concepts and principles
12345 123

Fails to define new or unfamiliar terms 12345 123
Repeats difficult ideas several times 12345 123
Stresses most important points by pausing, speaking

slowly, raising voice and so on
12345 123

Uses graphs or diagrams to facilitate explanation 12345 123
Points out practical applications of concepts 12345 123
Answers Students' questions thoroughly 12345 123
Suggests ways of memorizing complicated Ideas 12345 123
Writes key terms on chalkboard or overhead screen 12345 123
Explains subject matter In familiar language 12345 123

Enthusiasm: use of non-verbal behavior to solicit
student attention and interest

Speaks in dramatic or itt.pressive way 12345 123
Moves about while lecturing 12345 123
Gestures with hands or arms 12345 123
Exhibits facial gestures or expressions 12345 123
Avoids eye contact with students 12345 123
Walks up aisles beside students 12345 123
Gestures with head or body 12345 123
Tells Jokes or humorous anecdotes 12345 123
Reads lecture verbatim from prepared notes or text 12345 123
Smiles or laughs while teaching 12345 123
Shows distracting mannerisms 12345 123

Interaction: techniques used to foster students' class participation
Encourages students' questions and comments

during lectures
12345 123

Criticizes students when they make errors 12345 123
Praises students for good ideas 12345 123
Provides corrective feedback 12345 123
Asks questions of IndMdual students 12345 123
Asks questions of class as a whole 12345 1 k 3
Incorporates students' ideas into lecture 12345 123



Interaction: (continued)
Presents challenging. thought-provoking ideas 12345 123
Uses a variety of media and activities in class 12345 123
Ask: rhetorislal questions 12345 123

Organization: ways of organizing or structuring subject matter
Uses headings or subheadings to organize lectures 12345 123
Puts outline of lecture on chalkboard or overhead screen 12345 123
Clearly indicates transition from one topic to the next 12345 123
Gives preliminary overview of lecture at beginning of class 12345 123
Explains how etich topic fits into the course as a whole 12345 123
Begins class with a review of topics covered last time 12345 123
Periodically summarizes points previously made 12345 123

Pacing: rate of information presentation, efficient use of time
Dwells excessively on obvious points 12345 123
Digresses frorn major theme of lecture 12345 123
Covers very little material in class sessions 12345 123
Checks if students understand before proceeding

to next topic
12345 123

Sticks to the point in answering students' questions 12345 123

Dissicure: explicitness concerning course requirements and grading criteria
Advises students as to how to prepare for tests or exams 12345 123
Provides sample exam questions 12345 123
Tells students exactly what is expected of them

on tests, essays or assignments
12345 123

States objectives of each lecture 12345 123
Reminds students of test dates or assignment deadlines 12345 123
States objectives of course as a whole 12345 123

Speech: characteristics of voice relevant to dlssroom teaching
Stutters, mumbles or slurs words 12345 123
Speaks at appropriate volume 12345 123
Speaks clearly 12345 123
Speaks at appropriate pace 12345 123
Says *um% "eh or other habit words 12345 123
Voice lacks proper modulation (veaks in monotone) 12345 1 23

Rapport: quality of interpersonal relations between teacher and students
Addresses indMdual students by name 12345 123
Announces availability for consultation outside of claw 12345 123
Offers to help students with problems 12345 123
Shows tolerance of other points of view 12345 123
Talks with students before or after class 12345 123
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Cturse III

Culture of the Academic Enterprise

Course Description:

Culture of the Academic Enterprise is the third of a three course
sequence during which the participants will focus on professional
principles and practices relevant to professoring in the various
content areas. This course will be taught by faculty coordinators who
represent the c:Jntent area of the doctoral candidates.

Goal 1:

This course will contribute to the synthesis of the participants
philosophy of teaching, service, and research.

Objective:

The participants, through attendance and participation, will
develop within their patterns of thinking philosophies within the
areas of teaching, service, and research.

Goal 2:

The participants will develop an understanding of the various
processes of the University system.

Objective:

The participants will identify various processes of the
university system and develop the distinguishing characteristics
of each.

Content Topics:

a. Advising Processes
b. University Organizational Processes
c. Tenure Processes
d. Processes of Academic Freedom
e. Processes of gainin- a position in the University
f. Processes of Publishing, Research, and Grantsmanship
g. Professional service processes internal and external to

the University.

Goal 3:

The participants will develop an understanding of the variou7
ethical and moral issues within the University setting.
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Objective:

The participants will identify the various ethical and moral
issues within the University setting and develop distinguishing
characteristics of each.

Content Topics:

a. Ethnicity
b. Sexual Harassment
c. Ethical Issues
d. Professionalism
e. Conflict of Interest
f. Bias Teaching (Explicit and Implicit)
g. Animal Rights
h. Human Subjects Rights
i. Confidentiality

Course Evaluation:

The grade to be reported at the end of this course will be an "S"
or "U". The criteria to be used for evaluation will be
determined by the iaculty Coordinators directing the work.



Schedule of Events
Course III

Culture of the Academic Enterprise

Week 1

Group Meeting

Week 2

Meet with Faculty Coordinators

Content Topics:

a. Advising Processes
b. University Organizational Processes

Week 3

Group Meeting

Discussion of Content Topics

a. Advising Processes
F. University Organizational Processes

Week 4

Meet wf.th Faculty Coordinators

Content Topics:

a. Tenure Processes
b. Processes of Academic Freedom

Week 5

Group Meeting

Content Topics:

a. Tenure Processes
b. Processes of Academic Freedom

Week 6

Meet With Faculty Coordinators

Content Topics:

a. Processes of Gaining a Position in the University
b. Processes of Publishing, Research and Grantsmanship
c. Professional Service Processes External and Internal

to the T;niversity
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Week 7

Group Meeting

Content Topics:

a. Processes of Gaining a Position in the University
b. Processes of Publishing, Research and Grantsmanship
c. Professional Service Processes External and Internal

to the University

Week 8

Meet with Faculty Coordinators

Content Topics:

a. Ethnicity
b. Sexual Harrassment

Week 9

Group Meeting

Content Topics:

a. Ethnicity
b. Sexual Harrassment

Week 10

Meet with Faculty Coordinators

Content Topics:

a Professionalism
b. Conflict of Interest

Week 11

Group Meeting

Content Topics:

a. Professionalism
b. Conflict of Interest

week 12

Meet with Faculty Coordinators

Content Topics:

a. Bias Teaching (Explicit and Implicit)
b. Expectation of the Applicant and the Institution
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Week 13

Group Meeting

Content Topics:

a. Bias Teaching (Explicit and Implicit)
b. Expectation of the Applicant and the Institution

Week 14

Meet with Faculty Coordinators

Content Topics:

a. Confidentiality
b. Animal Rights
c. Human Subject Rights

Week 15

Group Meeting

Content Topics:

a. Confidentiality
b. Animal Rights
c. Human Subject Rights
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Suminaly
Articles on inside pages

Physicists now Willem 1 the materi-
al oniverse is composed r three fun-
damental oypes of matter Page A4.

Room-temperature fusion has re-
ceived a seprieve from a panel of sci-
entists who say new experiments'
warrant further rescalch: Page A4.

Boston U.'s president, in a new
book. offers solutions to the coun-
try's probkms: Page A13.

Educating teachers on Cahfoonia
Stale U. campuses is everyone's job.
administrators there say: Page A13.

Federal ald programs for colleges
face a Iwo-year revic.v as Congress
prepares to reantbfile the Higher
rduelion of Page A19.

. . U. . r to. e ...

Vietnam Seeks to End

Its Academic Isolation
From Western World

By JONATIIAN M. MOSES
IIC CIII MINII CI1Y, VIETNAM

Vietnam is eager to renew academic lies
with the West.

Cut off room the United States since
1973, when Americans evacuated this
citythen known as Saigonin the face of
advancing North Vietnamese troops. edu-
cators Imre say they are now looking to
develop Western contacts as part of a year-
old campaign to jump-slart their country's
moribund economy.

"We will go anywhereFrance. the
U.S., lapan"to make those connec-
tions, said Tran Tiling Hau, chairman of
the economics department al I Io Chi Minh
City University, in a recent interview.

Scholars bele noted that a lack of funds
made such contacts impossible without
foreign sponsondip. Worts lo create ma-

. I. - - - -

State Governments to Spend $39.3-Balion
on Colleges and Universities in 1989-90
Farm-belt campuses fare well; Northeast prepares for austerity

By scorr JASCIIIK
Stale governments will spend $39.3-bil-

lion on higher education this year, an in-
crease of 14.1 per cent toyer what they
gnat Iwo years ago.

In general, farm-bell stales are providing
generous increases for higher education
this year. while states in the Nom theast are

Budget Cuts, Scandals
Lame Mass. Colleges
FacingSevere Crisis

By GOI.DIE BLUMENSTYK
DOS ION

II I cuts, financial imbroglios. pa-
tron., appointments. turf wars, and n sex- . .

mine frugal Ilum they were two years ago.
according to a study compiled by the Cen-
ter for I ligher liducatkm al Illinois Stale
University. In ihe sindy, Mate appropo ia-
lions are compared with figures from Iwo
years earlier, rither than with those from
the previous year, to limit the influence of
shoot-term fluctuations.

The overall increase is nearly Iwo per-
centage points above the Iwo-year rise last
year.

'the datum arc known widely as "the
Chambers numbers," after M. M. Cham-
bers, who died in 1985. Mr. Chambers. a
prdessor al Illinois Slate, started collect-
ing the infornuot ion in 1958. Since then, the
annual study has become the authoritative
compendium of state support for colleges
and universities.

Ilreo nineties Soloorad ire Oa Shiva
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Teacher

as Counselor and Mentor

Liking students, respecting therr., deriving enjoy-
ment from teaching them was the first 03 f my cardi-
nal rules for good teaching.

Professor of economics

Socrates: Well, my art of midwifery is in most re-
spects like theirs; but differs in that . .. I look after
their souls when they are in labor, and not after
their bodies. Plato, Theaetetus

The teacher is not a therapist and the classroom is not a clinic,

but turning to the teacher is an early option when a student
wonders what went wrong and what to do about it. Teachers
appreciate the anxieties, confusions, conflicts, ar..1 tensions gen-
erated in the academic pressure chamber and are useful sources
of information about course routes and career alternatives. Stu-

dents seek cut their teachers as persons whose judgment is re-
spected and whose confidence is trusted as counselor, mentor,
and friend.
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98 The Essence of Good Teaching

The Teacher as Counselor and Adviser

On occasion, nearly every student looks for count:el
about what is first and second and third on a scale of values.
Conversations that penetrate (or skim) personal turmoils have
always been part of the acadcmk scene, and professionally
staffed counseling centers are well established on most cam-
pines. Learning how to handle worries and frustration is part of

a student's education and, short of therapeutk intervention,
teachers are helpful in guiding students through their personal

curriculum.
Successful counseling amounts to an honest and friendly

iqterchange of opinions and feelingscognition and motivation
apin. Certain safeguards are in order because a student's self-

esteem is too precious to be casually managed, manipulated, or
massaged. In the role of counselor, the teacher is going beyond
knowledge of his subject specialty and will benefit from obser-

vations by thosc more experienced in understanding the dynam-

ics of an individual seeking help and support. Therapeutic spe-
cialists usually affirm that an em at........pAtekittlitude is basic:

Good counseling ... is reflected in the coon-
sclor's respcct for the student's individuality, his
special needs, and his right to accept or rejcct the
information, advice, or assistance being offered. It
rcsts in the counselor's ability to refrain from push-
ing thc student into a preconceived mold or plan of
action. It rests in the sensitivity that sterns from
being tuned in to the feelings and concerns often
underlying the student's words and ideas. Such
feelings as boredom, concern, anxiety, fear, and
sadness are often revealed through subtle voice
qualities, postures, and movements. Above all,
good counsding is depending on the counselor's
ability to enjoy and care for thc students coming
to him" [Bordin, 1969, p. 61.

Prior to entering this intimate relationship, certjn practi-
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cal considerations must be taken into account. Clearly, effec-
tive counst ling is difficult when the teacher is the person who
defines what the student is cxpected to barn and who evalu-
ates the level of achievement. Nevertheless, the first concern is
the well-being of the :tudent as a self-sufficient individual rather
than as a competitor for grades. This distinction is a categorkal
imperative. A second consideration is to recognize that symp-
toms may not be what they seem. It is precarious to project our
own thoughts and feelings into the personal dynamics of some-
one leaning on us. Experienced counselors guard against such in-
trusion, and it is wise to refcr a thoroughly alienated, frustrated,
or emotionally distraught student to a counseling center or A
health clinic to talk with a professional specialist. Thc following
quotation is taken from a report by such a person commenting
to his faculty colleagues about a teacher's responsibility as a
counselor. Korn (1981) is the director of counseling services for
thc University of Michigan's Office of Student Services.

Thcre must be mutt al understanding that
the individuals involved have a right and an obliga-
tion to dcfine the limits of the relationships. Both
persons must have the sense of freedom to say
"that's enough, thank you." It is unfair, and anti-
thetical to promoting individuality, to encounge a
student to expect something in a relationship
which cannot bc delivered because of limitations of
timc, role, or competence. I am describing a rather
delicate bahmce which encourages a sense of trust
on one hand and is explicit about limits on the
other hand.

Most students can make some kind of initial
statement of what they arc looking for, but where
thc student seems confused, frightened, or inarticu-
late, it is necessary to reassure this person that you
recognize his or her conflicting state of mind.

The attitude being suggested here is one of
actively listening. This has a rather special meaning
because it is one of the best ways for obtaining a
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100 The Essence of Good Teaching

sense of the uniqueness of the other person. It in-
volves the formulation of tentative hypotheses
about what is important to the other person and
about the major premises of the individual's belief
system. The essence of this approach is to generate
a hypothesis and test it out. For example, in re-
sponse to a stioknt's stateinent of the problem,
you might say:

You seem upset.
Getting a good grade must be very im-
portant to you.
Not knowing what you want to major in
can be disturbing.
Being bored could make you feel out of
place.

In each of these examples the intent of the
response is twofold: (I) to determine if your per-
ception of the student's experience is accurate; (2)
to focus attention on the student's need to further
explore the significance of what he or she is ex-
plaining (to help articulate awareness).

Another dimension of this exploration phase
is to determine how thc student is conceptualizing
problems. One most tentatively explore the stu-
dent's beliefs about who, what, and why:

(a) Does the student need information about
a course, an academic program, a possible career?

(b) Does the student need an opportunity to
explore new ideas and their relationship to firmly
established prior beliefs?

(c) Is there a need to talk openly about bore-
dom and lack of motivation?

(4) Does the student need a chance to sort
out major confusions about himself or herself or
about a relationship with someone else?

At the same timc you arc deciding on any
combination of these or other problems, it is neces-
sary to decide who is the appropriate person to
take the next step with tke stodent. If you and thc
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student are interested, you may arrange t.lore time
for dialogue. The more difficult circumstances oc-
cur when you are not interested, perhaps due to
time constraints or the feeling that you cannot
help thc student. Making a smooth referral oncc
again requires careful attention to individual differ-
ences. Some students recognize and appreciate thc
complexity of the university and thus are happy to
be informed about other sources of help on cam-
pus. Others arc suspicious, resentful, or afraid to
approach somebody else with problem or ques-
tion. It is necessary to acknowledge whatever the
student is feeling and then to bc clear and firm
about the desirability of the student seeking out
further assistance. This requires that you be in-
formed about other sources of help and that you
indicate to the rtudent that you would like to
know if the referral was helpful [Korn, 1981,

Si
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Acadcmic advLing, like counseling, considers students
co' one by one. The exchange of information dominates these con-

versations, but matters of motivation and aspirations are very
much in the picture. The aim is to helpAn_indixidua_plarLaild_
carry out a course.ot. study appropriate to a particular palm

and ambitions. "yeachers makt. good ad-
Osers be-Cause they understaml thc curricular complexities cn
route to graduation or in preparation for por.graduate work.
Academic advising requires homework to know the intricac :s
of intra- and interdepartmental rides and regulations and to
recognize and relate different courses to a student's future. The
advisory relationship matches the resources and reqnirements of
the school with the resources and the aims of thc individual stu-
dent. The dircctor of the University of Michigan's advisement
program in the liberal arts college pointed to certain considera-
tions about advising:

Advisers need to encourage students to
about why they are in school. In this sense, the ad-
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102 The Essence of Good Teaching

vises is an educator. Too many students select
courses term after term without questioning or
thinking more broadly about what they might ob-
tain from their education. A few perceptive ques-
tions or insightful comments can cause students to
rethink their goals.... The successful academic
adviser offers students a feeling of personal con-
cern within the institution, provides accurate infor-
mationwhich often includes referrals to other
campus agenciesand attempts to help students
discover the best possible fit of their aspirations
with the values of a liberal education [Judge, 1981,

p.61.

Mentor to Students

Certi.jrzl oupsof students are clustered.for speciaLatten-
tion. Of these honors students arc the favored group for men-_
tors' attcntion; they learn quickly, ask challenging questions,
and reflect faculty values. It is rev-Ziaing to su-pport these stu-
dents because it has long been observed that any instructional
program involving bright and motivated students is tioomed to
succeed. This section, however, will examine acting as a mentor
to those students who have problems in the classroom, those
who have not yet acquired the motivation or the techniques for
comprehending quickly what textbooks and teachers have to
say.

Most schools are taking steps to adapt instruction more
effectively for the underprepared student. As Cross (1982- .
1983, p. 1) stated so well, The e is no equality until each stu-
dent is offered the right to do his or her best. Sad to say, we
have not been offering that right either high-achieving or
low-achieving students.... I am convinced that we can return
pride in achievement to education without compromising the
gains that we have made with respect to (equal) access. But to
do so will require major changes in the traditional practices of
educationchanges in our most !usic premises about teaching
and learning." The mentor's effo,t is directed to factors that
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can be changed, such as motivation and study skills. Slow stu-
dents have not had especially pleasant experiencei with I- mai
education and face the grustration of, once again, not doing as
well as they would like. Discouragement comes quickly, and
they need mentors who can counter defensive maneuvering, a
lack of interest, self-defeating attitudes, and the weak study
habits acquired in earlier school ycars. Few college teachers
have had experiences corresponding to those of a student com-
ing in for help and worried about not being able to make it.
Being a successful mentor for such students requires, as does
counseling, empathy and understanding of the dominant role of
affective factors in a student's schoolwork.

Student Underachievers. The academic performance of
some students is noticeably below what might be expected in
light of their scholastic aptitude scores or earlier achievements
in high school. The freshman year is often ii difficult time for
students unaccustomed to high performance demands. For
reasons other than lack of aptitude or not knowing how to

(study, they have trouble with core curricular subjects such as
mathcmatics or with the foreign language requirement. Instruc-
tion may be satisfactory, but it falls on deaf earsmotivation is
weak. Variations of the boredom theme are frequently ex-
pressed. Classes limited to technical procedures, spccific appli-
cations, or taxonomic ordering are, to some students, less stim-
ulating than courses immersed in theory, conceptup' analysis,
problem solving, and the value implications of issues that have
challenged the best minds in history. The values of a liberal edu-
cation do not always sing out by themselves, and the social,
educational, and professional values of the teacher-mentor influ-
ence the soulent's course of action. Motivational redirection is
accomplished by both precept and exampl

Variations of the following question are heard over and
over again when teachers talk about classroom problems: "Ilow
do I motivate the bottom third of my class?" In this instance,
the motivation factor may_he overextendeithecause_the trouble....... ------....---1
may be inadequate scts of study skills.

Basic Skills for Study. fhe first diagnostic appraisal fol-
lowing admission to college should be for competence in read-
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104 The Essence of Good Teaching

ing. Even fairly good readers find their skill inadequate when
faced with the unrelenting pressures of long reading assign-
ments. Poor reading is an ol,viou: ilandicap that can catalyze, if
not ensure:, academic fail.ic. Slow readep cannot move freely
among w;9ds seeking the thread of an idea. Increasing speed,
however, is not equivalent to increasing comprehension, al-
though it may kad in that direction. Good measures of reading
skill arc available, and there arc few excuses for starting stu-
dents through a reading-dominated curriculum without making
the effort to correct reading deficiencies.

In the late 1930s, many American colleges and universi-
ties established remedial reading programs for their students.
Broader supporting services were eventually developed as facul-
ties realized the importance of the larger sct of study skills. Suc-
cessful work as a college student requires a compkx meld, a
combination of reading with writing, writing with thinking, tak-
ing notes from lectures and from reference materials, preparing
for exams, planning and writing term papers, solving sets of
problems, carrying out special projects, and scheduling time for
study and for play. In advising or instructing students along
these lines, one must give careful attention to motivation be-
cause the lack of sustained interest is the most common single
reason for failure to complete a study-skills program. Fortu-
nately, the confidence gained by students who see improvement
in their study habits enhances their motivation and thus their
perseverance. Participation in a study-skills program is an exam-
ple of a justified self-fulfilling cffort.

The ability to express oneself with the written wordto
describe events and to analyze abstract relationshipsis a
tinctive and valued talent. Writing a book report, or poetry, and
everything in between can be improved with supervised prac-
tice, and colleges are finding tkat "Freshman English 101" is
not enough for many students. Comprehensive programs of
diagnosis, training, and evaluation arc being developed to im-
prove the ability of students to write (Bergman, Rubenstein,
and Dunn, 1982). A number of schools are implementing a new
academic requirement: Thc writing competence of each student
is certified by teachers in, for example, an advanced course in a
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student's area of concentration. Learning how to write requires
practice in writing about whatever variety of things students
istudy in their courses. Insofar as they are qualified to do so,
teachers in all departments should assume more responsibility
for the quality of written discourse. This added dimension to
the instnictional task may call for institutional support plus
more extensive research atalyses of the basic skill of writing
(Erase, 1982). Consultation, workshops, and printed informa-
tion might examine appropriate kinds of writing assigmnents
and how to intervene as an evaluator of a paper's organization
and style. It is apprc date, for example, that stndents write pa-
pers aimed at an audience beyond the academic setting, for
example, chcmistry for cooks, history for voters, and manuals
for new owners of home computers.

For better or for worse, and for both teacher and stu-
dent, performance on examinations is the dominant measure of
a student's academic competence. The following chapter exam-
ines testing as a measure of good tcaching, but thc mattcr is
here considered one of the basic study skills. When studying for
an examination, the student is trying to anticipate the mental
gymnastics of the teacher searching for good questions and
framing the answers. Students should have an opportunity to
"practice under game conditions" by taking what might be
called "instructional quizzes."

These tests are not entered into the student's record, but
are used as an instructional guide. In large classes where objec-
tive exams are used, thc teacher might start a class hour with a
multiple-choice quiz of five items. The answers arc self-scored
and a show of hands will probably indicate that most of the stu-
dents made the right choice on most items. This immediately
tells the entire class that neither the teacher nor the test was a
culprit: the test questions are fair and valid. More important,
the teacher can sho% how the questions sample thc substantive
material to be covered on thc ncxt formal examination. A few
such rehearsals will link etc testing thinking of students with
the teacher's approach; anxiety is reduced and the studcnts have
learned about how to prepare for the midterm or final t xamina-
tions. Their study skills have been strengthened. Similar proce-
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106 The Essence of Good Teaching

dures can be followed in providing practice for essay tests. The
extra work required of the teacher is a legitimate demand con-
sidering the importance given to gradirg.

Friendly Instructional Relations. Inside or outside the
classroom, teachers make good friends for students interested_

in getting the mat out of-college. It is easy to be friendly to
ni"-Virilad'iaT----fhoen -Tr7K-1-6luta e e eac er, nit the demand for
this friendly understanding and acceptance exceeds the supply
for nontraditional students. What support can teachers give
those students who stand on thc fringe of the traditional social
mechanisms that developed to serve the interests of young,
robust, white, middle-class men (and some women)? A few in-
stitutional adaptations to the new students are under way:
ramps for the handicapped, service and support units for mi-
norities, and tuition and schedule adjustments for part-time
adult students. Considerably more action by the faculty is
necessary to remove nontraditional students from shadowed
s tanding as second-class scholars.

Sincc this book is about instruction, my analysis of the
teacher as a friend will stay it, the classroom to show how the
demographic attributes of these new students can be used as a
resource for better teaching. My particular vehicle for this
analysis is the adult studznt participating in a formal course of
study. This rapidly expanding group of college students illus-
trates well how a teacher respects the sensitivities of stutknts
and builds instruction on what each studcnt has to offer. A pa-
tronizing attitude is, of course, inexcusable, and this is why par-
ticular attention is given to certain guiding principles for manag-
ing the classroom hour rather than to personal interchanges
between teacher and student.

Specialists in adult education perform a valued service in
making clear the social and institutional changes needed to en-
courage and support lifelong learning (Wolfgang and Dowling,
1981). For the classroom teacher, however, only a fcw instruc-
tional habits may need to be modified. These considerations de-
rive from two basic characteristics of the adult learner: motiva-
tion and memory.

Most older students are paying a personal price to go
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Coossa_antly, they ea-
back to school ar i are alert to the relations between means (in-
struction) and ends (course objectives).
pect the teacher to stick_to the snhject and to demonstrate that
it is worth knowmgNo special motivational padding is called

"TOTif 11ie.1eaciter does, in fact, have confidence in the educa-
tional benefits of the course content. Learning is just as satisfy-
ing for the older students as it is for their younger classmates. At
thc start, older students are self-conscious about being "differ-
ent." Their self-esteem is on trial, and they present a well-
rehearsed list of reasons why they may not keep pace. These
stereotyped beliefs about "rusty brains" should be countered
by making it clear that presumed age-linked factors have little
basis for support. The need to strengthen one's habits of study
is not limited to those who have lived a little longer.

It is pedagogically overreacting to tailor a course tightly
to the inferred motivational charnteristics of a particular
group of studentsolder, handicapped, from odic- countries,
or in a minority classification. :!::!strative examples might be
used in line with the expressed interests of such students, but
the value of a course will be attenuated if thc content is consis-
tently modified for a particular category of students.

1
All students, young and old, must learn to manage their

study in an environment of potential distractions. The adult
student may not have more conflicts than younger students
have, but they are likely to be differentfhmily responsibilities,
pressures from a full- or part-time job, and commitments within
the local community. A friendly teP..her will recognize a cir-
cumstance that is adverse to stu:!-y and, within limits of fair play
to other student:, make appropriate adjustments. Another, but
persistent, soillc:: of interference is internal: the conflicts de-
rived from memory.

Over the ycars, adult students have accumulated a rich
variety of significant experiences that have helped to mold their
bencrs and to shape particular habits of thinking. On occasion,
these prior values and opinions seem to clash with what the
teacher has to sayespecially in the social sciences and humani-
ties. "If what thc teacher says is right, then my beliefs, attitudes,
and ideas arc wrong," and fcw students accept such contradic-
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108 The Essence of Good Teaching

lions with alacrity. Defenses begin to appear when cherished
hkas arc, in effect, being debunked by the textbook or teacher.
Whenever these barriers crop up, they interfere with both learn-
ing and retention. This state of affairs is a dircct classroom
example of the proactive interference paradigm (A -* B --, b) de-
scribed in Chapter Five.

The teacher can and should take steps to minimize the
confusion between prior learning and the kinds of responses ex-
pected, for example, on the next test. Experienced teachers can
anticipate likely contradictions as perceived by students and
deal with them openly and with due regard to the sensitivities
of those whose hkas must change. The instructional problem is
complicated by the dynamics of memory. Students may, on the
surface, understand and accept a ncw line of thinking but, as
tune passes, their prior motives and values reenter the cognitive
picture to reshape and sustain the older beliefs, which then
interfere with the clean retention and recall of the ncw meanings.

Cognitive interference is simply one example of a teach-
er's instructional considerations for adapting to the special
characteristics of a particular group of studentsin this in-
stance, the adult learner. Students from foreign countries fre-
quently need guidance and practice in learning how to study for
and to take machine.sccrable eximinations, compile a reading
log, write term papers, :old so forth. (1 once had a transfer stu-
dent from the Orient who had never taken an essay exam and,
in the same class, a student from an African country who had
never taken an objective examination.) Minority students often
teport feelings of social isolation; they have a limited identifica-
tion with the traditions and aims of the institution and the larger
hody of students. Conflicts and confusions arc ubiquitous; some
arc tangential, but others are signifkant intrusions to effective
work us a student. w.:ach student is different, and friendly teach-
ers are sensitive to these differences and do what thcy can to
reduce interference to academic success.

The guiding principle for the teacher as a counselor, men-
totiend in the class-irtiiiiitictruesp5ct and respond to the
individuality of each student. A sympathetic ear is prerequisite.
to effective counseling. Rather t Tali a teacher running the risk
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of unwittingly influencing decisions having long-iasting conse-
quences, thoroughly confused or fearful and distraught students
should be referred to a person or unit offering specialized assis-
tance. Thc academic adviser brings educational realities to the
student's attention, and this inchules both information and mo-
tivational support. A mentor works with those students who
need special attention in meeting the goals for graduation,
strengthening the basic skills for college-level studyfor exam-
ple, reading, writing, and taking tcsts. The demographic factors
relating to any student can, in the hands of a friendly teacher,
be used us a resource rather than as a barrier for productive in-
struction,

One technical task of the teacher cannot be farmed out:
evaluating student achievement with respect to what will be
carried away from a course of study. We turn next to the sig-
nificant issucs of testing and grading.
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Jan Jary, 1.19 The Teaching Professor

It's the slight upward
movement of the eyes,

the quizzical
downward glance, the
hint of sarcasm imply-
ing less-than-adequate
intellectual competence.

Avoid the psychological evils of a fixed-sum name, i.e., students compet-
ing fur grades;

provide the students with a sense of efficacy i.e., that their learning
will significantly influence their grades; and
be defined and interpretable.

To achieve such a grading system, we recommended using some kind of
anchor measure. One possible measure was the performance of several pre-
vious classes on a common final exam (or at least a set of common items),
very similar to what Smith reports doing. Another possibility was to use a
common final across many sections taught by graduate teaching assistants.

Our third example is what we believe Smith objects to. We suggested that
regular faculty, who teach different sections of the same course, get together
and determine what the grade distribution should be for an average class in
the course. Then they could use some anchor measure like ACT scores to see
if and how a given section's distribution should differ from this average.

If we read Smith correctly, he thinks we are recommending institutional
grading and reduction of the individual instructor's freedom, and he questions
this. Although the instructor's academic freedom was not the point of our ex-
ample, Smith is correct, at least to this extent. We would argue that it is not
a violation of anyone's academic freedom to require, for example, that faculty
teaching English composition teach writing skills, or if the course in general
psychology is a prerequisite for all other psychology courses, that all the
psychology faculty have a say in determining the course objectives. We would
further suggest that the entire faculty legitimately should have input about
the objectives of any course that fulfills a general education requirement.

Academic freedom was not intended to give the individual instructor the
prerogative of deciding whether or not, or to what extent, he will teach the ob-
jectives of the course. Our teaching is not private behavior; we get paid for it.
All of the constituencies of that payment have a legitimate concern with the
outcomes of the course (even though they may have little or no expertise). We
suspect that Smith would agree with this, at least theoretically, although both
he and we recognize the educational and political problems involved.

More central to our position is the suggestion that securing agreement
among several teachers or the same course on the shape of grade distribution
of an average section is simply a means of defining the normative meaning of
grades. (This holds whether or not instructors teach the same content.) If one
instructor awards 50% A's to typical sections, while another awards only 4%
A's to average sections, what does an A mean?

Having said the above, we would also argue that it is the legitimate
prerrgative of the individual instructors to decide how they will teach the
course, how they will help the students achieve the course objectives as
long as the methods are not unethical, illegal, or unreasonable. We rtcom-
mend talking to one's colleagues as one way to ascertain reasonableness. We
think that doing so will increase the accuracy and therefore the fairness
of our grading; it may also help improve our teaching. 0

The Ethics of Teaching
Like it or not, ethical issues confront us at the moment we assume instruc-

tional assignments. Quite independent of issues associated with teaching
ethics, these are the front-line, bottom-line, moral concerns that face faculty
when they enter the classroom. Could you list them?

After some hemming and hawing around, most of us do come up with some
sort of list, but the labor of the effort bespeaks a certain unfamiliarity with
the task. For most of us, these are not the most pressing instructional con-
cerns. We may be right, but on regular occasions we ought to confront and
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wrestle with the ethical issues raised by the nature of the objectives of the
educational enterprise. The following queries, conceived by Kenneth Boulding
to "promote ethical analysis," focus and force the issues. Our profession does
not require us to answer each other on these matters, but we do owo answers
to ourselves honest, soul-searched responses.

1. "Do I abuse my position of superior status to the student by treating
him as a moral or social inferior?" The balance of power is not equitably dis-
tributed in the teacher-student relationship, and we know which way the
balance tips. That's not wrong, but it does give teachers options not available
to students. The issue is power its use or abuse.

2. "Am I careful to avoid using my authority to force factual acceptance of
propositions which may be only opinion or hypothesis? Do I tolerate honest
disagreement? Would I be pleased if I were ever proved to be v.m.ng by a stu-
dent?" Most of us have no trouble with this in theory, but we neither look nor
feel as assured when it happens in practice.

3. "Do I express my overt or covert hostility to my students in my teach-
ing? Am I irritated by student failure, or am I quick to detect and encourage
growth in knowledge and understanding, however slow or imperfect?* Intellec-
tual superiority communicates itself subtly (most of the time). It's the slight
upward movement of the eyes, the quizzical downward glance, the hint of sar-
casm in the voice, all implying less-than-adequate intellectual competence.

4. "Am I myself interested in the subject matter that I am teaching? Do I
enjoy learning more about it, and do I carry over to the student my own en-
thusiasm for the subject?" Sometimes it is hard to let students see our en-
thusiasm. We have devoted ourselves to the study of highly selective and
eclectic areas of interest. Students have never heard of, and cer ..Linly do not
care for, subjects near and dear to our hearts. Sometimes it feels risky to
show them how much we care.

5. "Do I convey to my students both the setting and significancs of my sub-
ject matter, so that it appears neither isolated nor irrelevant?" But the en-
thusiasm and devotion warps the perspective makes the individual interest
larger than life. Instructors must be knowledgeable in context, demonstrating
relative and realistic proportion and detail.

6. "Do I convey to the student a necessity for intellectual discipline and a
sense of the need for hard work on difficult intellectual tasks if the practical
problems of our society are to be solved?" Enthusiasm makes learning fun,
but it should not do so at the expense of making what is difficult, and re-
quires work, appear simple, easily mastered. Learning requires discipline,
determination and perseverance.

7. "Do I convey to the student the importance of technical skill and, at the
same time, leave him problem-oriented rather than technique-oriented, the
master and not the servant of the skills that he has acquired?" The question
inquires into our ability to teach students to think, to make judgments, and to
assess and respond in variable situations. Or do we let them force us to focus
on the pat answers?

8. "Is my relation to other teachers one of cooperation in a great common
task of transmitting and extending the knowledge structure of society, or am
I jealous and suspicious of others? Am I conscious of my citizenship in the
academic community? Do I insist on doing only those things that will lead to
my personal advancement?" This question causes deep soul-searching and
debate, because in many academic c6mmunities good teaching and advance-
ment do not necessarily go hand in nand, and neceuary and time-consuming
work on the committees of the community rarely gets even a passing thanks.

See "The Task of the Teacher in the Social Sciences," in Effective
College Teaching, a collection of edited essays published by AAHE
and ACE in 1970.0
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Chapter 1

The Past, Present, and Future
in College Teaching:

Where Does Your Teaching Fit?

In the three hundred years of college teaching in the United States, the
teacher's role has remained, until quite recently, relatively static. Develop-
ment has certainly occurred, and we will detail that development in the
remainder of this chapter. However, in comparison to the upheavals ex-
perienced in the development of books and educational technology, the
deeper insights into learning processes reached by a tremendoas amount of
research, and the vast physical and social changes taking place on campuses,
the teaching role has changed remarkably, and quite regrettably, little.
Undoubtedly, this cannot continue. This book and others that highlight
college teaching as a vi.al and evolving profession are but one bit of
tangible evidence that teaching must and will change to meet better the
needs of students in ,ne last decades of the twentieth century. For such
changes to occur, we must begin to think actively about the changes in
t,aching that ate possible for the future. Alvin Taller notes that our cur-
rent teaching activities could be enhanced by modifying them to meet
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owe personal images of the future. To break with the past, each of us must
bring new ideas into our current instructional practices.

What OTC the new ideas in teaching that we must take Into account? We
obviously have no crystal bail that will accurately outline the details of
such things. To suggest that we know for sure would certainly be preten-
tious. Several of our ideas are incorporated into the content of other
chapters of this book, but they are only out hest guesses regarding the
future. What is more important is that everyone who teaches begin to
speculate about the future. Each of us must examine our current teaching-
learning assumptions, goals, values, and methods to determine whether
they will help our students and us meet the challenges of the future. To
begin this analysis, it is important first to determine the origins of some
of our current educational ideas and practices. Such insights may help us
decide whether we are hopelessly buried in the past. And a careful review
of why we hold various beliefs and use particular methods may help us
find ways to free ourselves from whatever binds we find ourselves in. This
is not to suggest that all traditional goals, values, and methods are inap-
propriate. As we will soon illustrate, there are many beliefs and eactices
in higher edocation that have their origins as far back as the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, and some of these beliefs and practices are still con-
sidered useful. Rather, our goal is to Identify only those traditions that ate
producing problems for us in meeting the emerging needs of our students
ancl disciplines. These are typically goals, values, and methods that make
our teaching less flexible than it should be. Finally, we must begin to
speculate about the future to determine what new beliefs and practices
help us modify our current practkes. The brief overview we present of
past, present, and future ideas in college and university teaching in the
United States should assist you in such an analysis.'

The Evolulion of
College Teaching

The Colonial Period (1600-1800)

Dining the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the role of the college
instructor in colonial colleges was a paternalistic one in which hearing
lessons and supervising conduct INeTC equally important. Higher education
was :iesigned for the sons of the elite, with the express purposes of pro-

' A complete history of higher education is beyond the scope of this book.
Instead. we have elected to highlight several trends that have occuned dusk.' nu
development .1 higher education in the United States since the colonial period. One
mem keep in mind that the origins some ideas l'ouna in this country dutin4 the
calomel period and the nineteenth century lie partly in educational goals and prac.
sues found in Entoorcan unrversinci.

Me Evolution ofCollege Teachisv

mating the Christian religion, training young men for the ministry, infusing
moral standards in othetwise temptable young minds, and disciplining the
mental Acuities. Indeed, as Francis ROSOCralOCC documents, all but one of
the first 4n. !:,ilegts founded in the United States were established pri-
maray to train ministers, and secondargy to make higher education
available to the sons of the elite. These purposes were approached through

a rigidly presectibed suericnium of Greek. Latin, mathematics, and so-
called moral truths. All were delivered by a single instructor, who was
usually a tutor-a recent graduate of the institution. The tutor was not
muck older than Ids students and was filling time until he received his call
to the ministry-the profession assumed by the vast majority. A hidden,
unspoken agenda of the colonial colleges was to maintain a socially.strati-
lied society by separating the elite (college educated) from the masses.
This tiny elite was created by the development of a strongly cohesive
emit -the college class. All the men who entered in any one year became a
class, a group that took all their instruction together, usually from one
tutor who had the total responsibility for delivering the curriculum. Their
collective struggle, day by day, year by year, against the inherent rigidity
and prescription provided them with a cohesiveness not often snatched by
any but the most oppressed minorities.

Life in the colonial colleges was bleak-bare, unpleasant rooms and a
Jay that began at sunrise. Following eatly morning chapel was a class
period, thcn breakfast. After breakfast came alternating periods of class
and study time, then lunch and perhaps a shoo recreational period. The
afternoon pattetn repeated that of the morning, with a second recreational
period before supper time. After supper came more study, then evening
chapel and bedtime. John Brubacher and Willis Rudy describe both the
students' lot and that of the tutors: "When not attending class or engaged
in recreation students were supposed to be in their rooms studying. indeed
tutors made regular rounds to guard against the devil's finding occupations
for idle minds" (1958. p. B1).

Being solely responsible foe all the activities of a class, including the
evening study time, was an impossible burden for young, inexperienced
tutors. Most were openly hated by their students, who frequently used
every opportunity to retaliate against the unpleasantness of college life
by abusing their tutor in all conceivable ways, including breaking his
windows and laying traps for him.

The curriculum, which was impractical anJ expensive, continued the
old English tradition of preparing "gentlemen and scholars." It created a

learned and cultured group consisting of clergymen and the sons of the
rich to lead and develop the fledgling country.

Teaelling methods ist colonial Jays consisted of recitation, lecture, dn.
potatiosss, aod forensics. with the "'Welt =WM% of time a",1 enemy
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being given to recitation. Because the purpose of higher education was
primarily discipline rather than meaningful teaming, the heavy emphasis
on recitation served well. In the recitation session, the tutor often sat at
a raised desk, on which was a box containing the names of the students.
The tutor drew a name from the box and named a passage or specific
content for the student to recite.

The heart of the recitation consisted of an exchange between thetutor and the student, the tutor citing and the student reciting. The
citation was usually an assignment in a textbook, but might just aswell he a previous lecture or scientific demonstration. In the recita-tion the student proved he had learned his lesson, at least the por-tion for which he was called on in class 111mbacher and Rudy,1958, p. 821.

Obviously, the emphasis was on the lowest order of cognitive skill
pure memory. But the purpose of training in diligence anJ responsibditywas fulfilled. Occasionally a particularly talented tutor raised the level ofrecitation to approximate a tutor.student discussion, and even more rarely
a student might be challenged to interpret or even to offer an opinion. Onthe whole, however, recitation was mere reproduction and became the
battleground between student and tutor where each tried to outwit the

During this period, lecturing emerged as a supplement to recitation.
Books were not abundant, and the ancient lecture method gave students
accett to information they otherwise could not obtain. The instructorread his notes and students diligently copieJ them. In turn, the notes were
used as another basis for recitation assigmnents. In the rather rigid atmos-
phere of the colonial classroom, lecturing periods provided, in addition to
new information, a short break from the constant demands of recitation.
Those of us who use the lecture method so frequently today may find it
hard to believe that it once was a somewhat novel experience for studentsand a welcomed one at that.

Colonial college students were required not only to study Latin andGreek, but to converse in Latin as well. Practice was encouraged by the useof the method of disputations. in which the tutor assigned a debatablethesis that concerned the nature of the soul or some other abstract con-
cept. The student then had either to agree or disagree with the thesis
through a series of syllogisms. Other students were then invited to offer
differing views, using the same syllogistic reasoning process. When allstudents who were called c...sr volunteered had finished "disputing" thethesis, the tutor summarized the arguments and closed the exercise withhis own opinion on the matter. About the middle of the eighteenth century,syllogistic disputations began to be replaced by public debate (forensics).

including debate over more popular issues. Until the nineteenth century,
however, the recitation method remained at the heart of the process of
Itiglort education.

Tasting in the colonial colleges had each student questioned oally in
public by anywhere from five to tweaty examiners. The examiners were
college personnel and other learned citizens from the local community.
Marks were not gives, but judgments were passed on both the student and
his tutor. The performance of his academes was also an evaluation of the
tutor. It was therefore to the tutot's advantage that his students perfouned
well. Thus, when k was his tura to question, he was likely to give easy or
leading questions to his own students and difficult ones to others. The
game between tutors and students continued.

Are there ways in which your current teaching ptsetkes reflect some of
the postal ideas regarding educational punkas present in the colonial
period? Of course, we do not have the sa..re type of tutor-student reLttion-
ship. But there are a number desires* educational goals, values, and prac-
tkes that were popular during this period also. Table 1.1 contains several
that we have identified. As you review the information in this table,con-
sider whether your current teaching practices reflect some of the same
things. Then think about whether those that do reflect the colonial period
are still useful. We believe that some of them probably are valuabk parts
of our current educational environments. But each of us must decide
which ones are still useful based on a personal analysis of their current
advantages and disadvantages.

The Nineteenth Century

By the end of the eighteenth century, the impracticality and elitism of
college becatne an issue, and a new emphasis was bom. New colleges were
founded, with a wider appeal, and college began to be "recognized as a
means of getting ahead, not just as a means of tegistering that ones father
had" (Rudolph, INS. p. 36).

Francis Rosecrance also notes that early-nineteenth-century religious
awakenings combined with westward expansion to influence the develop-
ment of many small church.related colleges across the midwestern United
States. The vast majority of these faded, but not before their democratizing
effect was felt.

Concurrent with this broader appeal and purpose was the influence of
scholars who attended German universities, where intellect and scholarlyendeavor rather thasi tote memory were encouraged. Paternalism haJ been
the hallmark of the eighteenth

century; democracy became the hallmark
of the nineteenth (11rubacher and Rudy, 1958).

The Getman influence was supported by the rise of science. Both the
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Table I .I. General Educational Goals, Values, and Practices from the
Colonial Period

keview each of the statements lined below. They represent several of the pals,
values, and practices that were implicit in our description of the colonial period. Rate
yourself on a seak from I to 5, what I represents total diugreement and S represents
total agreemens with the statement. Sent w ratings for your responses to them ikons.
We wilful, you so do somethitas mid them later. For shoes hems you rated 3, 4, or 5,
how do they appear in your current educational practices? What are their advantages
and disadvantages? What implications do they have for else future if rite continue to
use them in your teaching?

The instructor is an expert and should have the last woad in resolving debates
on content.

Instructors should p ibe in detail the course consent, assignments, and
methods of evaluation.

Colleges and universities should serve a highly seketed population of students.

Student kuning is facilitated when else students are highly dependent on the
instructor for information.

Our capability to think logically and rat homily is enhanced by courses in nsath.
ensatics, ancient languages, philosophy. _

Recreational activities should be 3 very low priority in college.

A student's first obligation is mu study what is p ccccc ibed and thus build his
or her mental capacities.

Learning is hard work anJ densancls personal sacrifice and discipline.

Students are basically lazy and need to be goaded into learning informatinn.

Repeating verbatim what dn.:, have learned, in class or on a test, is a useful
activity for students.

If 3 student has not learned, then the instructor has failed as a teacher.

Students should learn what the instructor eltinis is important.

Teachers know what students need to learn.

The classroom learning process is often a batik between the students and the
instructor.

curriculum and its attendant teaching methodology began to broaden.
Natural philosophy (science) anJ new methods (increased use o( lectures,
demonstrations, and laboratory methods) were added to the curriculum
but were staunchly resisted by traditionalists. The controversy among
lecture, other methods, and recitation dominated much of the century.
Supporters of the recitation method pointed out that in comparison to
German universities, American colleges were mere secondary schools,
and the students in them required discipline anJ the development oftheir
"mental faculties" rather than learned wisdom. In addition, they argued',
"natural philosophy" and Its methods are practical anJ popular and there-
fare Jo nut !whim; in the classical cutrkiihun. Propmictits of the lecture
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method suggested it challenged the professor to be prepared and to present
material not otherwise available. Further, the artistic possibflities of a
good lecture were cited. As it already had in the German universities, lec-
ture eventually dominata the scene in American higher education. It re-
mains a dominant teaching procedure that is fraught with controversy
and criticism. The arguments over the lecture method veil probably con-
thine into the future, just as they have occurred since its introduction in
our colleges and universities.

One particular form of the lecture was associated with Ilse rise in popu-
larity and respectabaity of science: a forns known as the experimental
lecture. Here the professor performed an experiment to demonstrate the
principle that was the subject of the lecture. These demonstrations eventu-
ally kd to the development of the laboratory method. Early in the century,
the laboratory was viewed as the private domain of the professor. Gradu-
ally this domain was opened to students, at first only to watch, but later
to participate in the professor's experiments. Involvement of students in
this way eventually led to the discovery that students might learn :mine-
tively as well as deductively. Thus, the science laboratory as a teaching
device was born. Finally, by the end of the nineteenth century, "at every
stepdefinition of the problem, collection of data, formulation of a
hypothesis, testingthe professor was sympathetic guide and critic"
(Rnsbaclier and Rudy, 1958, p. 86), but the stu4ent did the discovering
and formulated the conclusions.

Science was responsible also for the imroduction of seminars, which
were supported by the new influx of tiertnan educators. From seminars
and laboratories en.! T. 7. ; .eiationship between teaching and research,
a relationship that virtually changed the nature of higher education in
America. Specialised courses were developed, research libraries and signifi-
cant laberatory space and equipment were constructed, research papers
became a popular teaching method, learned societies of earnest, like-
thinking students and faculty developed, and graduate education was
introduced.

Specialisation began to appear in the curriculum, with the evolution
of the colonial "natural philosophy" into the various scientific disciplines
geology, biology, physics, and chemistry:the colonial "moral philosphy"
into tls r. social specialtieseconomics, anthropology, sociology, and politi-
cal science; and the colonial "classics" into language sad literary specialties.
With specialization, the earliest attempts at an elective rather than a p.e-
scriptive curriculum also occurred.

Also during the nineteenth century, the socalled collegiate way was
born. At.first, because colleges were usually located away from populous
areas, residence accontmodations were requited. Lam the idea of the

. 6..ns it< mm040.6111'1 MIA nrovfilinn all that its Ito.
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dents essigIn need, became a tradkion, if not a principk, of Americanhigher education, ha the residential, often pastoral, college, the extracur-
riculum do...loped. Debating club.; and literary societies for intellectual
challenge, fraternkies and student activities for social needs, and athleticsfor physical needs became as important a. (if not MOM important than)the curriculum itself.

By the end of the nineteenth century, colleges began seriously to ques-tion themselves. Concerns over standards and excellence were raised. Therewas some anxiety that learning was simply not taken particularly seriously.College education had broadened, deepened, and become popular. Studentevaluation !lid moved from public examination to written exams withmarks (0-100) anJ grades (A-E), but studcnt motivation often remainedlow. Near the end of the century, emerging inst:tutions experimented withmanual labor as a means of teaching educational
principles, encouraginginterest, and providing financial support for students. This movement,however, was hardly more than a justification for
using student labor toconstruct needed facilities, and it was short livcd. The century ended withcollege education popular, but all too often less than meaningful.As you did after examining the colonial period, turn to Table 1.2and assess to what extent your current teaching
practices reflect someof the educational goals and practices that were present during the nine .teentle century. Think about those that du reflect the last century interms of how well they serve your needs and those of your students, Whatare their advantages and dis.dvantages?

The Twentieth Century

If the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in higher education are charac-terized as paternalistic, and thc nineteenth
century as democratic, thetwentieth century is nothing less than revolutionary.

The century beganwith the prospect ofan ever-increasing student population, many of whoseaims conflicted with the traditional scholarly ones that the colleges hadrelatively recently adopted. In the early 1900s, social needs outweighedacademic ones. As John Brubacher and Willis Rudy note, "Many a twentieth-century father sent his son to college len to sharpen hi: wits than to polishIsis manners" (1958, p. 259). Owen Johnson, in his
early.twentieth.centurynovel Stover at Yale, criticized educational habits severely, charging thatstudents learned nothing. Colleges, he pointed out, were mere "sccialclearing houses" organized not only to serve social
purposes, but actually..to prevent learning. Student dissatisfaction with the curriculum eventuallyled to significant reforms, particularly those that directed more attentionto practical subjects. In attempts to motivate the

genetally unintellectualstudent population, innovations of numerous kinds were tried. Preceptors
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Table 1.2. General Educational Goals, Values, and Practices front the
Nineteenth Century

Review each of the statements 115104 below. They represe,4 ...meal of the goals,
values, and practices that were insplielt ka our deectip 'on of eke stiourteenth centoty.
Rate yourself on a scale from I to 1, where I represents total disagreement and S
septesatts t atal agreement with the statement. Sum the fenny Jew your mummer sothese items. We WI suit you to d tosweesing wish thew la*. Foe those hem* yourated 3, 4, or 5, how do they appear in your current eduutional 'makes? What aledude advantages and disadvantages? Whatimplications Co they have for the future ifyou continua to use theme hi your teaching?

A college education is for more than just a highly selected student population.
Rote memory should not be emphasized in college.

Teachers can leant hose their modems.

A rdlege education should pupae penple to assume &Joh.

Lectoting has positive benefits foe modems.

Colleges *sold math *objects that ate 'wankel and popular.
Students need ha/Oven experkaces la laborasorks and other settings co learn.
Teachers need to take a kss directive rola in prescribing what students shouldkun.
Students know what they need to learn and should be encouraged to pursue
such interests.

Specialization within a field is aa important goal of education.
Colleges must help meet the social, physical, and intellectual needs of students.
Teachers should help student develop the capacity to become independent
Starnes'.

Students should be taught to think both inductively and deductively.
Recreation., activities should be an important part of the colkge environment,

were used to guide and stimulate students and to personalize the curricu-
lum for them; honors instruction as a reward for excellence was begun;
independent study became a way to encourage academic endeavor; and
periods of work were alternated with periods of study in an attempt to
make learning practical.

On a broader scale, three reform viewpoints or philosophies of higher
education developed-the utagjan or vocational view, which emphasizes
job and career training; the sciattilic_or intellectual view, which empha-
sizes research and the development of new knowledge; and the liberat or
general education view, which emphasizes social development as well as
intellectual and vocational development. These three viewpoints have
remair_asiamminent on univenity campuses, never completely comfort-
Ale in compromise, but rather living in a somewhat strained coexistence-
even today.
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Early experimental approaches. During the first half of this century, nosingle reform emerged as the one wave of the future, but the influence ofJohn Dewey led to much experimentation, especially in the areas oflifelong learning needs and inductive rather than deductive methods.
One exp rimental approach was that of inter aging disciplines for thepm pose of realistically treating current issues. Thus the survey course wasborn, designed to interest young people in using their minds to tackleworld and national problems. In this way psychology, sociology, andeconomics might be combined in a course entitled "Youth in ContemporarySociety."

Another approach combined the development of divisions, such asphysical sciences, social sciences, and humanities, with the idea ofgeneraleducation. A student who in colonial Jays would have followed a singleprocribefl curriculum, and who in the late nineteenth century might havehad a free choice of electives, now had to master the basics (with a com-bination of prescribed electives) in each division hefore selecting an area of
specialization. General education was seen as the basis for the widely in-formed and well-educated person. Throng!. the universal adoption of thegeneral education principle, professors began to differentiate standardsfor majors and nonmajors. Sometimes they even described their pro-fessional status by the number of major and nonmajor courses taught.A third innovation was the Great Books approach to curriculum.Built on the idea that a classic book is always contemporary and relevant,the Great Books concept built anywhere from a year's study to an entirefour-year curriculum on the study of specific, identified "classics."

Changes since 1950. Now, in the second half of the twentieth century,revolutionary changes in the world have challenged all previous views.
Lewis Mayhew specifies the prcfound revolutions occurring since WorldWar II as "the revolt of colonial peoples, the revolution in weaponry, theexpksion of knowledge, the urbanization and technocratization of thesociety, and undreamed-of affluence" (1969, p. ix). The yitgorld

VIat_Ii_and later wars brought with them to American universities an atti-tude of sobriety and seriousness. The "ralt-ralt" days of Joe College, foot-ball, and fraternities spawned in the era of extracurriculum began to wane.The Cola War and the launching of Sputnik created a panic duringwhich all attention was given to academk excellence. Fear led to an em-plagkan_tschsiology as the only way tc progress and excel. The aca=boom in the decade between19511 and 1968 saw many large reavatch grants,curriculum reforms (especially in the sciences and technology), additional
faculty positions, and better :Anis:. New courses and curricula developed,with the emphasis on production and efficiency. Many institutions became
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intoxicated with growth. New courses and programs of study were added
before the long-range implications of she growth were assessed. Cuts in
budgets because of declining resources in the 1970s would later elhninate
as kills some of tke changes of the 1960s. Yet such changes continued
during the 1960. without much realization that a temporary boom in
money and students was feeding the growth.

It took the Vktnam Waund the student protest movement on campuses
during the late 19601 to force another reevaluation of the goals and
methods of higher education. Students demanded (perhaps somewhat
naively and destracdvely) a greater voice in the affairs of the university
and a realignment of the purposes of academe. Now, at least partly because
of student radicalism, we are seeing higher education's responsibility to the
community increased. Most important, the akn of education is no longer
147-.47d as the study of externals. The traditianal views and methods sal
no longer sunk* in an era when the demand by students is for relevance,
meaning, and preparation for the walk world. Instead of the "pilau"
theory of education, in which the teacher holds the pitcher full of knowl-
edge and pours out what he at she chooses into the receptacles of student
minds, a new view is evolving. In this view teacher and student are partners,
though not equal partners, in the challenge of learning-learning about the
world, each other, themselves, and ways of managing their lives.

The Vietnam War and the campus and societal unrest of the 1960s
made higher education systems more sensitive to issues of relevance,mean-
ing, and job preparation, and

cl.fitingissourscs_ducing-the.-1.920s-and
1980s fork ed do esa to focus even more on such issues. Colleges and univer-
sities found themselves having to operate with less fun,: g and fewer
ttudents than they enjoyed during the boons years of the 1960s. Inflation,
high interest rates, cuts in expenditures by foundations, state governments.
and the federal government, and fewer eighteen- te twenty-one-vear-old
students made institutions take a hard look at wnat offerings and services
they could reasonably provide. Some institutions folded: others searched
for ways to survivs. One part of surviving was o.ming_thilgors_mtebat
Pat Cross describes as the "nestsd ." Such students were generally
older, highly interested in acquiring vocational skills, and either changing
careers or, in tLs case of many women, (*mutating career eans for the
first time. Continuing education and lifelong learning became very imp-r-
tans concepts that guided academic programs. At the same time, institu
lions took steps to eliminate the "fat" and frills from their systems, and
a back-to-basics attitude began to emerge. Course offerings and programs
that a decade earlier were innovative and creative suddenly were eliminated
or cut to conform to new budget realities. Those that survived were the
ones considered absolutely essential to preserve the discipline or to meet
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the immediate neeus of the influx of new students. kistitutions found
themselves needing to extend their reach to new student populations and
to develop vocationally relevant curricula while holding the line on costs.

Learning theories. The twentieth century in higher education Is also
characterized by systematic attempts to develop teaching methods and
practices based on theories of learning. Tim research literature on human
learning has been used as a foundation for educational innovations. Threepoints of view tend to dominate this experimentation. They are the
humanistic, behavioral, and cognitive view: of learning. In a later chapter,
we present in detail their assumptions and methods. Foe now, let us briefly
examine a few of their principles and how they have inibtencet. instructionin the twentieth century.

Instead of assuming that students will learn merely by passively digest-ing the pearls of wisdom transmitted to them by their professors, the
hun_minw recognizes that learning is something that students mustdo for themselves. Teachers must not merely transmit, but must involve
and enrge students in the activities of discoyery_anLinsankttna k .This emphasis on student needs and the stud), of oneself as pact of the
study of humanity is sometimes also called student-centered education, or
affective education. Teachers are encouraged to guide and direct less and
to facilitate or act as a catalyst for stud-nts to initiate and take responsi-bility for their own learaing. Personal feelings and values, concerns with
minority issues and sexism, and a reexamination of else content of elsecollege curriculum are part of this approach. It is an attempt to personalize
education. It represents a reaction against the excesses of the technological
emphasis in education Juring the late 1950s, an emphasis that some people
believed tended to dehumanize individuals, to bend, staple, and mutilate
the spirits of students who felt left out by the increased structure, cog-nitive priorities, behavioral orientation and efficiency of the stress ontechnology.

The behaviorist_point of view has also had an impact on educational
practices during this century. Outing the early part of the twentieth cen-
tury, Sohn Watson introduced the idea that our behaviors are controlledby stimuli in our environments. lie believed that anyone could be taughtto become anythingdoctor, lawyer, merchant, thiefby the propermanipulation of environmental stimuli. B.F. Skinner began km the 1930s
to modify the earlier ideas of Watson and develop what lie called a tech-nology of operant conditionhtg. This technology stressed the need to
sliambellaors_konsald_gr_milLigix_h es a learnerhad. It also emphasised that organisms learn at different rates and that
some custom designing of learning environments is necessary to accom-
modate such variations. Skinner's work began with pigeons, rats, and ocher
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animals during the 1930% and it was not until the late 19401 and early
1950s that educational applications began to appear. Teaching machines,
token ItC0111011ties In the classroom, porsoogived systems of ineonetion
SUCh Id the Keller Plan, learning COntraCtl, and computer-assisted instruc.
tion have evolved based on behavkial principles.

Although behavioeisin emphasized the role of environmental stimuli
in controlling a leamer's actions, the student's coanIthre capability was not
ignored. Procedures were developed to help students solve'Falems and
make decisions more effectively, to 3Se mental images to assist their learn-
ing of foreign languages and other subjects, and to develop cognitive pro-
cedures to monitor and control by themselves their ability to learn.

Regardless of thek merits, the attempts at reforms based on principles
of learning have been less than spectacular. To date, it is not a general
practice for peopk systematically to develop theic teaching based on pin-
ciples of learning. In fact, some students and faculty seem to display pas-
sivity, apathy, and even overt houlity and cynicism when suggestions are
made to substitute new methodologies for the old. One issue is that the
nontraditional. unconventional, alternative ideas represent attitudes about
education as well as procedures for teaching. They represent attitudes that
(I) put the student flat and the institution second; (2) concentrate more
on the student's needs than the institution's convenience; (3) encourage
diversity of itediviiival opportunity rather than uniform prescription; and
(4) deemphasize time, space, and course requirements in favor of compe-
tence and performance. Such beliefs tun counter to many of the past
experiences of students and faculty. Thus, they raise anxiety in students
who want more structure or are simply afraid of deviating from the ways
they learned in the past. Faculty often charge that new methods lack
academic rigor or awe based on ideas that are not well researched.

The reactions to nontraditional forms of teaching based on principles
of learning are simply another reflection of the traditioual-nonsradmoisal
controversy that bas occurred thioughout

'his and pass centuries in higher
education. But there need not be a quarrel between the traditional, withits emphasis on academic excellence and depth of inquiry. snd the non-traditional, with its emphasis on lifelong learning and self-education. The
nontraditional approaches can augment, fottify, and enhance more tradi-
tional philosophy and methods, can add new perspectives and hoskons
to educational opportunity and possibility, and will sometimes show that
traditional forms have a necessary and perhaps irreplaceable role to play.We think, then, that the prevailing attitude today and for the future isthat the traditionalist and nontraditionalist ase not adversaries. One can-not supplant or supersede the othee; they are inseparable partners in thesingle purpose of promoting learning. The tratlitionalist attitude of rigor
and discipline is worthy of note by the nontraditionalist, and the tradition-
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au must take note of the nontraditionahst emphasis on independent
study, flexible patterns, and lifelong enrichment. It may even be said that
true creativity can come only front a dialectical synthesis of tradition and
antitradkion. Traditional fonns that remain vital must be presetved, while
those that have outlived their usefulness must he replaced by creative,
relevant ones. This creativeness in the art of telching is the wave of both
the present and the future in higher educatioa.

Earlier we asked you to assess your current practices to determine their
origins in the colonial period and the nineteenth century. Whether you
continue to endorse current goals and practices that originated during
these periods depends on how helpful you perceive them to be. Table 1.3

Table 1.3. General Educational Goals, Values, and Practices from the
Twentieth Century

Review each of the uatements listed below. They represent several of doe goals,
values, and practices that were implicit in our description ofthe twentieth century.
Kate yourself on a scale from I to S. where I represents total diugreemems and S
represents total agreement with the statement. ,1%,w1 the ratings for your response to
these items. Isle will ask you to do something with them later. For those items you
tated 3. 4, or S. hew do they appear M your curr.nt educational practices? What are
their advantages and disadvantages? What implicationsdo they have for the future
if you continue to use them in your teaching?

Students should alternate course work with job experiences related to their
major field of study.

Education is a lifelong process that does not end with &final training.
Students should learn to study and work on academie matters independently.
It is important to stress practical subjects in a college curriculum.
Vocational and c training is an important mission of a college oe university.
Colkges and universities must stress the development of new knowledge as one
of their goals.

interdisciplinary course offerings should be encouraged in a college curriculum.
Tbe goal of education is to produce 3 well educated person trained in a liberal
arts tradition.

Seltawareness is an important part of what students should learn in cortege.
Teachers should be less directive and act more as facilitators of a student's
learning.

Teachers need to personalize their instruction to meet the unique neds of then
students.

Learning proceeds best if students are taught in small,discrete steps and rewarded
after each step.

Teachers should help students o.velop prof leemsolving and decision.making
skills.

Teaching methods slooluhl he developed based on theories of human learning
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contains ideas based on our discussion of the twentieth centuty. Tty a
similar analysis with the statements in this table and see if it provides
viditiottal insights into your teaching.

The Future

Just as all education springs from soma image of the future, all
education produces some image of the future (Toffler, 1974, p. 31.

Alvin Taller, Benjantht Singer, and other futurists argue that we must
integrate future possibilities into our current educational practices. To
illustrate this need, Toffler describes a mythical South American Indian
tribe that teaches young the old ways. They kern how to build and ride
canoes, the types of fish that live in theit lakes and how to catch them, as
well as other important aspects of their culture. Because they seldom ven-
ture beyond the rather immediate houndaries of their tribe, they are un-
aware of a hydroelectric dam that is under constriction upstream from
their territory. In a few years the dain will be completed and their lakes
will dry up. What has the tribe done to impale itsel for this event? What
can it do if it is so tradition bound?

The metaphor is intportant and timely, because many of us assume that
the main features of our present educational, social, economic, and puha-
cal systems will continue indefinitely. Yet history shows that we can expect
upheavals in our current ways of living. In our experiences, we find
students and colleagues who say, "That is true, but it won't happen foe a
while and certainly not in my lifetime." Or they assume that even if some
upheavals occur, their personal lives wdl remain relatively unaffected. In a
series of experiments. ToMer finds similar tendencies in the people with
whom be has worked. Participants in his research write about future
scenarios as if they will happen "out there" to other people. The future is
rather impersonal. They describe their lives as continuing much as they are
today. Foe example, people developed scenarios of a future with anti-
gravity cars, the destruction of large pans of the earth, cures for cancer,
test-tube babies, a United States-Soviet Union alliance against China,
accidental nuclear explosions, and robot computers holding political office
in the United States. What would happen to their lives? One participant
wrote, "I'll move into my own apartment, attend interior-design school,
get a driver's license,.buy a dog, get married, have children, and die ai a
ripe old age."

Clearly, there is a need for people to become sensitive to the possi-
bilities of change and the probable effects on their r.ves. Futurists generally
argue that our educational system could Jo a much better job of integrating
Ilse future into current curricula. They suggest that having no image or a

he Astor, doirrnvt she co-ley:us," nf the educational effm
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Y et our present educational systems, racluelhog higher education, are Pot
seen as showing muck COMM. Today's schools and univallitiCs aft per-
ceived as past and present bound. Technological and social change is
outrachts the educational system, and our social reality is transforming
itself snore rapidly than our educatiossal images of that realky. Students
apparently are not taught to understand their investment in the futnte, to
transfer classroom 'taming to house posaMities, to help change immature
institutions, or to ea themselves as individuals who can ImOueate the
future.

Benjamin Singer adds that the concept of the future is closely tied to
the motivation of the learner. How people see their future is directly eon
nected to their academic performance and their ability to cope with a
high-change society. The future is not so much a subject as it is a per-
spective. Introduciag it into our curriculum helps us to organise our know!.
edge in new ways. T. these ideas we might add that such things wIl occur
only if our current educational goals and practices ate flexible and amen-
able to change. That is, to make use of a future perspective,our teaching
methods wil undoubtedly have to alter.

ligitucLiononsjskailugaikauguilnusams-seachissiat an issue.
The following are some pouibilities for how this might occur:

Developing personal images or scenarios about future developments
in a Geld might help students increase their sensitivity to the future.
In classroom discussions, students might sometimes be asked to fore-
cast developments in a field and defend their answers.
Teachers might ask students to speculate on the future images h"Itl
by prominent historical figures or people in their fold and what role
these images might have had is their- actions. For example, what

sages of the future guided Hitler, Nixon. Freud, Skinner, Coffman,
Jnwin, Sagan, ow any other people who are relevant to a topic of

discussion/

Cooperative experiences and job-related courses might be developed
in all fields. Thus disciplines like classics, phlosophy, and history
might have to change dramatically. Disciplines like psychology, edu-
cation, and anthropology might have to do even more than they cur-
rentll. do. To accomplish st.ch things, mote long-range planning and
force: sting need to be done in such disciplines than currently.
To cope with zhange, students need to I. able to go beyond current
facts and knowledge. They will need to be able to bring themselves
up to date. Thus they need to learn how to learn as part of their for-
mal education. Classroom procedures might stress teaching people
how to seek and find resources for solving problems, how to work
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independently, how to bate& from winking with other people, sad
how to ask the right kis& of question. Classrooms must uress
teaching people skills foe learning as well as specific content.
New classroost -stetials are seeded to help students unientand
themselves beo tecogaise their inuestmeat in the future; to
kelp them feel -.re in control of their lives; to understand the
nature of chant; sod to help them mature so they can help chaos*
immature kotittations. What they learn needs to be thought about in
terms of its persotal implications.

Students and faculty med to be increasingly coacerned with moral
issues. The fosse is not proletemehted, but is subject to our
ante. People need to become more costumed with values. Studeou
must leant to moderstand thigh salsa clearly enough to make cow
shiest sod effective choices. Their valises oust he elsalleaged and
students asked to justify them explickly in the clatoroom.
To integrant future possilikies Into the efineuieor and to impreare
the teaching of seljects that see evilly eisailes, sew yeoman

teachies are needed. The ialeirmatiort implodes in the sway of
human learn* sezds to he put to steam use is the 444 id in-
struction! procedures. isuitutioas tnisht demand that faculty pay
mote attendee to the literature on learniag write* designing course
procedures. Furthermore, the use of new teachlog methodologies
must be encourard.Thus, computer-assisted instnotion, simulations,
role plays, classroom theater, practicum experiences, and "think
tank" ponedures should increase.

It is Important to note that integrating a future perspective iota (diges-
tion is not ooly ii. Ingest what. the worldmil look like next year or in the
next hundred years. Such speculatioo is fun and ofien the topic of scieoce
fiction books sod articles. Rather, the task is to ham such images hut sho

otgrat thins that might he done today to kelp creste desirable puts of
mese future images. We must tenumber that the future is somethiag we
44 to create. It is not sometkiag that will occur without our participation.

Thus the treatise °What is the future of cockiest* higher edueatioar
is not answered well by simply descsibing sc isati011 of classrooms in the
twenty-first testacy. Rather, we must suggest thiags that can be ioterued
today into our education/ systems to create a future petspective and
foundations for future peactice. Based on the discussion in this section.
several ideas for what might be done are listed in Table 1.4. As you did
with the other time periods, rate the extent to which you agree or disagree
with the statements.
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Table 1.4. General Educatiostal Goals, Values, and Practices for the Future
Review each of the stalemates listed below. They repeesest several of the goals,valeta, and practices that was implick in out discussion of doe future of lakher edu-cation. *ale leufselfile a Kai heel Ito 5, where 1 reprents total disaoreententand S reptesaus IOW agreemess with the statenteot. Sum the reitings/oryew re-yenta to thew items. Isre will rub pa to do something with them Wm. For thoseitems you used 1. 4, or 5, how do they appeat hi your merest educational practices?What ate their aivaneages and disadvantages? What impliesHons do they have for thefuture if you centime to use deem in your teaching?

Speculation about the house is an importaat tople for discoed°. in the
classroom.

Saudems should he encouraged to develop persoaal images or scenarios about
future developmems be, all disciplines.

Haying so image shoo the &nue des:roys the relevance of the educationaleffort.

Taday's educational practices ate too past aod present hound.
Techoological anal social change is ouspacing the capacity of the educational
system.

Studeats should be taught to understand their investment in the future.
Clauroonts should stress teaching people skills for how to learn as well as specificcontem.

Students need to leant about how to cope with the changes in the world aroundthem.

Students need to learn how to become effective change agents.
Clasueom practices need to beconse more bound to the research data on human
learning.

Teachers should use more of she advances in computers. video recorders, andother sww technologies as part of their classroom methods.

Students need to learn how to work independently to a greater went as wellss how to work better with other people.

The values that underlie our disciplines need to be discussedAS part of classroOmlearning.

Educasion should help students develop a sense of personal control over theirlives sad then environment.

The History of
College Teaching and YOU

After each section of this chapter, we suggested that you rate the extent towhich you agree or disagree with the statements presented in the tables.
Your total ratings should give you a good idea which historical periodshave influenced your current beliefs about ethscation most and least. Most
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people find that their current beliefs are a composite of each historical
period but that each period did not influence them equally. You may want
to examine your ratings and the specific beliefs you agreed and disagreed
with by answering the following questions:

now satisfied am I with the beliefs that I have about education?

What advantages sad disadvantages do they have for me?

How comfortable am I with dse time period that seems to influence
my beliefs most? Am I old fashioned, or do my beliefs help me to
meet the needs of today's students?

Do I need to change or modify any of the beliefs I hold?

You may want to think about your responses to them questions as you
read the next chapter on examining sad clarifying your values as a teacher.
Your responses should give you a place to begin to examine your personal
values as an inuructor.

Summary

In this chapter, we have surveyed the landscape of the history of teaching
in the United States from ks beginning in colonial days to its as yst un-
heralded future. We have presented this history in terms ot the goals.
values, and practices that provided the guiding ideas in the colonial period
(1600-1800), dm nineteenth century, and the twentieth century, anJ
those that w81 probably influence future developmenu.

In the colonial period, college instruction was guided largely by pater-
nalistic ideas that college students should be selected, disciplined, depen-
dent upon instructors, taught to develop rigidly prescribed mental facilities,
and generally forced to subscribs to academic requirements into which
they had no input and over which they felt no control.

The nineteenth century emphasised democracy, both ia its attempt to
provide higher education for the broad population rather than only the
elite, and in its involvement of students its the process of learning. Con-
sistent with this broadly democratic attitude was the emphasis on subjects
that were practical, the concept of specialisation as a goal of education,
the introduction of job training and experiential learning, the mutual
intellectual development of student and teacher, and the social aspect of
higher education.

In the twentieth century, revolutionary ideas and behaviors sparited
experimentation and innovation. The result has been that alongside Ira-
ditionaI views now exist views of education based on humanistic concerns,
learning theories, and behaviorist notions. Teaching can, and is. viewed

. .
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n all three perspectives, with the result being a wide variety of ap-
hes front which modern faculty can select.

Our presentation of the dominant ideas from each of these periods,
g with our best guess as to prevailing ideas of the future, are offered

a stimulus for you to examine your own values, goals, and behaviors
both an introspective and a historical analysis. les only wkh a clear

of both the past and the present that we can thoughtfully influence
future.
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Promoting the
Adviser's Role

Janet R. Matthews and Mark E. Ware

An abundance of literature de-
scnbes suggestions for teaching
and expectations for scholarship.

For example, Browne and Keeley (1985)
offer advice to new teachers who aspire
to excellence in their profession. And
while Weaver (1986) acknowledges the
primacy of teaching at institutions that
do not possess a commitment to re-
search, he nevertheless argues convinc-
ingly for scholarship, broadly defined.

Advising, which is an additional de-
mand for most teachers at the collegiate
level, receives disproportionately less at-
tention in the educational literature.
Moreover, many colleges and universi-
ties provide their faculty with minimal
information about advising limits and
the amount of time that it can require. A
common experience finds new teachers
with some printed materials such as the
university catalog and departmental or
college forms, and a list of acalemic ad-
visees. In short, teachers too often have
only their own experience as advisees as
a guide.'

The purpose of this article is to de-
scnbe four ways to make di.ivisine more
productive by preparing for the first
meeting, integrating coursc selections
and career plans, promoting collegial
support, and serving as surrogate parent.

Janet R. Matthews is an associate profes-
sor in the Department of Psychology at Loy-
ola University in New Orleans. Mark E. Ware
is a professor in the Department of Psychol-
ogy at Creighion University in Omaha.
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Preparing for the First Meeting

Some students enter an advising ses-
sion confused, uncertain, or uninformed,
and they cannot formulate questions for
the adviser. An adviser can spend an en-
tire appointment trying to discover a stu-
dent's needs. When advising time is at a
premium, faculty can help students and
themselves by providing an orientation
before the initial meeting.' The orienta-
tion can consist of having students read
printed material that describes factual
information about the department, its
curriculum, and students' opportunities
for development within that major. A
department can enclose an informa-
tional brochure with a letter notifying
students about their acceptance into the
department. The student and adviser
can then use the first meeting more ef-
fectively by clarifying issues in the bro-
chure and by applying the issues to the
student's circumstances.

A second advising brochure can pro-
vide information about the career pur-
suits of graduates from that department.
The brochure can describe the occupa-
tions and graduate and professional
schools that former majors attended. A
third brochure can describe types of
graduate or professional programs,
standard entrance examinations, and a
time line for applying. The first semester
of students' junior year is not too early
to send copies of these brochures.

Two approaches exist for deeloping
printed materials. An individual faculty
member can develop them for the de-
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partment,3 or have the department's
honor society or club undertake the
task. Such a service project would be of
assistance to new students and would be
a vehicle for recruiting new members for
those organizations.

Integrating Course Selections
and Career Plans

Approving students' class schedules is
a common activity for undergraduate
teachers. However, at issue is whether
the process simply iequires one's name
on a piece of paper or provides an op-
portunity to discuss why students take
some courses rather than others.

In the latter case, students' postgrad-
uate career goals provide one rationale
for selecting courses. Because many
schools provide students with consider-
able flexibility in fulfi..;ng requirements,
students can select required and elective
courses on the basis of their career ob-
jectives. For students with clear goals,
the adviser can provide a list of support-
ing courses that are consistent with pur-
suing graduate degrees, advanced edu-
cation in such areas as medicine or law,
or other postgraduate objectives such as
employment in business, social service
settings, and governmental agencies. In
brief, the adviser can help students in
clarifying goals, evaluating priorities,
and making decisions about course
selection and scheduling. When a visers
adopt a mutual problem-solving ap-
proach versus presenting themselves as
experts, students are more likely to seek
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continued information from them. As
students become more Involved in the
process, advisers' suggestions about
courses and for career exploration can
promote the students' development.'

Another step tolAard more effective
advising consists of learning about the
educational and occupational pursuits
of students with a bachelor's degree in
one's disciphne. An undergraduate de-
gree is not the "dead end" that some
peopk seem to believe.'

For some students, identifying appro-
priate career alternatives is a major diffi-
culty. Advisers can provide several op-
tions for those students. The university's
counseling center is another resource.
Most counseling centers provide career
assessment services as well as descriptive
materials about careers. Students may
be unaware of those services, so that
timely referrals may be productive. Or a
career exploration course can provide a
more structured approach to identifying
career alternatives.'

Students expressing interest in profes-
sions outside of their major can be re-
ferred to special advisers. On some cam-
puses, there are individuals who special-
ize in advising students interested in pro-
fessional schools such as law or the
health sciences. Advisers can encourage
students to spend time with special ad-
visers. They can provide more specific
information about dates for entrance ex-
ams, unique course requirements for
particular schools, information about
required grades, and financial assis-
tance. .

Advisers can also schedule a portion
of their time with special advisers to in-
crease their own knowledge. Moreover,
contacts with special advisers can help
other advisers develop a list of requisite
or recommended courses for students
planning careers in those areas.

Promoting Collegial Support

Intradepartmental communication is
another component in effective advising.
For smaller departments, communica-
tion may be relatively easy. As depart-
ments increase in size, however, an indi-
vidual may lose touch with colleagues'
advising interests and expertise. Readers
who have an interest in approaches that
have been tried in large departments

may want to learn about the experiences
of Ha !gm and Halgin (1984).

When certain advising Issues, such as

elective courses for hberal arts students
planning to pursue a career in business,
arise repeatedly, teachers can distribute
pertinent informatipl to others in the
department. Maint lining open fines of
communication with colleagues increases
the likelihood of knowing who is partic-
ularly knowledgeable about specific
issues, such as graduate school admis-
sion. Moreover, faculty are in a better
position to make effective referrals
when they know about their colleagues'
advising st rengt hs.

When only one member of a depart-
ment or division can afford to travel to a
professional convention, advanced plan-
ning directed toward advising-related in-
formation can be productive. Sharing
convention information with colleagues
is not only cost effective but also can ex-
tend the scope of effective advising.

Individuals having access to audiovis-
ual production facilities can expand
their advising capacities by developing
media presentations. Videotapes of
panel discussions about post-graduation
employment or educational alternatives
can be viewed later by students who were
unable to attend the presentation itself.
Ware (1984) reports on the development
and use of such videotapes for a variety
of fife choices.'

Serving as Surrogate Parent

Many undergraduate advisers report
that they serve as surrogate parents. For
some students, parents are too far away,
geographicIly or emotionally, to pro-
vide the support that students want. In
those instances, students may turn to
teachers for assistance with personal and
social problems in addition to academic
ones. Mthough it is not possible to set
rigid guidelines for surrogate parenting,
advisers should realize that limits do
exist. Some issues that students raise re-
quire referral to professional counsel-
ors. For example, we have made refer-
tals for problems involving alcohol
abuse, sexual assault, depression, and
suicidal thoughts and behaviors. Other
problems require parental participation.
The financial impfications of a delay in
graduating may require parental involve-

ment. Often, however, a faculty mem-
ber can help students who simply need
or want to talk to an empathetic adult.

In summary, the teachers' advisory
role is multidimensional and can be
complex. Norice teachers should under-
stand that developing effective advising
skills takes time. The suggestions pre-
sented here, such as consulting the pub-
lished literature, asking for assistance
from colleagues, and drawing on per-
sonal experience can contribute to the
development of the teacher's effective-
ness as an adviser.

NOTES

I. Advising issues vary with the size of
one's department and university. Under-
graduates in large universities can encounter
a system that does not respond to them in a
personal way. See Richard P. Halgin and
Lucille F. Halgin, 1984. An advising system
for a large psychology department. Teach-
ing of Psychology 11:67-70. The Halms
describe a program of checkups that more
effectively meets the needs of undergraduate
psychology majors in their department.
Their program is easily adaptable to most
academic departments. Others provide rec-
ommendations for departments committed
to improving academic advising. See Robert
W. Titley and Bonnie S. Titley, 1982. Aca-
demic advising: The neglected dimension in
designs for undergraduate education. Teach-
ing of Psychology, 9:45-49. Finally, there
are strategies for overcoming obstacles to
ad,.ising. See John F. Kremer, 1980. Three
obstacles to improving academic consulta-
non. Teaching of Psychology, 7:153-156.

2. Developing effective orientation strat-
egies relies on discovering students' needs.
Reports about needs analyses exist for cur-
riculum and career development. See
Thomas V. McGovern and Brenda K.
Hawks, 1984. Transition and renewal of an
undergraduate program in psychology.
Teaching of Psychology, 11:70-74; Patricia
W. Lunneborg, 1986. Assessing students'
career needs at a large public university.
Teaching of Psychology, 13:189-192; Mark
E. Ware, 1986. Assessing students' career
needs at a small private university. Teaching
of Psychology, 13:135-183. Readers mAy
also find others' advising experiences help-
ful. See Mark E. Ware and Richard J.
Millard, eds., 1986. Handbook on 3gudent
development: Advising, career development
and field placement. Hillsdale, New Jersey:
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc. Finally,
psychology advisers may want to take ad-
vantage of advising resources in their disci-
pline. See Janet R. Matthews, Anne M.
Rogers, and C. James Scheirer, 1986. Se-
Iecced resources for college teachers of psy-
chology. Teaching of Psychology. 13:3-7.
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3. For examples cr brochures that one of

the authors developed, wnte to Mark E.
Ware, Department of Psychology, Creigh-
ton University, Omaha, Nebraska 68178.

4. See John F. Kremer, 1980. Three ob-
stacles to improving academic consultation.
Machina of Psychology, 7:153-156. Ad-
visers should al,- be prepared to refer stu-
dents experiencing considerable confusion
and/or uncertainty about career aspirations
to the school's counseling center when such
a facility exists on campus.

5. A valley of literature nmply demon-
strates the range of opportunities for, and
vemtility of, the liberal arts major in psy-
chology. See the following: James R Davis,
1979. Baccalaureate in psychology: 1969
and 1970. In Paul J. Woods, ed. The psy-
chology major: Training and employment
strategies (pp. 110-114). Washington,
DC: American Psychoiogit.al Association;
Patricia W. Lunneborg, 1974. Can college
graduates in psychology find employment in
their field? Vocational Guidance Quarterly,
23:159-166; Robert W. Tit ley, 1978. What-
ever happened to the class of '67? American
Psychologist, 33:1094-1098; James A.
Walsh, 1979. A Montana perspective on vo-
cational opportunities. In Paul J. Woods,
ed. The psychology major: Training and
employment strategies (pp. I 15-119).
Washington, DC: American Psychological

Association; Mark E. Ware and Ann E.
Meyer, 1981. Career versatility of the psy-
chology major: A survey of graduatcs.
Teaching of Psychology. 8:12-15; Paula
Sachs Wise, Gene F. Smith, and Frank E.
Fulkerson, 1983. Occupations of psychol-
ogy majors receiving undergraduate degrees
from Western Illinois University. Teaching
of Psychology. 10:53-54; Paul J. Woods,
1979. Employment following two different
undergraduate programs in psychology. In
Paul J. Woods, ed. The psychology major:
Training and employment strategies (pp.
120-125). Washington, DC: Arnerie.an Psy-
chological Association.

6. Several articles describe such career
courses. See the following: Venus Bluestein,
1977. Variations on the fields of psychology
course. Teaching of P-rhology, 4:146-147;
Tricia Haney and Pracilla A. Howland,
1978. Career course for credit: Necessity or
luxury? Journal of College Placement. 39:
75-79; Paul R. Korn, 19E0. An undergradu-
ate helpinrskills course: Skill development
and career education. Teaching of Psychol-
ogy, 7:153-156; Kennon A. Latta!, 1980.
Psychology as a profession: A brief course
providing career information for psychol-
ogy majors. Teaching of Psychology, 7:234-
244; Thomas V. McGovern, 1979. The de-
velopment of a career planning program for
undergraduate psychology majors. Teach-
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ing of Psychology. 6:183-184; Mark E.
Ware, 1981. Evaluating a career develop-
mcnt course: A two ycar study. Teaching of
Psychology, 8:67-71; Mark E. Ware, 1985.
Assessing a career development course for
upper level college students. Journal of Col-
lege Student Personnel, 26:152-155; Mark
E. Ware and Mark L. Beischei, 1979. Career
development: Evaluating a new frontier for
teaching and research. Teaching of Psychol-
ogy. 6:210-213.

7. For more information about video-
tapes, write to NI, -k E. Ware, Department
of Psychology, Creighton University,
Omaha, Nebraska 68178.
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. Shortage Seen ...
,

For Faculties
For the 1990'sl

By EDWARD B. FISKE
Unless preventive steps are taken

I.

soon, American colleges and universi-
ues fact a major Monne of faculty
members starting in the next several
years, according to the most compre-
hensive wady ever :tlinducted of the
academic job market.

Contrary to the common wisdom, the
stociY, released yesterday, found that
the bluest shortfalls will occur not in
the sciences but in the humanities and
social sciences, and that the shortage
will be caused mainly by growth in stu-
dent enrollments and not by large-
scale retirements of professors.

"We need to increase overall produc-
tion of new Ph.D.'s by two-thirds," said
William G. Bowen. co-author of the re-
port. "In the humanities and social sci-
ences, we need to double the currenti
numbers." . , -

First Statistical Confirmation

The study was conduCted by Mr.1
Bowen, former president ot Prinaton
University, who is now president of the i
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, and 1
Julie Ann Soso, a Princeton graduate ,
now studying at Oxford University. I,

Their research provides the first !
statistical confirmation of a faculty
shortage that hu been discussed anec-
dotally hi academic circles for the last
three years.

It also puts some new twists on the
debate, starting with its rejection of
prevailing thought that the expected
faculty shortages will result primarily
from the extensive retirement of fac-
ulty members hired as American
higher education was expanding in the
1950's and 1980's.

Main Factors Are Demographic

While such retirements will Create
much of the vacancies, the year-by-
year rate at which they occur is ex-
pected to be steady. The major cause of
the shortage will be the opening up of
new jobs to accommodate it growth In
enrollment expected to begin in 1197.
"The main factors are demographic,"
Mr. Bowen said, referring to the bulge
of students now moving through ele-
mentary schools.

This WW1 alone could reduce con-
cern about new Federal legislation
banning mandstory retirement.

"Eliminating mandatory retirement
won't kill off jobs," said Mr. Bowen.
"You're talking about a couple of per-
cents.* points."

The study, "Prospects for Faculty in

Continued on Page 20. Column 3
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Major FacultY Shol-fages Foreseen for the 1990's
Continued From Page 1

the Arls and Sciences: A Study of Foe-
tus s Affecting Demand and Supply
19117-2012," is being published by
Princeton University Press at 41 Wil-
liam Street In Princeton, NJ. 00540.

The picture the authors paint of what
Mr. Bowen called "serious staffing
moistens" in higher educalkm con-

asts simply with popular Wages
knife the 1970's, when hiring became
sluggish and the taxi.driving Ph.D. an
established part of the American
scene.

The study reported that in the 1987-
1992 pet Ind, there will be 1.6 can&
tlatex available for each available
teaming position. But by 19974002,
tbe thou e will drop to 0.83 for each
job, with 30,934 new faculty members
io till an estimated 37,09s posts sons. .
I'm 211512.2007 the figiii e is in sleeted
to be O 10.

Wheel, Real Shortfalls 1.1e

Ilse study found that contrary In
wolcsmead belief, Ilw pending [ac-
idly shmtage would not be conceit-

ated in the natural sciences.
"'I here's a pi oblem in the sciences,"
said Mr. Bowen, "but the real short-
falls he in the humanities and social
sciences."

The study estimated that in the
1997-2002 period the candklates-to-
jobs ratio would be 0.71 in Ihe hu-
manities and social sciences, OA in
mathematics and the physical sci-
ences. and 1.13 In the biological sci-
enCes and psychology.

Mr. Bowen said a "flight from the
al ts and sciences" was the cause. ilia
dins show that from 1971 to 19115 the
percentage of graduate and under-
graduate degrees conferred in the
arts and sciences fell to 25 percent,
from 40 percent. By contrast, major
increases occurred in business and
engineering.

Mr. Bowen emphasized that as in
any industry, the ideal situation
would be a ratio of roughiy 1.3 candi-
dates available fur each job. "You
never have a perfect match," he said.
"If you're looking for a Renaissance

Facto:

'tS
I ''..!!/!" 11414.

In thousands "1

Ali Supply et kPosltkns
lam* Nrit eyaNable

.40 4 candidates

`aid Demand

49:

Shortfalls are
expected in the
humanities and
social sciences.

scholar, it doesn't help much to have
an economist available."

The study estimated that resloring
the overall ratio lo the 1.3 level would
require a 114 percent increase in new
doctorates. To do so in the Mr 'lies

Sow*: Atom W. Won FoundsMon

Thorn. York Tkow/Sopi.11, ISM

and social sciences would require 92
percent Increase.

Quality problems are also an issue.
A ratio close lo 1.0 means lhal col-
leges are in the position of having to
iiire just about anyone who comes
along. The qunlity issue is magnified,
he said, by dela Mowing that the pro-
portion of doctorates being awarded
by major research universities is de-
clining.

The stidy focused on Ihe arts and
sciences In four-year institutions and
dld not cover professional schools or
their undergraduate equivalents in
fields like education, engineering or
business.

Mr. Bowen emphasized that the
findines of the study were projeclkms

'If you're looking
for a Renaissance
scholar, it doesn't
help much to have
an economist
available.'

ralhei than predictions. "Enlight-
ened pnlicies can he adopled lo in-
crease Me pipeline so Ihnt the short-
ages we envision do not come to
pass," he said.

He said universities should shorten
the time regoired to obiain a Ph.D.,
which now ranges from about 7 years
in mathemat Ws to snore than 12 years
in the inummities. One way of doing
Ilas wonki he to ease up mi the num.
her of hours that candidates must
spend teaching.

Another need, he said, is In increase
the number of fellowships and the
amount they pay. Past of the respon-
sibility for this, he said, lies with col-

' leges and universities and part with
the Federal Government, whose sup-
port for fellowships has declined sUb,
Mantially since ihe isle 11160's.

"Prospects for Faculty in the Arts
and Sciences" is the first major study
of 1he academic labor market since
1974 report by Allan M. Cartier lhat
discussed the light conditions of the
recent period.

The two researchers analyzed fac-
ulty employment dela and other
statistics compiled by the National
Research Council and other sources.
They were the first lo use computers
lo develop overall conclusions about
faculty employment by usemblIng
dela on various trends, like birth or
college-gel* rates, and by factoring
. out Ph.D. holders likely to seek non-
academic e...ployinent and foreign
nationals likely to return to their own
countriell.

711
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Part-timers present a fascinating pattern. Two thirds arc twenty-

five years of age or older, and the majority return to college after

having "stopped out." Slightly over one half arc married, and ahnost
60 percent are employed full time. Academically, part-time students

have a lower high school grade-point average than the others," but
their college grade-point average is slightly higher. Surprisingly,
our research revealed that career success and material well-being arc

less imporunt for these students. And we also found that part-timers

are as inclined as full-time students to support more course require-

ments for graduation (Table 6).

Table 8 Characteristics of Part-Time and Fug-Time Undergraduates at
Four-Year Institutions

Percent

Part-Time Full-Time

Age twenty-live years old or older 87 13
Dropped out for some period since entering college 58 16
Married. divorced. separated. or widowed 53 10
At present employed full lime 59 4
Father's occupation professional or managerial 54 65

skilled or semiskilled 42 32
Father's education: high school or less 55 38
College grade-point average of 8 or higher 61 55
These goals are "very important". career success 57 83

financial success 40 43
intellectual development 70 69

The chiel benefit ol a college education is that it increases
ones earning power

38 44

College should require all undergraduates to take more
courses in. literature 25 26

science 4 I 32
computer science 73 74 ;

the arts 30 27

Sow. The Carnotite Foundation lot the Advancement ol Teaching. National Sunnty ol Under-
gtaduales, I9E14

'ro bt tter inform part-time students about campus services and
activities, some institutions MUM die cost of mailing information
directly to their homes. Others run a special column for part-timers
in the student newspaper; some institutions issuc special newsletters

for them. Still oilier colleges schedule orientation seminars for part-
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time students on weekends or during evening hours, whcn they are

more likely to be free. And onc institution put an orientation session

on videocasscnc so it could bc viewed not only by the parents of,

incoming young students, but also by part-time students who find
it difficult to attend briefings on dic campus. Regard len of the,
strategics used, wc strongly urge that all colleges with nontradi-
tional students find creative ways to help thcm become full partners

in the community of learning.

Orientation, while essential, is only the beginning. After the

flush of newness fades, all new students soon discover that there arc

term papers to be written, course requirements to be met, and
conflicts between the academic and social life on campus. Students

need to talk about these tensions. One freshman told us, "1 call homc

a lot, especially when 1 have a big exam. The main thing my mom

cmints to know is whether I'm eating right and getting lots of sleep,

which really doesn't help much, but at least 1 feel better just talking

abotfie.my worrics."
,/I'he successful college offers a well-planned program of advising

for all students, one that provides support throughout thc entire
freshman year. This is thc goal, and yct wc found advising to_be one-
of the weakest links in thc undergracc. Emergency
services, suc i as a calth clinic and psychological counseling, eke

found on most campuses, but only about a third of thc colleges in

our study had a quality advisement program that helped students

think carefully about their academic options. One student at a col-
lege with no formal advising structure said, "At registration time I
couldn't get much help. I finally decided to talk things over with my
roommate."'

When wc asked students in our national survey how ' ,' feel
about the quality of advising services on their campus, wc learned
that at least half the students had never sought advice on financial,

vocimona , or personal matters. And almost one m ive ha !icier
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sought advice on academic matters (Table 7). Hut again, patterns
varied widely from one type of institution to another. As one moves

( from the large research university to the small liberal arts college,
the students rate the advising ss more highly adequate, reflecting the
fact dist on small campuses the faculty arc often more actively
inv-Aved.

At one small liberal arts college in the Midwest, we found that
members of die (acuity do most of thc academic advising. A student
at this college told our sitc visitor, "I can sec my faculty adviser
almost any time, and we sometimes meet in the student union for
coffee just to talk wings over." At a medium-sized college in the
South wc found an advising program called "Safety Net." Memben
of the faculty meet freshmen individually and in groups and receve
teachin , credit for their advisement work. Thc main worry we
heard expressed is that some students unburden themselves of emo-
tional problems that faculty members feel ill equipped to handle.

A senior professor who plays a central role in the program told
our researcher, "The idea is not that wc arc somehow in loco parentis

we're noi trying to be surrogate parents. 8..n in some cases we've
been that And if you get a student who really unloads, why, you
have an awful lot to pick up on. That's why wc back this thing up
with a counseling center. Wc encourage faculty, when thcy'rc faced

iwith a problem they can't handle, to get on the phone and refer the
student to a professional counselor."

Almmt without exception, wc found that faculty at large institu
,

dons arc less actively involved in fornul advising, although they still
spend time informally with students, especially those who have
selected their academic major. On these campuses, a professional

icounseling staff does most of the academic advising for the lower
division students. At one such university, freshaien who need ap-
proval for their course load report to the dean's office, leave their :

names with the receptionist, and sit, waiting to be called. Long lines
are common. When an adviser is free, hc or she goes over the
student's propmed program, checking to sec that Fi,vneral education
re,-..irements will be met."
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Most of thc advisers on this campus arc doing their best under
difficult conditions. A flood of students must be seen during thc two-

week preregistration period and advisers have liulc time to talk about

academic goals. In the hurry-np sessions we observed, wc found that

. deciding whether a student should take an anthropology course or

one in the history of dance was determined more by schcJule-jug-
gling than by what would bc in the best interest of thc student. Thc
problem was not an uncaring attitude. Rather, it reflected thc press of

ttoo many students to advise and, to some extent, the ambivalence on

this campus about thc role faculty should assume.
To what extent should faculty members be personal as well as

intellectual mcntors to students? Is it thc kindly, caring Mr. Chips
or the stern, detached law professor characterind by John I louse-

man in Paper Gate who embodies thc ideal relationship between

faculty and students? Wc found in our surveys i, ad interviews that

the faculty "role" has no one definition but is determined by thc
culture of the institution. Mr. Chips is alive and well at many liberal

arts colleges, and large research universities have thcir fair share of

John I lousemans.
<When wc asked students directly about faculty influence, about

one in four sr :d there is not even one professor on thcir campuswho

- takes a personal intcrcst in their academic progress. On thc other
hand, about the same number said they were able to identify a mem-

ber of the faculty who had greatly influenced their academic careers.

As to nonacademic matters, 39 percent of the students said there arc

professors at their college whom thcy feel free to consult on personal
conccrns. I lowever, this was down from 53 perccnt in 1975.

Ps-specially revealing, and perhaps most disturbing, is thc fact that

ahnost half the undergraduates (48 percent) in our survey said thcy

felt that students at their colleges arc treated like numbers in a book.

But here again wc found a sharp difference between' the public and
private institutions and also between the liberal arts colleges, whcrc

only 9 percent agreed, and thc research universities, where 62 per-

cent of the respondents said students at their school arc treated like

numbers in a hook (Table 8).
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There are trade-offs in American higher education. Small col-

leges, because of size alone, find it easier to stay in touch with

students, and larger institutions, although more impersonal perhaps,

provide diversity and a richness of programs, and frequently set

standards for scholarship and research in higher education. We need

variety, and while advising undergraduates may pose a special prob-

km for large institutions, the difficulties arc, we believe, not insur-

mountable. They should be viewed, in fact, as an important chal-

lenge.
Several years ago, the University of Maryland opened an Under-

graduate Advising Center after thc campus senate became con-

cerned that many students wcrc selecting majors too hastily. The

Center, staffed by several full-time advisers, helps students clarify

their goals and make academic choices. 'The Maryland program also

has a "resident aide" who is available to students after regular hours.

On this campus an outstanding faculty adviser is selected every year

front each of the five major academic areas."

Wichita State University has a comprehensive advising program

for all incoming students that has dramatically reduced attrition, and

Miami University in Ohio has a successful program called "The

Freshman Year." Entering freshmen at Miami attend a summer

orientation program at which faculty members from each of the

academic divisions advise and register incoming students. A fresh-

man adviser lives in each residence hall. Sincc it is not necessary for

students to makc an appointment or wait for "office hours," their

questions can be addressed as they occur. Miami, by staying in close

touch with students and by taking advising into residence halls

)which arc small communitieshas an impressive retention rate, one

well above thc national average."

`-- We strongly urge that all institutions, large and small, plan a

comprehensive program of counseling and advising throughout the

freshman year. Full-time professionals, who report to thc chief aca-

demic officer of thc college, should coordinate the program. On

some campuses part of the load of each full-time faculty member

may be assigned to advising; on others faculty may come in

occasionally to lend support but it is crucial, we believe, for NW, ,'

and the academic priorities of the campus to be closely linked.

several campuses we visited, special forums brought faculty

residence halls to talk with students and to help theni consider

academic options.
Graduate swdents and upper division students also may be eff

tive as aides, especially in advising freshmen. And members of )

faculty who are at or near retirement may be helpful, too. Sea .'

faculty arc well acquainted with the realities of life, just as t ) .

know a lot about the college. Thcir relationship with underpaid )

students can be mutually rewarding, generating friendships

span generations. Above all, we urge that advisers be carefully

kcted. Seminars to improve their advising skills should bc ad .

Wed, and colleges should show, by rewards and sanctions, t ) +:

advising is a high priority on the campus.
Can the modern college find its own meaning for inatriculatiot

Is it possible for today's students to feel both the excitement and

responsibility that comc from joining a community of learning? ,

We conclude that a successful freshman-year program will

vince students that they are ?art of an intellectually vital, mete
,

community. In such a setting counseling will occur in ached 7.

sessions and also in hallways, over a cup of coffee, or on a stroll fro

one building to another. The spirit of community will be sustain..

by a climate on the campus where personal relationships are prize

where integrity is thc hallmark of discourse, and whcrc people spe.

and listen carefully to each other.
Above an, incoming students should understand the purpts

and traditions of the institution and be reminded of both the oppc

tunitics and obligations that guide a collegiate education.
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faculty members are not likely to seek to affect an individual stu-
dent's learn:ng in the tutorial. What tutoring there is will probably
grow from informal contacts and find its own patterns and time.

Advising

Supposedly, in some hallowed past, teachers and learners
mingled intellectual and personal development so closely and so
happily that there was no need for special counselors and advisers.
The small, rural, residendal college tried to approximate that con-
dition. (In some Ncw England prep schools even today, the head-
master personally bids each student good night every evening.) But
accurate accounts of such eolleges suggest that studenta and faculty
maintained their distance even then and that the intellectual and
personal lives of neither group ran smoothly side by side. Only in
unusual times and under unusual circumstances is there great har-
mony. The confrontations of the sixties did not bring harmony, but
it did bring forced intimacy on many campuses. At present, even
that kind of association is looked on with nostalgia.

My point is that only in theory has there been much effective
concern for knitting formal campus learning together with actual
campus life. Living-lcaniing arrangements that sprang up in the
sixties have fallen short of becoming established campus patterns.
Cluster colleges have survived, but only as a very small part of
higher education.

What might an individual teacher do to go beyond keeping
regular office hours and not brushing students off after claw? I have
trkd a good many of the usual devices: sponsoring clubs, taking
students to lunch, having thcm into my homc, arranging picnics and
parties, worrying about formal counseling procedures and trying to
find better ones. I have drawn the conclusion that nothing works
very long, that very little works without careful attention, and that
students vary as widely as faculty iii their need for enhancing insti-
tutional learning relationships and in thcir responses to ways of meet-
ing that need.

Nevertheless, an education that purports to contribute any-thing to a person's life must surely deal with the relationships amongthe varieties of human kings that make up students and faculty and
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the varieties of activities they engage in, both as kamers and per-
son& am not talking, for the moment, about formal counseling;
rather, about ways of advising and counseling indirectly, maybe no
more formal han providing excuses and opportunities for easy talk.

One os..:11 way of improving advising is to keep Insisting on
the idea of collegiality and to keep trying to provide structures
through which students and faculty can have associations outside the
daimon. Colleges and departments, in themselves, no longer pro-
vide these possibilities. Any such association will probably have to
come from the students and faculty on their own, perhaps when a
few like-minded individuals set out in a variety of ways to form in-
formal collegial structures quite apart from those that now define
campus teaching and learning.

Another way is to expand the opportunities for individual
attention within the classroom. Class time used to help etndents see
their own growth in relation to classwork is seldom wasted. From
conscious efforts to identify students as something other than social
security numbers can develop askiciations which have some chance
of cnduring beyond the twelve- or sixteen-week term.

The discontinuities of learning are a marked feature of man
education. Beyond the aeparation of dasswork from out-of-class ac-
tivities, of one class from another, and of one discipline from an-
other are the larger separations of parents from the college and of
alumni from the academic work they might have pursued. Again,
I would suggest, probably in vain, more efforts to let parents see and
enjoy some of the academic life they are paying for and to invite
alumni back to share their after-college experiences with students
and faculty.

A final suggestion is to continue with something of the spirit
and substance of the free university. Faculty members and students
know many things outside their own disciplines. And though free
learning has a hard time competing with credits and grades, it does
have its attractions. Indeed, the kind of trust and friendship and ex-
panded understanding that can grow out of learning with others
something one really wants to learn is seldom approximated in a
regular class. A weekend that a faculty member might spend with
students rock-hunting or fly-casting or prowling some odd corners of
a museum could be free learning in its best sente.

I.)
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74 The Craft of Teaching

Within the present climate, my suggestions; have about as
much to do with the actual academic programs as with actual
formal advising and counseling procedures. Yet, such attitude and
activities bear importantly on both. Formal advising is right now
and everywhere in pretty much of a max The doctrine of is loco
pounds having ban swept aside, other ways of substitute adviiing
have shifted or disappeared. The counseling functions taken over at
one time by professionah in guidance and counseling appear to be
coming back as faculty responsibilities. The venerable office of dean
of students, which in small schools and in the past was intimately
connected with the academie life of students, long ago lost that con-
nection. Students developed their own agencies to cope with aca-
demic and nonacademic needs, which became separate provinces of
the office of student affairs. In large universities, the sheer size of
such functions as management of housing, health and psychological
services, placement, and the student union has turned each into a
separate operation. What I am beginning to aCe, probably as a con-
sequence of these many changes, is a desire to unite once again aca-
demie concerns with something approximating the whole fife of the
student. This apparent drift accompanies a growing recognition
that what students leant depends on many factors outside the teacher
and that some total development of the student is still a legitimate
aim of the college and a responsibility of the faculty as well.

Thus, a tcachcr may have to add a basic competence in
counseling and advising to his professional skills. One gains such
competence in much the same way as othcr skills: by learning
through study or instruction or practice. Little skill is gained unless
the teacher accepts the responsibility, gives attention to its details,
and intelligently engages in doing it.

The patience to listen and the willingness to have routine
information in the head or at hand are minimal qualities. Patience
may develop from the recognition that listening gives a teacher
legitimate respite from talking. The willingness to provide informa-
tion is more a matter of will, of resisting cant as much as vowing a
positive effort. The cant is that professors are incapable of keeping
details straight and that petty details are beneath their dignity. It is
odd that an institution would trust professors to master the details of
vast and complex subject matters and not trust thcm to convey
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I accurate information about requirements for a major. Admi
% there are degrees of competence in theme respects as there are

of inclination. But tbe general tendency to relegate advising
couneeling to only a handful of faculty is wrong, ultimately

kno favor to those teachers who at first escape drudgery but In the
end perpetuate ignorance.

Advising and counseling are part of the necenary in
change between teacher and student. If a student makes the fast
step into a professor's office to find out what courses he or she
' ..II to take, that step may lead to an exchange as hnportant as that
day's classroom lecture. Until a campus crates an ambience that ex
pands these moments, both artificial and artful ways will have
serve. The teacher's responsibility is to tolerate the onethe
tory advising, which may mean the mere getting of a signatu
to develop the otherways of making embarrassing, trivial, me*
chankal, dumb queries lead to real questions. From that beginningb

*la teacher can contribute much to learning outside the classroom.
There is a great deal to know in these matters, and faculty

members who feel uneasy about counseling may be deferring to the ;
greater wisdom of the professional clinician. The disturbed, the do. 4:1
pressed, the paranoid, and the suicidal student are not screened out 1
at admissions time. Teachers help create them. It may be better to i
bc informed about where help is available than to try to handk a 1
situation by oneself. I am thankful for living within a univessity
community and knowing its resources in the times (still few in num.

\ber) when I have been responsible for dealing with suicidal students 1
or deranged faculty Illelnbell. Teachers live among these responsi- ;

bifities, and they should no more expect calamity every day than dis- i
regard the possibility that it might show up some day. So, although
an open office door may be an invitation to trouble, the literal and 1
figurative opening of office doors might be the best single step to ,

ward improving that part of out-of-classroom learning and of coun-
seling and advising for which teachers have responsibility.
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CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS POLICY

I. STATEMENT OF FURPOSZ

A public servant occupies a position of trust and confidence, and the

public expects its servantr to be above reproach in fulfilling the duties

and responsibilities of office. However, in a community as diverse and com-

plex as that of a modern public university, the pursuit of individual inter-

ests may result in conflicts with University interests. It shall be the

policy of the University that its Regents, officers, faculty and employees,

hereinafter for the sake of brevity referred to as *individual," avoid these

conflicts or even the appearance of such conflicts. The University of Okla-

homa should serve as the model for ethical conduct in the State. If a Uni-

versity can not exemplify the highest principles of honesty and integrity,

then its very reason for being is called into question.

This policy is not limited to outright dishonesty. It is clearly wrong

and is a criminal offense to take state property, sell protected information

and privileges for one's personal gain, or accept money, gifts or favors

from suppliers. Most conflicts of interest are sore subtle, and often only

a matter of degree separates an acceptable course of action from an

unacceptable one. What follows is intended to provide guidance to individu-

als, so that they can anticipate and avoid situations where personal inter-

ests cause a person to act tn a way inconsistent with University interests.

The conflicting interests re:terred to throughout this policy may be

direct or indirect. The interest night be that of the individual or that of

another, such as a close relattwe or friend. It may even be that of a busi-

ness in which the individual or other person has an interest, financial or

otherwise, which is likely to or would tend to interfere with the individu-

al's objective performance of public duties.

In determining whether a conflict exists, there is no substitute for

commln sense and good judgment. The cardinal question is whether one's

judgment lit official matters may be affected by circumstances of personal

interest. In a particular situation, identification of a disqualifying

interest must include all the facts, including, the individual's position,

the government activl, the impact of that action, the kind and amount of the

indtvidual's personal interest, and in some instances the kind and amount of

the individual's other interest. In case of doubt, an individual should

seek clarification from the President, or his or her designee, before

acting. Consultation with Legal Counsel also may be desired.

II. ST.TEMENT OF RULES

A. Conflict of Intent= There are six general areas of concern,

which are set forth below.



1. Seekine or Accenting Gifts. No individuat shall seek or accept

anything of value from others given for the purpose of influencing him or

her in the discharge of official duties.

To come within this prohibition the interest must be one incurred by

reason of the individual's public position. Normally this requirement would

e xclude gifts for purely social reasons; however, if a gift would have a

tendency to reflect adversely upon one in the public eye, a conflict of

interest will probably arise. Again one should seek tu avoid the appearance

of corruption, since the public expects a high ethical standard from its

public servants.

This rule does not prohibit occasional acceptance of items of nominal

value such as plaques, desk calendars, pens or pencils, examination copies

and desk copies of textbooks, (generally less than 450.00), which are not

intended to influence the judgment of the employee in the performance of his

public duties. However, while favors or sifts nay be small, they have the

tendency to become reciprocal. If there is ever any doub k! as to the

offerer's intent, it is always advisable to decline the favor or gift.

Benefits of significant value should be declined or returned with a letter

e xplaining this policy; a copy of the letter should be retained. This rule

(loss not prohibit gifts from within University community to individuals

retiring or leaving the University or who have achieved some special dis-

ti7iction while at the University.

2. Imnroner Use of Office or Position. No individual shall knowingly

use his official position with the University to obtain some special

privilege or advantage for himself or herself or another except as specifi-

cally provided by law.

Improper use of position can take many forms. For example, one might

use influence or coercive power with others to give a friend special consid

o ration; or it might also induce the use of position to obtain preferential

treatment with a private business having some connection with an individual.

One of the more frequent prc-lems in this area concerns use of public

property for personal purposes unrelated to the individual's public duties.

Charging personal long distance telephone calls to the University, using a

University vehicle for personal purposes, or using one's University office

to operate a personal business are all examples of improper use.

3. juss,12iata_sjssaidjuigjja_jasu:aaa2n. No individual shall offer

to or in fact give, release or discuss confidential information obtained by

the use of his or her official position to anyone not entitled to that

information. Furthermore, no individual may use any confidential informa-

tion obtained by the use of his or her official position for his or her own

personal gain.

This prohibition is intended to protect not only information directly

received by the individual but also information which one, by the use of

some power associRted with his or her official position or by virtue of that
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position, has obtained and offers to or in fact gives to another not
ntitled to that information. Some of the areas to which this policy
pertain include student records, personnel records, proprietary research

information, procurement, etc.

4. Commercial Transactiong_isith the Utivorsitv and other State aun-

lill. In general, no individual say sell, offer to sell, or cause to be

sold, either as an individual or through any business enterprise in which he

or she holds a suh3tantial financial interest, any goods or services to the

University or any other agency of the State or to any business licensed by

or regulated by the State, unless the contract is preceded by public notice

of the University's intent to procure such goods or services and they are

procured by competitive bidding, vith the individual being the lowest and

test bidder.

Whether or not an individual has a °substantial financial interest" in a

particular business organization is always a matter that must be determined

on a casa by case basis. One of the most important factors to be considered

in interpreting "substantial financial interest" is whether the individual's

judgment in :fficial matters may be affected by circumstances of personal

interest. Normally, individuals should avoid financial relationships vith

the University. For example, it would be improper for an individual to
approve the awarding of a contract to a firm of which he is a part ownr or

which employs the spouse or 'cher close relation of the one connected to the

University.

One definition of "sOstantial financial interest" identifies it as an

-nterest arising from a ;Ift, salary or other compansation from any individ-

ual or business ov interest which could result in a substantial financial

gain or loss arising from such interest in a business.

5. Outside Employment or Compensation. No individual may receive or

solicit outside employment or compensation that would impair the indepen-

dence of judgment of the individual in rendering service as a state employee

unless specifically provided by lay.

A person who accepts full time employment in the Unlversity owes hia

first duty and loyalty to the University. Any other empl.oyment or enter-

prise must be understood to be sa:ondary to his University work. Notwith-

standing this, a faculty or staff member is permitted, as sat forth in the

Faculty Handbook and Staff Handbook, to have some outside employment.

The University expects members of its faculty to pursue continual

scholarly development and renewal and to share their professional capabil-

ities for the common interest. The Universiry recognizes that consulting

activities may provide good opportunities toward these ends. Individuals

are encouraged to devote, within the limits of the current policies of the

University on outside employment, a reasonable amount of effort to personal

professional activity beyond the professional responsibilities of employment

by the University.



It is recognized that Regents are not full time employees of the Univer-

sity and chat they have theiz separate careers. In the pursuit of their

separate careers they should avoid placing themselves in situations and

positions that might impair, or give the appearances of impairing, their

independent judgment as Regents.

Of ccncern in this area, is the relationship of the University with

foundations organized to benefit the University. Public servants must not

permit their judrment to be clouded by concern over the effect of their

actions on foundation goals and priorities. Individuals should not serve as

officers for University-related foundations, nor should they receive

compensation from such foundations for activities related co the improvement

of education in the State. Any activices for which the employee or officer

is able to receive extra compensation should be preceded by a contract

between the foundation and the University, which calls for that compensation

to be paid to the University, with the University then paying the employee.

6. farticination In Hearing Panels. No member of a University hearing

or appeals panel or of another committee, council, or the Board of Regents

when engaged in judicial proceedings shall participate in such an action

when the panel member has a close professional or personal relationship with

any of the principal parties in the matter or with their

counsel/representatives. For instance, faculty and staff shall not partici-

pate as panel members when appellant or respondeut is a member of their own

department or unit or has been a close collaborator except in the case of

appeals panels internal to some units where their rules specifically permit

such participation.

B. Zolitical_Activitiss. All citizens of this country have guaranteed

rights as individuals to participate in civic affairs. The ksy phrase is

"as individuals.° No individual maiengage in political activities with the

use of state funds, personnel or property. The provisions of the Regents'

policies concerning political activities of faculty and employees shall con-

tinue in force and effect.

III. POLICY ADMINISTRATION

lc shall be the policy of the University that if an individual fails to

comply with any provision of this University policy, it may be grounds for

appropriate disciplinary action. Complaints relating to violations should

ba reported to the appropriate academic dean or executive officer. Within

sixty days of the implementation of this policy or within sixty days of

employment, each individual shall sign a statement that he or she bas read

the policy and is familiar with its contents and every two years thereafter

in the month of December a compliance statement shall be signed by each

individual.

IV. CONCLUSION

No policy can hope to answer all questions that might arise. Whenever

you are in doubt as to the propriety of any given situation, always err on

the side of propriety. One might disclose the potential or perceived con-

flict, seek advice or guidance from the appropriate officer before entering

into the activity, and make a record of the matter for future reference and

WO.
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UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
NORMAN CAMPUS

POLICY AND PROCEDURES

for the

PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS

in

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

SECTION 1. APPLICABILITY

This document sets forth the policy and procedures for the protection of human

subjects involved in research activities conducted at or sponsored by the
University of Oklahoma-Norman Campus (01.1-NC), including research activities (a)

by faculty, staff, and students, (b) performed in OU-NC facilities, or (c)

otherwise supported by University resources or facilities which are under the
control of Ou-NC officials. The policy and procedures i'ereir are designed to

conform to 45 Code of Federal Regulations Part 46 as implemented by United

States Department of ;iealth and Human Services (OHMS) "Final Regulations

Amending Basic HHS Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects," January 26,

1981.

The procedures and safeguards herein shall apply to all sponsored research
activities of the OU-NC. However, where a sponsor agency has more restrictive

or elaborate requirements for the protection of human subjects, those

requirements shall take precedence over this policy and shall be followed in
the review and approval of those research projects. Note that additional DNS

reqCrements exist for the protection of special populations--such as fetuses,
prAnant women, in vitro fertilization of human ova, prisoners, and persons

disabled--and those requirements must be followed

.rien subjects are to be drawn from any of those populations. Special

protections for children involved as subjects in research are set forth in 45
CFR 46 Subpart D which was added March 8, 1983. These protections must be met

on all projects which involve children as research subjects.

The procedures and safeguards herein shall also apply to all unsponsored

research activities of the OU-NC, except that the Institutional Review

Board-Norman Campus (IRB-NC) shall have the authority to modify these

procedures and safeguards when it deems necessary, provided that such

modifications preserve adequate protection for the rights and welfare of the
subjects of unsponsored research. Such modifications for unsponsored research

may include expansion of the coverage or modifications of the criteria or
documentation for obtaining informed consent.

The OU-NC will comply with DHHS requirements regarding cooperative research
projects. When sponsored research is conducted at or in cooperation with
another entity, all provisions of this policy shall remain in effect for that
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Reprinted below are two statements regarding sexual harassment. The first is from the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission of the US. Government, and is from their final set of

guidelines making sexual harassment an act of discrimination under Title VU of the Civil

Rights Act. The second is from a 1981 memorandum from Dr. Melvin A. Eggers,Chancellor of

Syracuse University, to the University community, and is reprinted here with his permission.

Sexual harassment is defined by the EEOC as:

"Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or

physical conduct of a secual nature ... when (1) submission to such conduct is

made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an individual's
employment, (2) submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is

used as the basis fur employment decisions affecting such individual, or (3) such

conduct has the purpnre or effect of unreasonably interfering with an
individual's work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive

work environment."

Chancellor Eggers writes:

"The academic community depends on the integrity of its members to maintain

an environment in which all may function free of intimidation. Any faculty and

staff members who would use the power and authority of their offices to

achieve personal ends would corrupt the university. Sexual harassment is

recognized as a means of limiting educational and professional opportunities,
particularly of women."
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